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                               NOTICE UNDER 

          THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
  

In accordance with the requirements of Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 ("ADA"), the City of 
St. Louis will not discriminate against qualified individuals with disabilities on the basis of disability in its 
services, programs, or activities. 
 
Employment: The City of St. Louis does not discriminate on the basis of disability in its hiring or employment 
practices and complies with all regulations promulgated by the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
under Title I of the ADA. 
 
Effective Communication: The City of St. Louis will generally, upon request, provide appropriate aids and 
services leading to effective communication for qualified persons with disabilities so they can participate equally 
in the City of St. Louis programs, services, and activities, including qualified sign language interpreters, 
documents in Braille, and other ways of making information and communications accessible to people who have 
speech, hearing, or vision impairments. 
 
Modifications to Policies and Procedures: The City of St. Louis will make all reasonable modifications to 
policies and programs to ensure that people with disabilities have an equal opportunity to enjoy all of its 
programs, services, and activities. For example, individuals with service animals are welcomed in the offices of 
the City of St. Louis, even where pets are generally prohibited. 
 
Anyone who requires an auxiliary aid or service for effective communication, or a modification of policies or 
procedures to participate in a program, service, or activity of the City of St. Louis, should contact the office of 
David J. Newburger, Commissioner on the Disabled, Office on the Disabled, City Hall, Room 30, 1200 Market 
Street, St. Louis, Missouri 63103 as soon as possible but no later than 48 hours before the scheduled event. 
 
The ADA does not require the City of St. Louis to take any action that would fundamentally alter the nature of its 
programs or services, or impose an undue financial or administrative burden. 
 
Individuals working for the City with job related issues should follow the procedure stated in City of St. Louis 
Department of Personnel Administrative Regulation No. 103. Any other complaint that a program, service, or 
activity of the City of St. Louis is not accessible to persons with disabilities should be directed to David J. 
Newburger, Commissioner on the Disabled, Office on the Disabled, City Hall, Room 30, 1200 Market Street, St. 
Louis, Missouri 63103, telephone (314) 622-3686, TTY (314) 622-3693. 
 
The City of St. Louis will not place a surcharge on a particular individual with a disability or any group of 
individuals with disabilities to cover the cost of providing auxiliary aids/services or reasonable modifications of 
policy, such as retrieving items from locations that are open to the public but are not accessible to persons who 
use wheelchairs. 
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City of St. Louis
Grievance Procedure Under 
The Americans with Disabilities Act

This Grievance Procedure is established to meet the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 
1990 ("ADA"). It may be used by anyone who wishes to file a complaint alleging discrimination on the basis 
of disability in the provision of services, activities, programs, or benefits by the City of St. Louis. The City of 
St. Louis Department of Personnel Administrative Regulation No. 103 governs employmentrelated 
complaints of disability discrimination.

The complaint should be in writing and contain information about the alleged discrimination such as name, 
address, phone number of complainant and location, date, and description of the problem. Alternative 
means of filing complaints, such as personal interviews or a tape recording of the complaint, will be made 
available for persons with disabilities upon request.

The complaint should be submitted by the grievant and/or his/her designee as soon as possible but no 
later than 60 business days after the alleged violation to:

David J. Newburger
Commissioner on the Disabled
Office on the Disabled
City Hall, Room 30
1200 Market Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63103
Office (314) 622-3686 / Fax (314) 622-4019 / TTY (314) 622-3693

Within 15 business days after receipt of the complaint, Mr. Newburger or his designee will meet with the 
complainant to discuss the complaint and the possible resolutions. Within 15 business days of the 
meeting, Mr. Newburger or his designee will respond in writing, and where appropriate, in a format 
accessible to the complainant, such as large print, Braille, or audio tape. The response will explain the 
position of the City of St. Louis and offer options for substantive resolution of the complaint.

If the response by Mr. Newburger or his designee does not satisfactorily resolve the issue, the 
complainant and/or his/her designee may appeal the decision within 15 business days after receipt of the 
response to the Director of the Department of Human Services for the City of St. Louis, or his designee.

Within 15 business days after receipt of the appeal, the Director of the Department of Human Services or 
his designee will consult with the relevant department or other agency and meet with the complainant to 
discuss the complaint and possible resolutions. Within 15 business days after the meeting, the Director of 
the Department of Human Services or his designee will respond in writing, and, where appropriate, in a 
format accessible to the complainant, with a final resolution of the complaint.

All written complaints received by Mr. Newburger or his designee, appeals to the Director of the 
Department of Human Services or his designee, and responses from these two offices will be retained by 
the City of St. Louis for at least three years.



 

Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act 
City of St. Louis Internal Grievance Procedure 

 
Instructions: Sign and return original with signature to:  

Office on the Disabled 
City of St. Louis 
City Hall, Room 30 
1200 Market Street 
St. Louis, Missouri 63103 

Please fill out this form completely. 

This information will be held in confidence unless instructed otherwise by you. 
Please note that this grievance procedure is for facilities, services and programs owned and or operated by 
the City of St. Louis. 

  
Your name (complainant):   Telephone numbers:   

Address:     Home:      

   Work:      

   Cell:     

E-mail address:         

Reason for grievance/compliant, or why you feel you have been discriminated against. Please be specific 
and provide as much information as possible i.e. location, date, time, names etc. (Attach additional sheets 
as needed.) 
        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

Your signature:     

Date:    

If you have questions about this form, need an accommodation, or a different format, please contact Office 

on the Disabled at 314-622-3686 or email newburgerd@stlouiscity.com 

Please allow us 15 business days to investigate and respond to your complaint. 
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Collinsville St. Louis Belleville St. Charles 

100 Lanter Court, Suite 1 

Collinsville, IL  62234 

618.345.2200 

720 Olive, Suite 700 

St. Louis, MO  63101 

314.588.8381 

20 East Main Street 

Belleville, IL  62200 

618.416.4688 

330 North Main, Suite 201 

St. Charles, MO  63301 

636.493.6277 

MEMORANDUM 

 

 

 

 

 

The Board of Public Service (BPS) publishes the Standard Specifications, Bid Items and 

Standard Details for Street and Alley Construction (Standards) that have been recently 

revised and approved by the Board of Public Service.  These documents serve as the design 

standards for public and private construction projects on City right-of-way.  The document 

was reviewed for compatibility with the current federal guidelines for ADA compliance, 

Proposed Guidelines for Pedestrian Facilities in the Public Right-of-Way (PROWAG), along with 

the Revised Code of the City of St. Louis (code).  The standards were also reviewed against 

the applicable state standards, Missouri Department of Transportation Engineering Police 

Guide, but all potential revisions were addressed through either the PROWAG or code.  

Additionally, the standard details were updated regarding ADA accessibility.  This 

memorandum is divided into three phases that includes discussions on potential revisions and 

updates to the document that would increase accessibility throughout the city.  The three 

phases are based on the three separate components of the Specs; Standard Specification, 

Bid Items, and Standard Details.   

 

Standard Specifications  

 

The Standard Specifications (specs) were reviewed to identify discrepancies between the 

specs and either the federal ADA guidelines, PROWAG, or City code but also identify potential 

additions to the specifications to provide additional guidance to increase accessibility 

throughout the city.  In some cases the recommendations are to clarify language for 

consistency between specs and the code.  Other recommendations are to add or remove 

language from the specs to increase accessibility.  Additionally one of the recommendations 

is to add an additional specification to provide City standard for unit pavers. 

 

Clarification to City code: 

 

The code is a compilation of ordinances which are generally enforceable throughout the City.  

The following suggestions are additions to the code to further define accessibility and make 

clear City expectations regarding accessibility throughout the City. 

 

• General Comment – The terms “tree lawn” and “parkway” are used interchangeably 

throughout the code.  Examples of locations where “tree lawn” is used include 

Chapter 22.48.190, while “parkway” is used in Chapter 20.51.010, Chapter 

11.18.060, and Chapter 20.26.150.  The standard details use the terminology “tree 

lawn”.   

 Date: 7/6/2022  Project #: 19037.005 

 Time: 2:00 PM   

     

To: 

Eric Bothe, PE, Project Manager, Board of Public Services 

David Newburger, Commissioner, Office on the Disabled 

From: Travis Helmkamp, PE ADAC 

Subject: 

ADA Transition Plan – Review of Standard Specifications, Bid Items and Standard 

Details for Street and Alley Construction 
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• If desired, define the minimum width of paved sidewalk and minimum pedestrian 

access route for the various street uses throughout the city.  Examples of minimum 

widths could be defining a minimum pedestrian access route of 6’ on arterial routes 

or establishing a minimum sidewalk width of 10’ adjacent to commercial parcels.  

We could not find any location in the code where the minimum paved sidewalk 

width is established.  The revised detail sheets establish a minimum sidewalk width 

of 5 feet. 
 

Clarification between specs, PROWAG, and City code: 

 

The code was reviewed for both consistency with federal ADA guidelines and the specs.  The 

comments are divided by title and chapter of the code with reference to the language in the 

PROWAG or specs along with a short narrative on the discrepancy. 

 

• Title 1 – General Provisions 

o Chapter 1.08.210 – Sidewalk.   

The code defines the “sidewalk” to mean the portion of the street between the 

curb line and the adjacent property line, intended for the use of pedestrians.  

“Sidewalk” includes not only the pavement intended for use by the pedestrian 

but any “tree lawn” or other unpaved area between the curb line and the 

adjacent property line.  In the PROWAG and specs sidewalk is used to define 

the paved route intended for the use of pedestrians.  This could cause confusion 

in later chapters of the code where “sidewalk” widths are defined. 

 

• Title 11 – Health and Safety 

o Chapter 11.18.140 – Household goods in sidewalk or street.   

The chapter interchangeably uses the “sidewalk” definition as defined in 

Chapter 1.08.210 and the “sidewalk” definition as defined in the PROWAG and 

specs. 

 

• Title 17 – Vehicles and Traffic 

o Chapter 17.02.490 – Sidewalk.   

The code defines the “sidewalk” to mean the portion of the street between the 

curb line and the adjacent property line, intended for the use of pedestrians.  

“Sidewalk” includes not only the pavement intended for use by the pedestrian 

but any “tree lawn” or other unpaved area between the curb line and the 

adjacent property line.  In the PROWAG and specs sidewalk is used to define 

the paved route intended for the use of pedestrians.  This could cause confusion 

in later chapters of the code where “sidewalk” widths are defined.   

 

• Title 20 – Streets, Sidewalks and Bridges 

o Chapter 20.26.080 – Width requirements.   

The width requirements provided within this chapter are for the “sidewalk” 

definition as defined in Chapter 1.08.210. 

 

o Chapter 20.26.090 – Cross slope.   

The cross slope provided within this chapter relates to paved sidewalk as 

defined in the PROWAG and the specs.  If the intent is for the chapter to apply 
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to the entirety of the “sidewalk” as defined in Chapter 1.08.210, multiple detail 

sheets need to be revised to match the code. 

o Chapter 20.26.210 – Tax bill for sidewalk repair – Issued when.   

The chapter interchangeably uses the “sidewalk” definition as defined in 

Chapter 1.08.210 and the “sidewalk” definition as defined in the PROWAG and 

specs. 

 

o Chapter 20.30.050 – Footbridge over sidewalk excavations.   

The code provides requirements when footbridges need to be constructed to 

facilitate pedestrian traffic.  It is assumed that this section is intended only to 

apply to only paved sidewalk facilities and not when excavation occurs within 

the sidewalk portion of the roadway as defined in Chapter 1.08.210. 

 

o Chapter 20.36.020 – Width of sidewalk areas.   

It is assumed that this chapter is intended to refer to minimum paved width 

intended for pedestrian usage and not as “sidewalk” is defined in Chapter 

1.08.210.   

 

Specifications 

 

The standard specifications were recently updates and approved by the Board of Public 

Service. 

 

Summary of Pay Items 

 

No suggested revisions to Bid Items. 

 

Standard Details 

 

The standard details were recently updated as part of the development of the Plan and the 

revised standard details have been approved by the Board of Public Service. 
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Collinsville St. Louis Belleville St. Charles 

100 Lanter Court, Suite 1 

Collinsville, IL  62234 

618.345.2200 

720 Olive, Suite 700 

St. Louis, MO  63101 

314.588.8381 

20 East Main Street 

Belleville, IL  62220 

618.416.4688 

330 North Main, Suite 201 

St. Charles, MO  63301 

636.493.6277 

Meeting Minutes 
 

Date: 02/24/2021 

Project Name: ADA Transition Plan ADA Project #: 19037.005 

Subject: Discuss departmental policies related to ADA accessibility and compliance 

Attendees: Greg Hayes, Director, Department of Parks, Recreation and Forestry 

Kimberly Haegele, Commissioner, Division of Parks, Department of Parks, Recreation, 

and Forestry 

Evelyn Rice-Peebles, Commissioner, Division of Recreation, Department of Parks, 

Recreation, and Forestry 

David Newburger, Commissioner, Office on the Disabled 

Andrew Lackey, Deputy Commissioner, Office on the Disabled 

Eric Bothe, Project Manager, Board of Public Service 

Travis Helmkamp, Oates Associates, project team 

Mike Busch, Oates Associates, project team 

Jim de Jong, National ADA Consultant, project team 

 

 

Discussion: 

 

Travis provided an overview of the project and stated that the goal for the meeting was for the 

project team to get a better understanding on how the Division of Parks, Department of Parks, 

Recreation and Forestry (Parks) and Division of Recreation, Department of Parks, Recreation and 

Forestry (Recreation) handle ADA accessibility and compliance issues, and what the project team 

can do to assist. 

 

Parks uses Board of Public Services (BPS) Design for most construction projects within City parks.  

Designs follow BPS standards for all improvement projects, and construction is overseen by BPS 

Construction.  Post construction inspections are completed by a combination of the Parks and 

BPS.  For the construction of new playgrounds in the City the Parks handles the design internally 

in conjunction with playground manufacturers.      

 

City parks hosts numerous events throughout the year from small family gatherings to large, 

ticketed events.  For small family gatherings there is no obligation to provide accessible facilities.  

Pavilions can be rented from the City’s website and by contacting Parks.  Most parks offer at least 

one accessible pavilion but there are various levels of accessibility throughout the pavilions 

throughout the City parks.  It was suggested modifying the pavilion rental website and 

documents to suggest reaching out to Parks for additional information on pavilion accessibility. 

 

Larger events require a special use event permit that is issued by the Office of Special Events.  

Parks is involved in permits associated with park facilities.  The third party is required to meet all 

applicable ADA standards and typically submits a proposed layout for the event.  Specific 

requirements associated with providing layouts and other elements that can affect accessibility 

are not currently in the formal agreement.  It was suggested that the project team could provide 

a compliance checklist to be added to the various agreements to formalize the policy. 

 

Recreation has a long history of providing recreational opportunities for all users.  In the past 

they have offered wheelchair basketball leagues and have reached out to disability groups about 

using their various facilities.  Most ADA requests and issues are handled internally by the 

Division, and they reach out to Commissioner Newberger for assistance when needed.  They have 

used the Office on the Disabled to provide training for their temporary employees associated with 

summer programs offered by Recreation.   



Meeting Minutes 
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Recreation does not have a formal policy on dealing with ADA requests, but all staff are trained.  

One suggestion from the project team was developing formal policies related to assisting 

individuals with disabilities.  One example of where a policy would be useful is the use of pool lifts 

at the City’s indoor and outdoor pools.  While City pools have lifts there is an informal policy that 

City staff does not assist swimmers operate the pool lift.   

 

The Division of Parks and Division of Recreation handle most of their web postings, and they use 

the City IT department when needed.  The websites should be assessed to determine if their 

meet the requirements in relation to accessibility.   

 

The Division of Parks and Division of Recreation do not have a formal documentation policy for 

instances when a reasonable accommodation cannot be met, these instances should be 

documented moving forward along with the efforts taken.  It was noted that for leased facilities, 

Parks is responsible for the accessibility of the facilities, and the tenant is responsible for their 

programs.  Recreation has contracts with third party vendors who provide recreation services.  

These third party vendors are responsible for ensuring ADA accessibility for all users.  It was 

discussed that the accessibility requirements could be added to the contracts. 

 

Throughout the policy review it will be necessary to coordinate with the Division of Parks and 

Division of Recreation.  The project team will coordinate with the Commissioners on all needs 

moving forward.  As part of this phase of the ADA Transition Plan the project team will be 

assessing several parks and Marquette Recreation Center.  The project team will coordinate 

access through Barb Carl.   

 

The project team and the Office on the Disabled will provide the following information to the 

Division of Parks and Division of Recreation for their use: 

 

• Further guidance on port-a-potties that provide the most accessibility for temporary 

events. 

• Guidance on ADA compliance for temporary events. 

• Guidance on accessible playground design. 
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Collinsville St. Louis Belleville St. Charles 

100 Lanter Court, Suite 1 

Collinsville, IL  62234 

618.345.2200 

720 Olive, Suite 700 

St. Louis, MO  63101 

314.588.8381 

20 East Main Street 

Belleville, IL  62220 

618.416.4688 

330 North Main, Suite 201 

St. Charles, MO  63301 

636.493.6277 

Meeting Minutes 
 

Date: 01/19/2021 

Project Name: ADA Transition Plan Project #: 19037.005 

Subject: Discuss departmental policies related to ADA accessibility and compliance 

Attendees: Alan Jankowski, Commissioner, Forestry 

Greg Hayes, Director, Parks, Recreation and Forestry 

Kimberly Haegele, Commissioner, Parks 

Evelyn Rice-Peebles, Commissioner, Recreation 

David Newburger, Commissioner, Office on the Disabled 

Eric Bothe, Project Manager, Board of Public Service 

Andrew Lackey, Deputy Commissioner, Office on the Disabled 

Travis Helmkamp, Oates Associates, Project Team 

Mike Busch, Oates Associates, Project Team 

Jim de Jong, National ADA Consultant, Project Team 

 

 

Discussion: 

 

Travis provided an overview of the project and stated that the goal for the meeting was for the 

project team to get a better understanding on how the Parks, Recreation, and Forestry constructs 

projects and maintains facilities, and what the project team can do to assist in making sure 

projects are constructed to current accessibility standards. 

 

The team explained that the Plan is primarily focused on how the City interacts with the public vs. 

internal staff and is focused on improving City processes in the future as opposed to documenting 

past issues.  Director Hayes, Commissioner Rice-Peebles, and Commissioner Haegele were not 

able to attend. 

 

Commissioner Jankowski stated that when they have any sidewalk issues in the vicinity of a tree 

removal, they contact the Street Department to repair the sidewalk.  If a tree is causing damage 

to the sidewalk, they evaluate if selective root pruning is an option or if the entire tree needs to 

be removed. 

 

Work is complaint driven, and most calls for service come from the Citizen’s Service Bureau 

(CSB), but the Forestry Department does get calls directly as well.  CSB provides separate 

options for reporting sidewalk accessibility issues and problems associated with City trees in the 

“tree lawn”.  They have a long backlog of issues to address.   

 

Forestry also gets calls from the Street Department relating to their projects that have tree 

impacts.  For 50/50 sidewalk projects, the City is responsible for addressing tree issues.  Forestry 

standards for trimming are 18 feet clearance over a street, and 8 feet over a sidewalk.  Issues 

are prioritized by safety concerns associated with the potential of the City tree to fall and the 

level of hazard the issue presents.  Forestry does not have a designated capital budget for tree 

removals. 

 

The CSB handles calls for all City Departments, and they are responsible for documenting calls.  

For issues that are on private property, Forestry will notify residents that action is needed and 

only get involved if the resident does not address an issue.  This work is completed by an outside 

contractor.  The only time Forestry does work on private property is in an emergency, such as 

after a storm event. 

 



Meeting Agenda 
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There is currently not a process to prioritize backlogged projects based on accessibility concerns, 

but any call for a reasonable accommodation is forwarded to Commissioner Jankowski to review 

and address.  Commissioner Jankowski coordinates with Commissioner Newburger and the Office 

on the Disabled in these circumstances to develop potential solutions.  One example of a 

reasonable accommodation provided is a new planting that conflicted with an accessible parking 

area, the plantings were dug up and relocated.  
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Collinsville St. Louis Belleville St. Charles 

100 Lanter Court, Suite 1 

Collinsville, IL  62234 

618.345.2200 

720 Olive, Suite 700 

St. Louis, MO  63101 

314.588.8381 

20 East Main Street 

Belleville, IL  62200 

618.416.4688 

330 North Main, Suite 201 

St. Charles, MO  63301 

636.493.6277 

MEMORANDUM 

 

 

 

 

The Department of Parks, Recreation, and Forestry (Department) is a department of the City 

of St. Louis that is responsible for operating and maintaining 108 parks within the city, care 

for and take care of problem trees that are the responsibility of the City and provide a variety 

of recreation and additional activities for citizens.  Additionally the department operates 

Soulard Market as well as Brightside St. Louis which is dedicated to cleaning and greening the 

city.  The various divisions within the Department of Parks, Recreation, and Forestry are all 

unique regarding Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and their obligations under the ADA.  

While the divisions make great efforts to meet ADA requirements and provide a positive 

experience for all users, most of these efforts are not documented or formal policy.  Most of 

the suggestions listed below are intended to formalize and document efforts that Department 

employees are already performing daily. 

 

The Department does not have an ADA Coordinator within the Department but regularly 

interacts with the Office on the Disabled who is available to assist the Department with any 

complaints or customer service questions associated with accessibility issues.  Employees are 

and encouraged to continue to coordinate with their superiors on all complaints or questions 

associated with accessibility issues.  Superiors and new employees should continue to be 

made aware that the Office on the Disabled is available as a resource.  Employees should be 

made aware of the alternative forms of communication that are available upon request include 

sign language interpreters.   

 

The Department is responsible for maintaining and adding information to the portion of the 

City’s website dedicated to the Department.  The entirety of the website needs to be reviewed 

for ADA compliance.  In addition to the City’s website, the Department should coordinate with 

recdesk.com which administers sign-ups for the Recreation Division.   

 

The Office on the Disabled has a grievance procedure that outlines and publishes the 

procedure for individuals with disabilities to seek resolution promptly and equitably to ADA-

related complaints.  While the complaint procedure is outline on the Office on the Disabled 

portion of the website, the Department’s website can be updated to provide a link to the 

grievance procedure.  

 

There are several policies that the Department can consider formalizing and adopting.  While 

these policies may exist, the Project Team was unable to document their existence in a 

manner that is readily available for citizens.  Formalizing and adopting the following policies 

should be considered: 

 

 Date: 7/11/2022  Project #: 19037.005 

 Time: 2:00 PM   

     

To: 

Greg Hayes, Director, Department of Parks, Recreation, and Forestry 

David Newburger, Commissioner, Office on the Disabled 

Eric Bothe, PE, Project Manager, Board of Public Services 

From: Travis Helmkamp, PE ADAC 

Subject: ADA Transition Plan – Review of the Department of Parks, Recreation, and Forestry 
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• Service animal policy. 

• Policy on Other Power Drive Mobility Devices (OPDMDs). 

• Policy on snow removal and maintaining accessible spaces. 

• Availability of assistive listening systems for use at recreation centers and other 

events. 

• Policy on all new print publications include a statement that the publication is available 

in alternative format (large print, braille, electronic, etc.) upon request. 

 

Training 

 

A key component to meet the goals of the Americans with Disabilities Act and Transition 

Plan is to include a training schedule for all staff.  A properly trained staff will improve 

structural access to all programs, services and activities and documenting policy 

improvements reflecting equality of opportunities. The Department interacts with the public 

daily and may do so more than any other aspect of city government. To ensure 

understanding of non-discrimination under the principles of the ADA, staff must understand 

the law. This ensures accurate and appropriate interaction with the public, including 

effective communication, preventing misunderstandings, confusion, and situations that may 

open the city to liability.  Training staff is a critical component of the establishment and 

implementation of new and revised policies.  

 

Management needs to understand the law and city policies towards full compliance of the 

ADA for effective implementation of appropriate policies, setting budgetary priorities and 

interaction within city government while leading staff along the trail of ADA implementation. 

All staff who interact with the public must have training on the ADA. The trainings shall 

include basic tenets of the law, city policies ensuring equal opportunity and appropriate 

interaction with the extremely diverse disability population. Without this training for existing 

employees and new hires, the city is potentially exposed to unnecessary liability and 

inadequately serving the public it is designed to serve. Existing staff need an immediate 

training schedule to meet the ADA and to best serve the public. The ADA training shall be 

incorporated into orientation training for all new employees. 

 

 The ADA training needs to include the ADA is a civil rights law designed to ensure equal 

access to all programs, services, activities of the Department of Parks and Recreation. It 

must include an overview of the diverse population, methods of effective communication, 

concept of program accessibility, understanding the parameters of reasonable modification 

of programs, and avenues within the city to resolve disputes with the public. Knowledge of 

current accessibility requirements and required documentation processes must be included 

for responsible staff involving any disputes, resolutions, and incidents related to the ADA.  

 

It is strongly suggested that ADA training be included in annual improvement training for 

staff to ensure staff knowledge and review of policies, updates to the law relative to the 

Department, and new technologies affecting participants and programs. The added benefit 

this procedure is to ensure compliance while best serving the public.   

 

Parks Division 

 

The Parks Division (Parks) operates and maintains 108 parks throughout the City of St. Louis.  

The parks vary from 1,370-acre Forest Park to small pocket parks throughout the various 

neighborhoods.  Parks is responsible for hundreds of miles of sidewalks, walking, and biking 
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trails, 21 lakes, 12 fountains, 2 gardens, numerous monuments and statues spread 

throughout 13 City parks, 3 boathouses, 5 dog parks, 2 golf courses (operated by third-party 

vendors), 52 pavilions, 68 playgrounds, 6 skating rinks, 6 spray/wading pools, 1 velodrome, 

and 2 archery ranges.  Additionally, Parks is responsible for comfort stations, parking lots, 

and other support facilities throughout the various parks.  Also located in City parks is the St. 

Louis Art Museum, The Muny, St. Louis Zoo, and the St. Louis Science Center that are all 

operated by third-party vendors.   

 

Parks has contracts with multiple third-party vendors who operate programs within City parks.  

The general agreement between Parks and the third-party vendor is that Parks is responsible 

for the accessibility of the physical facility and the tenant is responsible for ensuring that their 

programs and services are accessible.  It is suggested that Parks review current and future 

contracts to ensure that responsibility for providing access is the responsibility of the third-

party vendor and establishes recourse for the City if third-party vendors do not provide the 

required level of accessibility.      

 

Additionally, the assessment reviewed services offered on Parks’s website, Parks Division (stlouis-

mo.gov).  The following suggestions are related to the website: 

  

• The website has a webpage that allows interested party to view rentable pavilions 

throughout the City, the webpage does not include any information on the level of 

accessibility for the various pavilions.  Another option is to provide contact 

information for people to find out more about accessible pavilions. 

• Forest Park 

o Due to the wide variety of third-party vendors who operate within Forest 

Park, Parks should coordinate with each individually to discuss accessibility 

and their obligations under the ADA.  A couple of items of note: 

▪ The forest park explorer website does not include information on 

accessible transportation. 

▪ The websites for the various amenities in Forest Park have good 

information on accessibility.  

▪ The webpage for World’s Fair Pavilion specifically notes accessible 

restrooms. 

• Parks maintains a list of rentable amenities for the various parks throughout the 

City.  Each rentable amenity has an individual webpage that allows users to learn 

additional information about the rentable amenity.  This may be an ideal location 

to provide additional information on accessibility.  Additionally, we would suggest 

adding a sentence to the top of the webpage providing contact information for 

people who would like additional information on accessibility and accommodations. 

 

Special Events 

 

Special events are held through-out the year in various City parks.  Although these events 

are held by third-party operators, Parks is responsible for ensuring that all events held with 

City parks are accessible to all interested parties.  The policies regarding special events should 

include language that the permit holder is responsible for complying with the ADA and 

ensuring the event is accessible to people with disabilities.  Parks maintains a webpage that 

include various applications for third parties to hold special events in City parks.  There are 

five unique applications and policies related to hosting events in City parks.  The pdfs available 

https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/government/departments/parks/parks/
https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/government/departments/parks/parks/
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for download were reviewed for accessibility and potential options are provided for each 

individual application.  The pdfs reviewed are: 

 

• Parks Letter of Application for a Special Event 

• Parks Request Application to Hold a Special Event in a City Park 

• Band Wagon Application 

• Parks Equipment for Special Event Request Form 

• Parks Ticketed Event Policy 

 

Parks Letter of Application for a Special Event 

 

Provided below are suggestions and commentary related to the letter of application: 

 

• The letter does not include the current Commissioner’s name. 
• The diagram of the event layout provides an opportunity for the event organizer to 

provide additional information related to accessibility.  Potential accessibility features 

that could be added to the diagram includes, accessible parking, accessible 

restroom/port-a-potties, proximity of accessible parking to main entrance, accessible 

viewing location for concerts or other presentations. 

• We would suggest adding language to the letter stating the event organizer’s 

obligations to provide accessibility to all attendees. 

 

Parks Request Application to Hold a Special Event in a City Park 

 

• Row 49 – Add an additional question about how many of the portable restrooms will 

be access (1:10 is required to be accessible). 
• Row 56 – Add additional commentary that each of the food & beverage vendors will 

be responsible for providing accessibility. 
• Additional requirements should be added to the site map to identify accessible parking, 

accessible restroom/port-a-potties, proximity of accessible parking to main entrance, 

accessible viewing location for concerts or other presentations. 

• There is no discussion on assistive listening devices and when they are required. 

 

Band Wagon Application 

 

The application form should state that band wagons are not accessible. 

 

Parks Equipment for Special Event Request Form 

 

If Parks has accessible picnic tables, speaker stands, and band wagons available for rent it 

should be noted on the equipment request form. 

 

Parks Ticketed Event Policy 

 

The following suggestions are provided to increase accessibility associated with ticketed 

events: 

 

• Add accessibility to the planning required for event organizers. 
• The current Director of Parks, Recreation & Forestry is not listed on the policy form. 
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In several places there is reference to the Health Department requirements for port-a-potties 

associated with temporary events.  We were unable to find any Health Department 

requirements associated with port-a-potties on the website.  These Health Department 

requirements should be reviewed to ensure that the minimum requirements of the ADA. 

 

Recreation Division 

 

The Recreation Division (Recreation) offer a variety of activities and programs for the citizens 

of St. Louis.  Recreation runs 7 recreation centers, 4 indoor swimming pools, 3 outdoor 

swimming pools, sports leagues, and numerous programs including summer camps at the 

various recreation centers.  Recreation has a long history of providing recreation opportunities 

for all users and welcomes all users to take advantage of their various facilities.   

 

Recreation handles most ADA requests internally but is aware that the Office on the Disabled 

is available for assistance.  Past examples of Recreation working with the Office on the 

Disabled includes training for temporary employees associated with the summer programs 

offered by Recreation.  Recreation does not have a formal policy on dealing with ADA requests, 

but actively trains staff on accessibility complaints and requests.   

 

Formal policies should be developed on interactions with the public to assist new employees 

and establish consistent practices for meeting the needs of all citizens.  Formal policies in 

addition to helping City staff provide a foundation should a complaint ever by lodged against 

Recreation.  Standard documents should be developed to document accessibility complaints 

and how the complaints were addressed.  Future staff training should include frequently asked 

questions related to accessibility, workflow for accessibility complaints and requests that 

require additional coordination, and interaction with all users that promotes respect. 

 

Recreation has contracts with third party vendors who provide recreation services.  Since 

these recreation services are offered by third party vendors who are under contract with the 

City, their services must meet the same level of ADA accessibility as all other services offered 

by the City.  It is suggested that Recreation review current and future contracts to ensure 

that responsibility for providing access is the responsibility of the third-party vendor and 

establishes recourse for the City should third party vendors not provide the required level of 

accessibility. 

 

Recreation has several informal policies related to accessibility associated with the various 

recreation centers, swimming pools, leagues, and programs that they offer.  To avoid 

confusion informal policies should be formalized and all staff trained on applicable policies.  In 

addition to avoiding confusion this will allow Recreation to respond to request in an 

appropriate manner.  An example of an informal policy that should be formalized is that City 

staff do not assist swimmers in the operation of pool lifts.  Every swimming pool is equipped 

with a pool lift but the swimmer or caregiver is responsible for operating the lift. 

 

At each recreation center an assistive listening device should be available. 

 

Additionally, the assessment reviewed services offered on Forestry’s website, Recreation Division 

| City of St. Louis (stlouis-mo.gov).  The following suggestions are related to the website: 

  

• Recreation Centers 

https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/government/departments/parks/recreation/index.cfm
https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/government/departments/parks/recreation/index.cfm
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o We would suggest additional information on the individual websites for the 

recreation center to provide information regarding accessibility.  This 

information could include accessible parking locations, accessible 

entrances, and portions of the recreation centers that are accessible.  This 

will assist citizens in selecting the applicable recreation centers. 

• Programs 

o Contact information should be provided on each webpage for the various 

programs offered by Recreation. 

o We would recommend adding a note to each program webpage that 

“Persons with disabilities are welcome to participate in our programs, 

reasonable accommodations will be made with prior arrangements”. 

o Citizens sign-up for programs using City of St. Louis - Parks & Recreation 

Division > Home (recdesk.com).  The following suggestions are related to 

sign-ups on the website: 

▪ We would recommend adding a request option during sign-ups on 

recdesk.com for users or caregivers to alert Recreation of a request.  

If this is not desired than contact information to the applicable staff 

member should be provided on this page. 

• Leagues 

o Citizens sign-up for leagues using City of St. Louis - Parks & Recreation 

Division > Home (recdesk.com) suggestions related to the website are 

provide above under the Programs bullet point. 

• Playtime Recreation 

o This link is currently inactive. 

 

Forestry Division 

 

The Forestry Division (Forestry) has no formal written policies about ADA and request for 

accommodations.  Work is mostly complaint driven, and most calls for service come from the 

Citizen’s Service Bureau (CSB).  The remaining calls are received by Forestry.  Sidewalk issues 

regarding City trees are coordinated between Forestry and the Street Department.  In these 

cases the Forestry is responsible for evaluating the tree, while the Street Department is 

responsible for repairing the sidewalk.  Forestry standards for tree trimming are 18 feet 

clearance over streets and 8 feet clearance over sidewalks.  Work generated from CSB is not 

currently documented by the Forestry. 

 

Forestry notifies private properties when trimming or other action is needed.  In relation to 

ADA this includes tree branches and bushes that are located on private property and are 

obstructing the public pedestrian facility on public Rights-of-Way.  Forestry only gets further 

involved if the property owner does not address the issue.  This work is generally completed 

by an outside contractor.  The Division of Forestry will perform work on private property 

during an emergency, such as after a storm event. 

 

Forestry has a long backlog of projects and does not currently have a process to prioritize 

street trees based on accessibility concerns.  Forestry currently prioritizes projects based on 

safety concerns associated with the potential of the City tree falling and the level of hazard 

presented.  Forestry can provide accommodations and coordinates with the Office on the 

Disabled when request for accommodations is made to develop potential solutions. 

 

https://stlcityrec.recdesk.com/Community/Home
https://stlcityrec.recdesk.com/Community/Home
https://stlcityrec.recdesk.com/Community/Home
https://stlcityrec.recdesk.com/Community/Home
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Division of Forestry policies and standards should be formalized and documented for 

consistent operations across workforce changes.  For example, the current tree trimming 

standards meet the clearance requirements established in the ADA, however these standards 

are not documented and are subject to change.  Staff members who interact with the public 

should receive training on assisting all citizens including modifying standard operating 

procedures if required to meet the needs of citizens. 

 

Additionally, the assessment reviewed services offered on Forestry’s website, Forestry Division 

- Homepage (stlouis-mo.gov).  The following suggestions are related to the website: 

 

• Locate Compost and Wood Chips Pick Up Sites 

o Contact information should be provided for citizens to request assistance 

associated with compost and wood chips pick up sites 

• Locate Residential Yard Waste Drop Off 

o Contact information should be provided for citizens to request assistance 

associated with residential yard waste drop off 

• Report a Tree Problem or Request a New Tree 

o CSB maintains separate forms for reporting accessibility issues and 

problems associated with City trees.  We would recommend that the “tree” 

complaint include an option to indicate that the tree is causing an 

accessibility issue. 

• Free Firewood for City Residents 

o Contact information should be provided for citizens to request assistance 

associated with free firewood. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/government/departments/parks/forestry/index.cfm
https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/government/departments/parks/forestry/index.cfm
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Collinsville St. Louis Belleville St. Charles 

100 Lanter Court, Suite 1 

Collinsville, IL  62234 

618.345.2200 

720 Olive, Suite 700 

St. Louis, MO  63101 

314.588.8381 

20 East Main Street 

Belleville, IL  62220 

618.416.4688 

330 North Main, Suite 201 

St. Charles, MO  63301 

636.493.6277 

Meeting Minutes 
 

Date: 01/08/2021 

Project Name: ADA Transition Plan Project #: 19037.005 

Subject: Discuss departmental policies related to ADA accessibility and compliance 

Attendees: Rick Ernst, Commissioner, Facilities Management 

David Newburger, Commissioner, Office on the Disabled 

Eric Bothe, Project Manager, Board of Public Service 

Andrew Lackey, Deputy Commissioner, Office on the Disabled 

Travis Helmkamp, Oates Associates, Project Team 

Mike Busch, Oates Associates, Project Team 

Jim de Jong, National ADA Consultant, Project Team 

 

 

Discussion: 

 

Travis provided an overview of the project and stated that the goal for the meeting was for the 

project team to get a better understanding on how Facilities Management constructs projects, 

and what the project team can do to assist in making sure projects are constructed to current 

accessibility standards. 

 

Facilities Management primary responsibility is City buildings and specifically the interior of City 

buildings; they do not do concrete flatwork and other site projects.  Work is completed by a mix 

of in-house staff and outside contractors, depending on the size of the project and staff 

availability.  The maintenance of City buildings and parking lots is handled by a variety of City 

departments. 

 

Commissioner Ernst stated that current construction standards and policies are mostly informal 

policies and stated that making the various construction standards and policies more formal 

would benefit the Department.  For example, if a potential ADA concern is identified either during 

the scoping process or during construction Facilities Management reaches out to the Office on the 

Disabled for assistance.  There is currently not a process for documenting the coordination 

between City departments and if it is not technically feasible to provide ADA accessibility there is 

currently not a process for documenting the reasons.  Currently, cost is often cited as a reason 

for a standard not to be followed.  The project team will develop potential policies that could be 

instituted to provide better document for construction projects.  It was discussed that BPS Design 

should maintain documentation records.   

 

For projects completed by outside contractors, informal plans are provided, somewhat of a 

design-build strategy.  The anticipated scope of work is developed up front, and potential issues 

are addressed during the scoping process.  In-house projects do not get inspected outside the 

inspections performed by Facilities Management.   

 

There was discussion on potentially developing a policy in which larger projects, size to be 

determined, may be candidates for the development of more formal plans, which would be 

developed by BPS Design.   

 

Most projects completed by Facilities Management are generated by various City departments, 

and there is very little public involvement.  Additionally, projects may be developed from public 

complaints called into the Citizens Services Bureau, CSB. 
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Current building standards should be followed, 2018 International Building Code (IBC), in 

addition to current ADA standards, 2010 Public Right-of-Way Accessibility Guidelines (PROWAG).  

City contracts mandate that contractors follow ADA requirements, may need to review contract 

language for clarity. 

 

Commissioner Ernst noted that staff training would be helpful and appreciated and that continued 

training is good practice.  He noted that Facilities Management has a flat structure with everyone 

managing projects and coordinating with each other when issues arise.  Commissioner Ernst 

currently serves as the primary point of contact between Facilities Management and the Office on 

the Disabled regardless of whether a project is, he is managing or is being managed by someone 

within the department. 

 

Commissioner Newburger asked if the preliminary designs could be reviewed during the scoping 

phase, including plan and elevations.  Travis requested available recent plans that Facilities 

Management has developed for projects constructed by third-party vendors.  Commissioner Ernst 

stated that he can provide the plans.  One example will be the recently constructed bathroom 

renovations at City Hall along with another relevant plan set.  The example plans will be 

forwarded on to BPS Design and the Office on the Disabled for their review. 

 

Regarding signage, Commissioner Ernst said other departments often put up their own signage, 

and that County offices located in City buildings operate independent of the City.  It was 

suggested that there could be one clearinghouse for signage to provide consistent wayfinding and 

standards. 

 

The project team will develop draft versions of potential formal policies discussed above and 

provide for review before they are added to the Transition Plan. 

 

The project team will notify Commissioner Ernst when the various building assessments are 

scheduled. 
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Collinsville St. Louis Belleville St. Charles 

100 Lanter Court, Suite 1 

Collinsville, IL  62234 

618.345.2200 

720 Olive, Suite 700 

St. Louis, MO  63101 

314.588.8381 

20 East Main Street 

Belleville, IL  62200 

618.416.4688 

330 North Main, Suite 201 

St. Charles, MO  63301 

636.493.6277 

MEMORANDUM 

 

 

 

 

The Facilities Management Division (Facilities Management) of the Board of Public Service 

maintains and repairs buildings, parks, and facilities that are City owned.  Facilities 

Management includes skilled tradesmen, custodians, and administrative staff is responsible 

for the maintenance and repair of approximately 160 buildings, parks, and support facilities 

in the city inventory.  Of the numerous roles that Facilities Management fills throughout the 

city, one of the roles is the renovation and upgrade of City facilities.  Facilities Management 

performs renovations and upgrades with their own crews and prepares bid packages for work 

to be completed by third party vendors.  There are multiple components of the ADA, including 

employment, that involve Facilities Management, but this review is focused on ADA 

accommodations associated with renovation and upgrade of City facilities. 

 

Facilities Management’s primary responsibility related to construction operations is City 

buildings and specifically the interior of City buildings.  Facilities Management is commonly 

not involved in exterior site work (e.g., concrete flatwork, parking lot improvements, etc.).  

The maintenance of City buildings and parking lots is handled by a variety of City 

departments.  Based on conversations with Facilities Management other City departments can 

modify their existing spaces without coordinating with Facilities Management.  It should 

therefore be assumed that all City departments may perform construction operations and all 

future training efforts with City departments should include a conversation on ADA 

requirements associated with remodeling and reconstruction efforts and the obligation to 

meet applicable ADA standards during these efforts.   

 

Facilities Management provided the project team with a representative package (see 

attached) that is developed for third party vendors to bid and construct improvements.  The 

third-party vendor enters a contract for the scoped improvements.  While not reviewed as 

part of this project these contracts should be reviewed to ensure that compliance with 

applicable ADA standards is required prior to final contract approval.  Where ADA compliance 

cannot be achieved due to technical infeasibility these situations shall be documented and 

saved in the project folder.  While the goal of every project should be full ADA compliance, it 

is understood that due to the nature of remodeling that may be some situations where full 

ADA compliance is technically infeasible.  These situations need to be documented, including 

consultation with the Office on the Disabled, to show that the city made all available efforts 

to meet compliance.       

 

In-house projects are performed and inspected by Facilities Management staff and the Office 

on the Disabled is consulted when questions are generated.  Third party vendor projects pull 

building permits for all work completed and inspected by the applicable City department as 

 Date: 7/6/2022  Project #: 19037.005 

 Time: 2:00 PM   

     

To: 

Rick Ernst, Commissioner, Facilities Management 

David Newburger, Commissioner, Office on the Disabled 

Eric Bothe, PE, Project Manager, Board of Public Services 

From: Travis Helmkamp, PE ADAC 

Subject: ADA Transition Plan – Review of Facilities Management Division 
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part of construction operations.  The Office on the Disabled is consulted during construction 

when contacted by Facilities Management for a project specific question.  To minimize 

questions during construction and potential costly change orders we would suggest consulting 

with the Office on the Disabled during the development of the scope of work and preliminary 

planning.  The advantages of early coordination include determining the appropriate scope of 

the project per ADA requirements, identifying potential challenges, and making the Contractor 

aware of these concerns starting the project, and minimize modifications to newly constructed 

items. 

 

Training 

 

A key component to meet the goals of the Americans with Disabilities Act and Transition Plan 

is to include a training schedule for all staff.  A properly trained staff will improve structural 

access to all programs, services and activities offered by other City departments.  The efforts 

of Facilities Management are utilized by the public.  Future training should include 

understanding remodeling and renovations that trigger ADA obligations, documenting 

improvements and where meeting ADA standards is technically infeasible and identifying 

situations that may open the city to liability.  Training staff is a critical component of the 

establishment and implementation of new and revised policies, including current ADA 

requirements and City goals.  

 

It is strongly suggested that ADA training be included in annual improvement training for staff 

to ensure staff knowledge and review of policies, updates to the law relative to the 

Department, and new technologies affecting participants and programs. The added benefit 

this procedure is to ensure compliance while best serving the public.   
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Collinsville St. Louis Belleville St. Charles 

100 Lanter Court, Suite 1 

Collinsville, IL  62234 

618.345.2200 

720 Olive, Suite 700 

St. Louis, MO  63101 

314.588.8381 

20 East Main Street 

Belleville, IL  62220 
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330 North Main, Suite 201 
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Meeting Agenda 
 

Date: 03/02/2021 

Project Name: ADA Transition Plan Project #: 19037.005 

Subject: Discuss departmental policies related to ADA accessibility and compliance 

Attendees: Jamie Wilson, Director, Streets 

Kent Flake, Commissioner, Street 

David Newburger, Commissioner, Office on the Disabled 

Andrew Lackey, Deputy Commissioner, Office on the Disabled 

Eric Bothe, Project Manager, Board of Public Service 

Daniel Sommers, Civil Engineer, Board of Public Service 

Travis Helmkamp, Oates Associates, project team 

Mike Busch, Oates Associates, project team 

Jim de Jong, National ADA Consultant, project team 

 

 

Discussion: 

 

Travis provided an overview of the project and stated that the goal of the Plan was to develop a 

tool to help guide future improvements.  The goal for the meeting is to get a better 

understanding of how projects are determined, standards used, and the permit process. 

 

There are several departments and agencies that are responsible for constructing and overseeing 

pedestrian improvements within the City.  The Board of Public Service (BPS) is responsible for 

designing and overseeing federally funded projects in addition to aldermanic projects.  The 

Streets Department is responsible for administering the 50/50 sidewalk program as well as a 

small number of standalone projects throughout the year.   

 

The Streets Department also oversees the 50/50 sidewalk program.  For this program, 

contractors are typically given a list of addresses and quantities, along with BPS standard details.  

Formal design plans are not provided. 

 

The Streets Department annually completes resurfacing projects throughout the City.   

Select ramps along these projects to upgrade when feasible.  If no ramp is present, a compliant 

ramp is constructed.  Non-compliant ramps are corrected if feasible.  Minimal stand-alone 

sidewalk work is done, mainly to repair utility cuts or other damaged areas.  The Department 

follows BPS standards.  They have 5 inspectors who handle most ADA issues with the 50/50 

program manager and Commissioner Flake providing ADA support when required. 

 

Typically non-compliant ramps are removed and replaced with the same layout for residential 

streets throughout the City.  For larger intersections and along higher volume streets throughout 

the City, the layouts are reviewed to determine the layout based on the adjacent land usage and 

ROW available. 

 

The Streets Department does not upgrade traffic signals, they only have budget to maintain the 

existing system.  The only time traffic signals are upgraded is in conjunction with federally 

funded projects that are administered by BPS. 
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MoDOT projects are designed and inspected by MoDOT staff.  Recently, MoDOT has started 

formally submitting the proposed improvements to the City for review and comment.  Both BPS 

and the Streets Department are involved in the review of MoDOT projects.   

 

The Streets Department also handles sidewalk and driveway permits.  Developers and 

contractors are required to construct to BPS standards, and the Streets Department inspects 

these projects.  The project team asked if these projects could be inventoried after construction 

and added to the GIS database.  The inspectors have access to tablets, so this should be doable.  

The project team will provide worksheets and drop-down menus to start this process. 

 

Travis noted that the project team is updating and refining BPS’s current sidewalk and curb ramp 

details and standards.  Eric also noted that BPS is in the process of revising their specifications.  

It was agreed upon that the project team and BPS will coordinate with Street Department on the 

proposed revisions to the details, standards, and specifications.  Travis will coordinate a separate 

meeting to start the review process on the details and standards.  Eric will coordinate separately 

with the Street Department on the specifications.  Director Wilson and Commissioner Flake 

requested to be included on all correspondence and future meetings.   

 

In addition to updating current details the project team is also looking into developing new details 

to provide additional information on common design challenges in the City.  Please reach out to 

the project team with any common challenge that may be addressed with a potential detail.  

Some common ADA challenges found throughout the City are ROW constraints, utility conflicts, 

and high curbs.  These issues are dealt with on a case-by-case basis.  The Department used to 

document these locations but have not done that recently. 

 

Travis noted that the project team would be completing additional sidewalk assessments with 

various BPS personnel to provide show them how the mobile units work, drop-down menus, and 

how the data is uploaded.  Director Wilson and Commissioner Flake asked for Anthony Minden, 

mindena@stlouis-mo.gov, the 50/50 program manager, to be included in future data collection 

on public right-of-way so that he could see how the process works.  Future discussion will also 

include discussing the potential on Street Department cataloging pedestrian improvements in 

conjunction with completed projects. 

 

 

mailto:mindena@stlouis-mo.gov
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CITY OF ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 
BOARD OF PUBLIC SERVICE 

ADA EVALUATION AND TRANSITION PLAN

Pedestrian Accessibility Survey
 
 
The City of St. Louis is in the initial phase of updating its ADA Evaluation and Transition 
Plan. The plan is mandated by Title II of the American with Disabilities Act (ADA) passed into 
law on July 26, 1990 for every public entity with over fifty (50) employees.  The initial phase 
of the plan will include an inventory of existing sidewalks, curb ramps and other pedestrian 
related facilities in the City right-of-way and City buildings. The plan will provide guidance on 
future construction needs to make the City accessible to all citizens.  This survey is intended 
to get public input on the pedestrian routes and travel habits of our citizens and visitors.  

Please complete the form and either drop it off at the Department of the President of the 
Board of Public Service (BPS) or mail to:
 

City Hall, Room 301
1200 Market Street

Saint Louis, MO 63103
Fax: (314) 622-4028 

We understand that you have been staying at home a lot during the COVID-19 
pandemic. Please answer the questions below about how you get around town 
as how you usually do things, not how you have done things when we have all 
stayed at home most of the time.

1. Which of the following statements apply to you?  (Select all that apply)
I am a resident in the City of St. Louis
I am a property owner in the City of St. Louis
I work in the City of St. Louis
I frequently visit City of St. Louis businesses for entertainment, goods or services  

2. What is your age?
Under 18 years
18 to 35 years
36 to 65 years
66+ years 
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Pedestrian Accessibility Survey Continued

 

3. Do you or does any person living in your home have any of the following disabilities 
that affect traveling on sidewalks?  (Select all that apply)

Blind or low vision
Difficulty walking
Deaf or hard of hearing
Post traumatic stress disorder
Development disorder
Managing emotions
Brain injury or other neurological disorder
On the autism spectrum
None
Other (please specify):

4. Are you a caregiver for anyone who has one or another of the following disabilities 
that affect traveling on sidewalks?  (Select all that apply)

Blind or low vision
Difficulty walking
Deaf or hard of hearing
Post traumatic stress disorder
Development disorder
Managing emotions
Brain injury or other neurological disorder
On the autism spectrum
None
Other (please specify): 

5. If you use a device or the assistance of a caregiver to get around, please tell us what 
that device is and/or what the caregiver does to assist you:
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Pedestrian Accessibility Survey Continued
 

6. What is your primary mode of transportation?  (Select One)
Car / Van
Bus / MetroLink
Call-A-Ride
Bicycle
Walking / Wheeling

7. What is your secondary mode of transportation?  (Select One)
Car / Van
Bus / MetroLink
Call-A-Ride
Bicycle
Walking / Wheeling

8. How often do you use city sidewalks? (Select One)
Daily
A few times a week
Weekly
Monthly
Never

9. Which of the following best describes the primary reason that you use City 
sidewalks? (Select all that apply)

To access buses or MetroLink
To access Call-A-Ride
For exercise / health / pleasure
To access entertainment, goods or services (groceries, errands, etc.)
Travel to school / church / public facilities (City Hall, libraries, etc.)
Travel to work
To socialize with friends or family
To obtain medical care
Other (please specify): 
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Pedestrian Accessibility Survey Continued
 

10. Does someone in your household use the sidewalk system to travel to and from 
school (including using the sidewalk to get to the school bus stop)?

Yes
No

If yes, please list the school that you / your child attends:
 

11. What City of St. Louis government buildings or parks do you frequent the most?   
(List three of them that apply) 

1.  _______________________________________ 

2.  _______________________________________ 

3.  _______________________________________
 

12. Prioritize the following types / locations of the City sidewalks that should be  
improved first (Rank in order from 1-8 with 1 being the most critical) 

Residential streets

Multi-lane streets

Sidewalk leading to or from schools

Sidewalk into commercial areas

Sidewalk leading to or from City facilities (parks, City Hall, etc.)

Bus and MetroLink stops or stations

Intersections

Traffic signals at intersections
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Pedestrian Accessibility Survey Continued
 

13. Please list up to three locations where you have that difficulty.

1.  _______________________________________ 

2.  _______________________________________ 

3.  _______________________________________
 

14. Do you ever travel in a street because the sidewalk is difficult or impossible to use?  
(If so, please describe three locations where you have that problem) 

1.  _______________________________________ 

2.  _______________________________________ 

3.  _______________________________________
 

15. What conditions along City streets / sidewalks affect your walking habits? 
(Rank in order from 1-5 with 1 being the most critical)

 
Proximity to motor vehicles / drivers

Difficult / unsafe street crossings

Sidewalks in poor condition

Missing or difficult curb ramps

Obstructions
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Pedestrian Accessibility Survey Continued
 

16. Please complete the following photographic sidewalk evaluation survey.  Rank the 
following obstacles / conditions 1 through 6 in order of impact to your daily travel (1 
being the highest impact and 6 the least impact). Photographic examples provided 
below.

Trip Hazards (e.g. uneven 
sidewalk panels)

Poor Surface Quality (e.g. 
broken sidewalks)

Obstructions (e.g. utility 
poles, fire hydrants etc.)

Steep Cross Slope (e.g. 
sidewalk is not flat)

Non-Continuous Sidewalks 
(e.g. sidewalk starts and 
stops)

Encroachment (e.g. tress, 
bushes etc.)
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Pedestrian Accessibility Survey Continued
 

17. Please complete the following photographic curb ramp evaluation survey.  Rank the 
following obstacles / conditions 1 through 6 in order of impact to your daily travel 
(1 being the highest impact and 6 being the least impact). Photographic examples 
provided below.

Obstruction (e.g. utility poles, 
fire hydrants etc.)

Standing Water / Debris 
(e.g. standing water, ice 
accumulates in winter)

No Curb Ramps (e.g. 6 inch 
drop off the sidewalk)

No Detectable Warning 
Panels (e.g. bumps at the 
bottom of the curb ramp)

Curb Ramp Grades (e.g. 
steep slopes)

Vegetation Growth (e.g. grass 
growing in curb ramp)
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Pedestrian Accessibility Survey Continued
 

18. Please identify any specific difficulties or constraints along the routes you normally 
take:

 

19. If you have a disability or travel with someone who has a disability, what accessibility 
problems have you experienced along the City’s sidewalk and pedestrian facilities?

 

 
Thank you for your participation!  

For more information, contact BPS at: 
E-mail: President’s Office of the Board of Public Service
Phone: (314) 622-3535

For St. Louis and ADA, visit Office of the Disabled website. 

For individual complaints to the ADA, fill out the ADA Grievance Procedure Form.

mailto:bothee%40stlouis-mo.gov?subject=City%20of%20St.%20Louis%20ADA%20Survey
https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/government/departments/human-services/disabled-office/
https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/government/departments/human-services/disabled-office/documents/ada-grievance-procedure.cfm
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CITY OF ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI Board of Public Service ADA Evaluation 

and Transition Plan (Survey Responses) 
 

Methodology for Ranking Questions (for Question #12, #15, #16 and #17):  

The Ranking question asks respondents to compare items to each other by placing them in order of 

preference. In the Analyze Results section, an average ranking is calculated for each answer choice, 

allowing anyone to quickly evaluate the most preferred answer choice. 

 

Average Ranking 

Ranking questions calculate the average ranking for each answer choice so one can determine which 

answer choice was most preferred overall. The answer choice with the largest average ranking is the 

most preferred choice. 

The average ranking is calculated as follows, where: 

w = weight of ranked position 

x = response count for answer choice 

𝑥1𝑤1+ 𝑥2𝑤2+ 𝑥3𝑤3+ … … . +𝑥𝑛𝑤𝑛 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡
 

 

Weights are applied in reverse. In other words, the respondent's most preferred choice (which they 

rank as #1) has the largest weight, and their least preferred choice (which they rank in the last 

position) has a weight of 1. You can't change the default weights. 

 

For example, if a Ranking question has 5 answer choices, weights are assigned as follows: 

The #1 choice has a weight of 5 

The #2 choice has a weight of 4 

The #3 choice has a weight of 3 

The #4 choice has a weight of 2 

The #5 choice has a weight of 1 

 

The weights are applied in this way to ensure that when the data is presented on a chart, it’s clear 

which answer choice is most preferred. 
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Q1. Which of the following statements apply to you?  (Select all that apply) 

 

Q2. What is your age? (Select One) 
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Q3. Do you or does any person living in your home have any of the following disabilities that affect 

traveling on sidewalks? (Select all that apply) 
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“Other” Responses (Question 3):  

 

Respondents Responses 

1 Balance issues from osteoarthritis 

2 schizoaffective disorder depressive type 

3 Bipolar, Depression, Paranoid Schizophrenia 

4 Post Traumatic Slave Disorder 

5 Social Anxiety, Selective Mutism & Depression 

6 Dyslexia 

7 Use a walker 

8 Ataxia 

9 I use a rollator (walker), so uneven sidewalks and token curb 
cuts are prohibitive 

10 Heart arrhythmia 

11 Must have close/immediate access to public restroom facilities 
r/t chronic, unexpected incontinence issues due to severe 
small bowel degeneration as a result of severe Crohn’s Disease 
x30 yrs. 

12 Arthritis 

13 Spinal Cord Injury 

14 Quadriplegic due to spinal cord injury 65 years 

15 Use an electric wheelchair 

16 got MS and in a power wheelchair 

17 Wheelchair user 

18 Stamina issues - cardiac 

19 Myasthenia Gravis 

20 Nerve disorder which can affect my ability to step up 

21 sometimes i need to push a baby stroller 

22 Spinal Cord injury - wheelchair user 

23 Very poor balance due to brain injury. Wheelchair bound. 

24 Depression, anxiety, 

25 wheelchair 

26 Arthritis, fibromyalgia, myalgia encephalomyelitis 
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Q4. Are you a caregiver for anyone who has one or another of the following disabilities that affect 

traveling on sidewalks? (Select all that apply) 
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“Other” Responses (Question 4):  

 

Respondents Responses 

1 Not a caregiver 

2 Before my dad passed away, he had mobility issues that 
required a cane and a scooter to get around. 

3 wheelchair 

4 SCI 

5 Use wheelchair do not walk 

6 Use an electric wheelchair 

7 I worked with blind and developmentally delayed children for 
30 years 

8 uses a cane and disabled parking permit 

9 A baby is essentially handicapped, right? 

10 wheelchair 

11 NJ 

12 Young children learning to walk, developing their walking 

13 Social Anxiety, Selective Mutism & Depression 
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Q5. If you use a device or the assistance of a care giver to get around, please tell us what that 

device is and/or what the caregiver does to assist you. 

Respondents Responses 

1 I use a Walking Stick (cane) and a Rollator (Wheeled walker). 

2 Cane 

3 Walker/cane 

4 Walking cane and orthopedic boots  

5 Walker 

6 
My neighbor, 81, can only walk slowly and only walk around the block. I like 
to get onto longer footpaths with a friend. 

7 Cane 

8 Blind White Cane 

9 Power Wheelchair 

10 Leg brace 

11 Wheelchair is pushed by caregiver 

12 A cane walker and wheelchair  

13 
Power wheelchair helps when I get stuck when street and sidewalks door 
sills are not flush /when there is no w/c seating at ball game concerts etc. 

14 Use an electric wheelchair; my caregiver leads me in a safe direction 

15 Power Wheelchair 

16 Wheelchair, crutches or AFO (leg braces) 

17 

A wheelchair and if there aren’t a curb cut or if the curb cut is cracked and 
uneven, which is a HUGE problem, my family has to lift me up on the curb. 
My family also must help me get into public restrooms in the city because 
the doors are either too small for me to fit through, or the room or stall is 
too small for me to shut the doors  

18 I use hearing aids in both ears 

19 wheelchair 

20 Walker/cane 

21 A cane to stay steady 

22 A Graco stroller. 

23 Cane 

24 
No caregiver.  
Independent use of a manual wheelchair 

25 Wheelchair  

26 Manual wheelchair with power assist 

27 I have a young child and we utilize a stroller to get around. 

28 Power wheelchair 

29 I use a service dog for the blind 

30 
I personally use a guide dog for mobility purpose, along with, using a white 
cane on occasion. 
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Respondents Responses 

31 White Cane and Guide Dog 

32 
I will use a white cane when needed. like in the dark or new places I have not 
been to before. If needed I could use an app on my phone to help me read 
something. 

33 
Walker 
Cane 

34 A walker 

35 Cane 

36 White cane, help with guiding 

37 
I am the caregiver. I assist with cane usage and assist with navigation via 
audible crosswalks.  

38 A wheelchair, wife or son has to push. 

39 I have a service dog that helps me. 

40 Wheelchair 

41 
I am the caregiver and have to direct my grandson when it is safe to cross 
the streets.  He does not look both ways and not aware of oncoming autos. 

42 Wheelchair 

43 Cane 

44 
She uses a walker and/or wheelchair. We provide standby assistance, or we 
push her in the wheelchair. 

45 Wheelchair, Hoyer lift, cleaning the home 

46 Drives for a blind spouse and is a sighted guide for this person. 

47 
White cane for visual impairment, and hearing aid and cochlear implant for 
heating.  

48 Walker; physical assistance to car etc. 

49 Long white cane 

50 Cane 

51 
Cane 
Walker 

52 Hearing aids 

53 Cane 

54 Wheelchair, feeder seat 

55 I use a motorized wheelchair 

56 I use a rollator, and my dad helps by hanging on if I stumble or wobble. 

57 Cane 

58 A power scooter or sometime an electric wheelchair 

59 Rollator walker 

60 A CANE 

61 Walker 

62 Walker/wheelchair 
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Respondents Responses 

63 I use a can as well as a mobility chair 

64 I provide reassurance for my son 

65 walking stick 

66 guide dog for the blind 

67 Permobil F5 power wheelchair 

68 Cane 4-wheeled walker 

 

 

Q6. What is your primary mode of transportation? (Select One) 
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Q7. What is your secondary mode of transportation? (Select One) 

 

Q8. How often do you use city sidewalks? (Select One) 
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Q9. Which of the following best describes the reason or reasons that you use City sidewalks? (Select 

all that apply) 
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“Other” Responses (Question 9):  

 

Respondents Responses 

1 walk to the US Postal Service mailbox and polling place 

2 Post office, UPS, restaurants 

3 I can’t get to my house without using sidewalk? Well unless i 
go in the back 

4 Walking with Ten Toes 

5 Walking my dog 

6 Walk dog 

7 To provide medical care. 

8 Everyday living 

9 I try to avoid the city for safety reasons. 

10 Dog Walks 

 

Q10. Does someone in your household use the sidewalk system to travel to and from school 

(including using the sidewalk to get to the school bus stop)? 
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“Other” Responses (Question 10):  

 

Respondents Responses 

1   McKinley 

2   I work at Carver Elementary on Bell Ave  

3   SLU 

4   Stix elementary if/when the children can return in person 

5   Gateway Science, Smiley. Kennard 

6   Mallinckrodt Elementary 

7   STLCC @ Forest Park 

8   I am a C.O.M.S. at Missouri School for the Blind 

9   McKinley 

10   Hazelwood School District 

11   WU 

12   Dewey I.S. 

13   CJA and McKinley 

14   Discovery children center 

15   Mary Margaret Daycare 

16   Bayless High School 

17   Saint Margaret of Scotland 

18   McKinley and Metro (SLPS) 

19   Saint Margaret of Scotland 

20   St. Margaret of Scotland School in the Shaw neighborhood 

21   Downtown Children’s Center 

22  Washington University 

23  WGHS/SLPS 

24  Washington University in St. Louis 

25  CJA 
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Q11. What City of St. Louis government buildings or parks do you frequent the most? (List up to 

three of them that apply) 

Respondents 1 2 3 

1 City Hall      

2 Tilles Park Forest Park Tower Grove Park 

3 Social Security office     

4 
Reservoir Park, Tower 

Grove Park 
    

5 Lafayette Park Tower Grove Park Forest Park 

6 City Hall Civil Court Francis Park 

7 Forest Park     

8 St. Louis Public Library Tower Grove Park City Hall and City Courts Bldg.  

9 Francis Park Tilles park Forest Park 

10 Library Welfare office Vocational Rehabilitation  

11 Christy Park Tower Grove Park Forrest Park 

12 City Hall tower grove park botanical garden 

13 Forest Park     

14 City Hall SLATE Forest Park  

15 Forrest Park Berra Park Tower Grove Park 

16 Tower grove park  Carondelet Park  Public libraries  

17 
Municipal Buildings 

downtown 
Forest Park   

18 Tower Grove Park Forest Park City Hall 

19 
The Loop area has some 

beautiful residential streets 
Forest Park for bicycle 

and walking 

Shaw Neighborhood for 
walking near Botanical 

Gardens 

20 Forest Park     

21 O'Fallon Park Fairground Park Forest Park 

22 Forest Park Tower Grove Park Marquette Park 

23 courthouse DMV   

24 Carondelet Park Kiener Plaza Forest Park 

25 City Hall 1520 Market Street Great Rivers Greenway trails 

26 1520 Market St 1200 Market St   

27 City Hall  Fairground Park  Forest Park  

28 Forest Park Tower Grove Park City Hall 

29 
Central Branch of the Public 

Library 
Main Downtown Post 

Office 
Fox Park 

30 City Hall Post Office   

31 1520 Market Street Tower Grove Park Forest Park 

32 City Hall Library Parks 

33 Forest Park Tower Grove Arch Grounds 
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Respondents 1 2 3 

34 Forest Park Tower Grove Park City Garden 

35 City Hall Board of Elections   

36 City Hall Carondelet Park Forest Park 

37 Public Library Arch grounds 
Carondelet, Tower Grove, 

and Forest Park 

38 Forest Park Tower Grove Park   

39 Forest Park Kiener Plaza/CityGarden Tower Grove Park 

40 City hall     

41 Gravois Park Forrest Park Post office 

42 Gravois Park Tower Grove Park City Hall 

43 Busch Stadium VA Jefferson Barracks 

44 City hall     

45 Forest Park City Hall  1520 Market Street 

46 Soldiers Memorial  St Louis Zoo Shaw’s Garden  

47 Zoo Art museum  Ball Park 

48 
Gateway Arch National 

Park 
Kiener Plaza   

49 Forest Park Carondelet  Jefferson Memorial 

50 Tower Grove Park Forest Park Missouri Botanical Garden 

51 Carondelet Public Library Carondelet Park Forest Park 

52 Carondelet Park Forest Park Public Library 

53 Lafayette Square Park  Forest Park    

54 St Louis Bars Children’s Hospital Forest Park 

55 Central West End  Barnes Jewish  Forest Park 

56 Library     

57 City Hall     

58 Mill Creek State Building SLATE   

59 Abrams Bldg. City hall Justice Center 

60 Forest Park City Hall 1540 Market 

61 Lafayette Park Benton Park Tower Grove Park 

62 Arch grounds City Hall   

63 Tilles Park Tower Grove Park  Forest Park 

64 Forest Park 
St. Louis Parks Dept 

Office 
  

65 Forest Park Benton Park Tower Grove Park 

66 Forest Clifton Heights Carondelet 

67 SLATE City Hall Tower Grove 

68 Forest Park Fairground Park O'Fallon Park 

69 Downtown Dog Town Mid-Town 

70 Sublette Park Tilles Park Francis Park 

71 Forest Park     
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Respondents 1 2 3 

72 
Gateway Arch National 

Park 
City Garden Lafayette Park 

73 Forest Park Buder Library    

74 Tower Grove Park Forest Park Library 

75 City Hall Tower Grove Park Gravois Park 

76 Forest Park Lafayette Park Tower Grove Park 

77 Forest Park Tower Grove Park Arch Grounds 

78 Zoo Forest Park   

79 Forest Park Tower Grove Park Greenways 

80 Forest Park Tower Grove Park Shlafley Branch Library 

81 Tower Grove Park     

82 Elections City Hall Courthouse 

83 Tower Grove Park     

84 Tower Grove Park Compton Hill Park Forest Park  

85 Tower Grove Park Forest Park Arch Grounds 

86 Forest Park     

87 Library City Parks   

88 Forest Park Greg Freeman Park Kiener Plaza 

89 Public Library  Tower grove park  Forest Park  

90 Forest Park     

91 Francis Park Tower Grove Park Forrest Park 

92 Christy/Leisure Carondolet Francis 

93 Tower Grove Park     

94 City Hall 1520 Market  Circuit Court 

95 Tower Grove Francis Park Sublets Park 

96 City Hall 1520 Market Courts 

97 Carondelet Park Downtown Arch City Hall 

98 1520 Market City Hall Post Office Downtown 

99 Forest Park  City Hall   

100 City Hall City Garden Tower Grove Park 

101 Benton Park Tower Grove Park Central Library 

102 Forest Park O'Fallon Park   

103 Forrest Park Tower Grove Park   

104 Market St     

105 SLATE Missouri Job Center Court Building   

106 Forest Park     

107 Forest Park     

108 Keiner plaza City garden   

109 Busch Stadium Arch Fox Theatre 

110 Forest Park Tower Grove Park Soulard Neighborhood 

111 City Courts Building City Hall Carnahan Courthouse 
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Respondents 1 2 3 

112 Benton Park Forest Park Pontiac Park  

113 Robert A. Young Building Tilles Park    

114 Forest Park Francis Park   

115 Pontiac Square Park Soulard Farmers Market Soulard Businesses 

116 Forest Park LaFayette    

117 
Family Court on 

Vandeventer 
Civil Courts Building Forest Park 

118 Barr Library  Pontiac Park Lyon Park 

119 Lafayette Park Forest Park City Hall 

120 Berra Park City Hall Forest Park 

121 Tower Grove Park 
Walk Thru the Zoo from 
Forest Park Metro Link 

Going to Restaurant from 
Grand Station Metrolink 

122 
Lindenwood Park- I live 

across the street 
City Hall Forrest Park  

123 Lafayette Square Tower Grove Park Benton Park 

124 Library (Carpenter) Tower Grove Park  Compton Hill Park  

125 City Hall Central Library   

126 
Soulard Farmer's Market 

and Market Park 
Pontiac Park in Soulard City Hall 

127 Forest Park Art Museum MOHIS 

128 Immigration Office Library   

129 Tower Grove Park     

130 All     

131 Turtle Park Forest Park Tower Grove Park 

132 Library  Schnucks  Museum  

133 Forest Park      

134 Carondelet Park Tower Grove Park Forest Park 

135 Francis Park Tower Grove Park   

136 Franz Park Forest Park Tower Grove Park 

137 Zoo Forest Park Muny 

138 Tower Grove Park     

139 CityHall Forest Park  TillesPark 

140 Forest Park     

141 Forest Park Turtle Park Franz Park 

142 Forest Park Tower Grove Park   

143 Forest Park  Conversation Center  Turtle Park  

144 Post office  Tower Grove Park  City garden  

145 Lindenwood Park  Buder Library    

146 Forest Park Tower Grove Park Tilles Park 

147 Forest Park Tower Grove Park Carondelet Park 

148 Forest Park     
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Respondents 1 2 3 

149 Tower Grove Park Courts Buildings Forest Park 

150 Forest Park Tower Grove Layfette  

151 City Hall Forest Park   

152 Forest Park Public library Tower Grove Park 

153 Forest Park Courts Buildings Post Offices 

154 Forest Park Tower Grove Park City Hall 

155 Carondelet Park Carondelet library   

156 Missouri Botanical Gardens St. Louis Zoo Willmore Park 

157 Southwest Gardens Forest Park   

158 Carondelet Park Tower Grove Park Wilmore Park 

159 Tower Grove Park Forest Park Tilles Park 

160 Lindenwood Park Tower Grove Park City Hall 

161 Forest Park Tower Grove Park   

162 Forest Park SLPL Marketplace Art Museum 

163 Museums Ballpark  Office building 

164 Forest Park     

165 City Hall 
Court Building for Jury 

Duty 
  

166 Carondelet Park     

167 City Hall Post office DMV 

168 Tower Grove Park Library Forest Park 

169 Forest Park SLPL   

170 Franz Park Forest Park Tower Grove Park 

171 Franz Park Forest Park Missouri Botanical Garden 

172 Forest Park Franz Park Tower Grove Park 

173 Library, Main 
Community Parks in 

Benton West 
Neighborhood 

Banks in South City 

174 None anymore     

175 Tower Grove Park     

176 Carondelet Park FSD   

177 Francis Park Tilles Park Lindenwood Park 

178 Lindenwood Park Machecek Library   

179 Willmore Park Francis Park Board of Elections 

180 Strauss Park St. Louis Public Library City Hall 

181 Library Polling Place   

182 City Hall Forest Park    

183 Tower Grove Park Forest Park Lafayette Park 

184 Tower Grove Park 
Compton Hill Reservoir 

Park 
Benton Park 

185 1520 Market 1200 Market  1114 Market  
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Respondents 1 2 3 

186 Tower Grove Park Marquette Park Franz Park 

187 Tower Grove Park Health Department City Hall 

188 Forest Park     

189 City Hall Marquette Park Minniewood Park 

190 City Hall     

191 Tower Grove Park  City hall    

192 
Gateway Arch National 

Park 
Forest Park Tower Grove Park 

193 Forest Park Shaw Park Cherokee Park 

194 Tower Grove Park Forest Park City Libraries 

195 Tower Grove Park Forest Park   

196 Tower Grove Park 
Carpenter Branch of 

Library 
  

197 Tower Grove Park City Garden Carondelet Park 

198 Lafayette Park Tower Grove Park City Hall 

199 Tower Grove Park Lafayette Square City Hall 

200 Tower Grove Park 
Compton Hill Reservoir 

Park 
  

201 Library Tower Grove Park Forest Park 

202 Tower Grove Park City Hall   

203 Lindenwood Park     

204 Tower Grove Park  Forest Park    

205 City Hall Forest Park Tower Grove Park 

206 Tower Grove Park Forest Park Lafayette Park 

207 
Compton Heights Water 

Tower Park  
Tower Grove Park Fox Park  

208 Tower Grove Park City Hall 
Board of Election 
Commissioners 

209 Tower Grove Park Forest Park Public Libraries 

210 Old Courthouse     

211 Tower Grove Park     

212 Tower Grove Park  City Hall  Compton Heights Park  

213 Tower Grove Park Forest Park   

214 City Hall     

215 Post office Tower Grove Park   

216 Forest Park Tower Grove Park City Hall 

217 Tower Grove Park 
Missouri Botanical 

Garden 
  

218 Tower Grove Park Forest Park St. Louis City Hall 

219 Tower Grove Park Forest Park Lafayette Park 

220 Tower Grove Park Forest Park History Museum 

221 City Hall Central Library Tower Grove Park 
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Respondents 1 2 3 

222 Tower Grove Park     

223 Tower Grove Park 
Compton Hill Reservoir 

Park 
Forest Park 

224 Tower Grove Park Juanita Playground Forest Park 

225 Tower Grove Park Lafayette Square Park Forest Park 

226 Tower Grove Park Public Libraries   

227 Tower Grove Park Forest Park City Hall 

228 Tower Grove Park Forest Park   

229 Tower Grove Park     

230 Tower Grove Park Forest Park  Benton Park 

231 Tower Grove Park Forrest Park Botanical Garden 

232 Tower Grove Park Forest Park   

233 Library City Hall   

234 Tower Grove Park     

235 Tower Grove Park Forest Park   

236 
Zoo Museum District 

Buildings 
Forest Park Tower Grove Park 

237 Tower Grove Park Lafayette Square Park 
St. Louis Public Library - Barr 

Branch 

238 
Kingshighway Branch - STL 

public library 
Tower Grove Park Lafayette Square Park 

239 Tower Grove Park City Hall   

240 Post office      

241 Tower Grove Park Carondelet Park City Hall 

242 Libraries     

243 Tower Grove 
Compton Hill Water 

Tower 
Francis Park 

244 Forest Park Library  

245 Shlafly Library   

246 1520 Market St. 
Pontiac Square Park - 

Soulard 
Historic Soulard Market 

247 Francis Park Forest Park  

248 Francis Park   

249 Francis Park Willmore Park Tilles park 

250 Carondelet YMCA Francis Park Forest Park 

251 Francis Park Christy Park Willmore Park 

252 Schafly library BJC/WashU Forest Park 

253 Francis Park Wilmore Park Lindenwood Park 

254 Francis Park Buder Library  

255 Francis Park City Hall Willmore Park 

256 Tower grove park Forest Park Cardolet park 

257 Civil Courts Building Tower Grove Park Forest Park 
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Respondents 1 2 3 

258 Buder Library   

259 Forest Park Carondelet Park  

260 City Hall SLDC Building 
City Street Maintenance 

Building 

261 Tower Grove Park   

262 Tower Grove Park City Hall Lafayette Square 

263 Forest Park   City Hall   Francis Park 

264   Gateway Arch grounds Citygarden   Lafayette Square 

265   Forest Park 
  Not sure if Public 

Libraries are on here. 
  City Street Maintenance 

Building 

266 City Hall Lafayette Park 1520 Market 

267 
City Hall, 1200 Market 

Street 
Forest Park Francis Park 

268 1200 City Hall 
!520 Market - City 

Building 
Police Headquarters 

269 City Hall Barr library  

270 Tower Grove Park Lafayette Square Park Forest Park 

271 Tower Grove Park Public Libraries  

272 Tower Grove Park Forest Park City Hall 

273 Tower Grove Park Forest Park  

274 Tower Grove Park   

275 Tower Grove Park Forest Park Benton Park 

276 Tower Grove Park Forrest Park Botanical Garden 

277 Tower Grove Park Forest Park  

278 Library City Hall  

279 Tower Grove Park   

280 Tower Grove Park Forest Park  

281 
Zoo Museum District 

buildings 
Forest Park Tower Grove Park 

282 Tower Grove Park Lafayette Square Park 
St. Louis Public Library - Barr 

Branch 

283 
Kingshighway Branch - STL 

public library 
Tower Grove Park Lafayette Square Park 

284 Tower Grove Park City Hall  

285 Post office   

286 Tower Grove Park Carondolet Park City Hall 

287 Libraries   

288 Tower Grove 
Compton Hill Water 

Tower 
Francis Park 

289 City Hall Francis Park Tilles Park 
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Q12. Prioritize the following types / locations of the city sidewalks that should be improved first 

(Rank in order from 1-8 with 1 being the most critical) 
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Q13. Please list up to three locations where you have that difficulty. 

Respondents 1 2 3 

1 Hampton and highway 40 Hampton and 44 Hampton and Chippewa 

2 
S. Grand at Russell Blvd., S. 

Grand at Hartford Av. 
  

3 
Hampton & Chippewa lights 

to short of time 
  

4 
Goodfellow Blvd /Near Army 

Reservation Center 
Delmar and Kingshighway 

Union near Lindell/ 
entering Forest Park 

5 
Residential sidewalks in 

Tower Grove South 
Sidewalks on S. Grand near 
businesses and restaurants 

Sidewalks Leading to 
Tower Grove Park 

6 
South Hampton Sidewalks 

Are Very Uneven 
Nottingham between 

January and Tamm 
 

7 4700 Hummel Ave 4600 Dahlia Ave South Kingshighway 

8 
Childress Ave between Lloyd 

and West Park/Nashville 
Gregg Ave between Lloyd 

and Manchester 
 

9 Broadway Ave Jefferson Ave Hyde Park 

10 
Arsenal and January–

Crosswalk Signal Doesn’t 
Work 

  

11 Residential Streets Intersections Multilane Streets 

12 Soulard   

13 
Compton Avenue between 

Lafayette and Chouteau 
  

14 
Sidewalks in Skinker 
Debaliviere Can Be 

Hazardous 

  

15 

Central West End, Near the 
Facilities That Have Increased 

Numbers of People with 
Disabilities 

  

16 
Forest Park Pkway from 

Grand to Compton is 
impossible 

Access Over Railroad Trails 
Between Grand and 

Riverfront 

Broken sidewalks in 
Benton Park West 

17 Potomac and Gravois 
Throughout Multiple 

Sidewalks in Gravois Park 
 

18 Gravois & Magnolia Nebraska & Sidney 
Gravois & Sidney or 

Gravois & Texas 

19 Kingshighway and MLK Grand and MLK 
Forest Park Parkway 
Between Spring and 

Vandeventer 

20 Skinker and Waterman   
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Respondents 1 2 3 

21 

Missing Sidewalk Along the 
North Side of Holly Hills 

Between Alaska and 
Louisiana 

Crossing the Street At 14th 
Street and Clark by the Civic 

Center Station 

The intersection of I-55 
And Loughborough 

(Where My Bus Drops 
Off) People Don’t Stop 
for People Crossing the 
On Ramp To I-55 South 

22 14th and Market Broadway and Washington Olive and Tucker 

23 Central Business Corridor Soulard Tower Grove Park 

24 Parking Lot with Gravel   

25 Chippewa and Grand Gravois and Cherokee  

26 
West Side Of 3400 Nebraska, 

Trees Are Too Low on 
Sidewalk 

Schemel Pots on Potomac 
and Texas 

Odd Looking Boulders on 
Nebraska and Meramec 

27 Chippewa and Grand Gravois and Cherokee  

28 VAMC on Grand St Louis Zoo Shaw’s Garden 

29 Parking for Arch Restaurants on Hill Off Broadway Hall 

30 
Sixth St. between Pine and 

Chestnut 
Locust (Lots of Construction)  

31 
Jefferson Between Park and 

Lafayette 
The Intersection of Park and 

Ohio 
The Intersection of 
Jefferson and Eads 

32 City museum Nicoletes Ball Park 

33 

Utility Poles Are Often Placed 
in The Middle of the 

Sidewalk, So I Can’t Use the 
Sidewalk, Which Makes Zero 

Sense 

Lemp Mansion- Who 
Actually Tells Me They’re 

Proud to Not Be Accessible 
and I Think That Is an 

Unacceptable Response 

 

34 
Natural Bridge Rd and Lucas 

And Hunt Rd 
Natural Bridge Rd and 1-170 

S Ramp 
Natural Bridge Rd and 

Kingshighway Rd 

35 Crossing Jefferson Crossing Grand Crossing Kingshighway 

36 Walking on Kingshighway Walking on Gravois Walking 

37 

Fair Ave between Lee Ave 
and Kossuth Ave (Grass 

Covered Walk W/ Uneven 
Concrete Surface Is 

Hazardous to Walk. Safer to 
walk in the street) 

Sections of Forest Park Ave 
between Vandeventer and 

Spring (Construction in 
Progress on Both Sides of 

The Street Forces All Users 
to The Median!) 

Numerous Sidewalk 
Sections Westbound on 
W Florissant between 

Grand and John. Broken 
and Missing Slabs 

38 Jefferson Olive North Grand 

39 Lindell and Union   

40 
Speeding Cars at Cherokee & 

Missouri 
  

41 Grand Ave And Chouteau Grand Ave Bridge Over 64 
Vanderventer And Tower 

Grove 
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42 
All Residential Streets in 

Tower Grove Area 

Residential Streets Around 
Chippewa and Jefferson Is 

Awful 
Grand and Gravois 

43 
Crossing Kingshighway at 

West Pine 
Reber at Kingshighway Boyle at Forest Park 

44 Maryland Ave in the CWE Old Kiel Building Zoo 

45 
Vandaventer between 

Chouteau and Forest Park 
Grand at Forest Park  

46 
Crossings of Kingshighway 

between Hospital Drive and 
Delmar Blvd 

Residential Streets with 
Poor Existing Sidewalk 

Conditions 

 

47 
Residential and Commercial 

Sidewalks 
  

48 Downtown Construction 
Forest Park Avenue 

between Vandeventer and 
Grand 

Gravois and Its Curb cuts 
To Cross 

49 
Crossing Kingshighway on the 

West Side of Tower Grove 
Park 

  

50 
Downtown with the New 

Intersection Crossings That 
Have Sharp Edges 

  

51 

Our Residential Streets with 
Strollers Are Horrible – 

Imagine Being in A 
Wheelchair 

Mud Collecting at 
Intersections, Large Drops at 

Crosswalks 

 

52 

The Roundabout at Tower 
Grove And I-64 Is Bad.  The 

Slip Lane Is Extra Dangerous, 
and There’s No Marked 

Crosswalk on The One Side 
That Avoids It. 

Crossing Forest Park at Des 
Peres is Frightening.  Drivers 

Routinely Run the Red 
Signal and Greatly Exceed 

the Posted Limit. 

 

53 
Pretty Much Every Traffic 

Intersection Has Curb, Walk 
Signal, Or Safety Issues 

Along Euclid in CWE the 
Sidewalks Are Not Wide 

Enough to Accommodate 
the Necessity to Have 

Outside Dining and Safely 
Walk. 

Construction Sites (west 
pine & Kingshighway) Or 
Along Newstead with No 

Accommodation for 
Pedestrians 

54 West Park Ave   

55 Hampton and Chippewa South Kingshighway  

56 Christy/Eichelberger/Hummel 
Loughborough Commons 

Entrance/Exit/All of It 
Gravois Hampton 

57 Grand @ Osceola Grand @ Taft Grand @ Meramec 

58 Crossing Tucker- Too Wide   

59 Every Street Everywhere Give Me A Break 
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60 Intersections Multi-lane Streets 
Traffic Signals and 

Signage 

61 Tucker 
South Grand – at non-

Signalized Crossings 
 

62 
Residential Sidewalks and 

Curb Cuts 
  

63 Oakland and Hampton Forest Park  

64 
Sidewalks Leading to 

Commercial Areas 
  

65 SLATE Missouri Job Center Courts building  

66 
Signaled Intersections 

Around the Fox Theatre 
Sidewalks In\Out of Parking 

Garages 
 

67 
All Residential 

Neighborhoods Sidewalks Are 
Terrible 

Fix the Walk Buttons at 
Intersections with Lights. Or 

Add Them. 

This City Is A Death Trap 
for Pedestrians. 

Sidewalks Are the Least 
of The Problems 

68 
No Audible Pedestrian Signals 

at Sulphur/Chippewa. 
No Audible Pedestrian 

Signals at Pernod/Hampton. 
 

69 
Eichelberger and Hampton 

streets 
Chippewa and Sulfur Streets 

Hampton in Murdock 
streets 

70 
All Soulard Sidewalks Are 

Hazards to Able and Disabled 
Pedestrians. 

Russell Blvd 
9th Street Between 

Lafayette And Sidney 

71 Clayton Avenue (63139) Bell Avenue (63108)  

72 Sidewalks in Soulard   

73 
Lafayette Square Sidewalks of 

Pavers That Are Extremely 
Uneven 

  

74 Cherokee Street 
By Limp Building That 

Collapsed Going to Eatery 
Across Street 

Bevo Mills Residential 
Area by Windmill 

75 Lafayette Park Area Cherokee Street Area  

76 Sidney/Jefferson/Gravois 
Everywhere North of 

Delmar!!!!!!! 
 

77 Trying to Cross Gravois Trying to Cross Tucker 
My Street . . . The 

Sidewalks Are A Disgrace 

78 
South 8th St, from Russell to 

Lafayette, Soulard 
Soulard St, from S 7th to 10th 

Streets, Soulard 
Russell Ave, from S 7th to 

Gravois, Soulard 

79 
many sidewalks in Skinker 
DeBaliviere Neighborhood 

  

80 Grand & Gravois Grand & Arsenal Grand & Chippewa 

81 
Grand an Magnoia; Cars 
Running Red Lights and 

Speeding 

Most Neighborhoods in 
South City 
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82 
Sidewalks in Residential 

Areas 
  

83 Crossing McCausland on Dale 
Along Clayton Road in 

Dogtown 
Walking to Franz Park 

84 
Sidewalks around Tower 

Grove Park 
Non-audible intersections 

along South Grand 

Non-audible 
intersections along South 

Kingshighway 

85 14th/Market Eichelberger/Hampton Travois/Morganford 

86 
Sidewalks in Dogtown 

Dangerous for Wheelchair 

south side of Clayton Ave 
Heading West, Sidewalk 

Ends at Gazebo. 

 

87 Dogtown Area Sidewalks Dogtown Area Streets  

88 Childress/Wise Louisville/Wise West Park/Louisville 

89 Manchester Road McCausland  

90 Alberta Street Grand Blvd Manchester Blvd 

91 Berthold and Clayton Childress and Berthold Hampton 

92 
Tree Roots Lifting Sidewalks 

in My Neighborhood 
  

93 
Exit ramps (Loughborough 

and 55) 
Loughborough Hampton 

94 Residential Side Walks   

95 
Kingshighway from Arsenal to 

Forest Park 
Macklind from the Hill to 

Forest Park 
Arsenal from Hampton to 

River 

96 

My Residential Area, The 
Tree Roots Ruin Sidewalks 

and I Trip Over Them All the 
Time. 

  

97 
Manchester Needs A Bike 

Lane on Both Sides 

Intersections with Lights 
Should Have Automatic 

Pedestrian Signals Do Not 
Require A Button to Be 

Pressed 

 

98 
Sidewalks Leading to The 

Stadium 
Sidewalks and Entrances to 

Commercial Buildings 
Sidewalks and Entrance 

to Museums 

99 Parks and Recreational areas   

100 Residential areas   

101 
Sidewalks in Shaw that need 

To Be Cut Around Roots 
Rest seems ok  

102 Dogtown Residential Off the loop Soulard 

103 Nashville Ave. in Dogtown Mitchell Ave. in Dogtown  

104 
Residential Streets in 

Dogtown Sometimes Only 
Have Sidewalk Or None 

Uneven Sidewalks and 
Roads with Potholes in 

Dogtown 

Intersection Near 
Highway 40 And 

McCausland 

105 South City Neighborhoods   
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106 
Intersection at Magnolia and 

Grand 
  

107 
Loughborough and Grand 

Ave 
Loughborough and 

Morganford 
 

108 
Streets close to Lindenwood 

Park 

Streets between Macklind 
and Hampton south of 

Chippewa 

Streets west of Jameson 
in Lindenwood Park 

109 

Residential Sidewalks Where 
Work Has Been Done and 
Repairs to Pavement Not 

Done. 

People Parking Cares Across 
Sidewalks. 

Intersections Without 
Accessible Signals. 

110 Jamieson and Chippewa Wabash and McCausland 
Gravois and River Des 

Peres 

111 
Fullerton Westminster Place 

Sidewalks 
McPhearson sidewalks  

112 
Compton Heights 

Neighborhood 
Compton Ave and 

Hawthorne 
 

113 Tower Grove South Oak Hill  

114 City Hall Marquette Park  

115 Arsenal and Grand Arsenal and Spring  

116 Mount Pleasant Park Wilmore Park City Hall 

117 Magnolia Avenue Flad Ave Flora Ave 

118 Kingshighway   

119 3100 Block Longfellow Blvd 3100 Block Hawthorne 3000 Block Geyer 

120 Hawthorne Blvd.   

121 
Tower Grove and Magnolia – 
As They Blast Through Tower 

Grove Park Going South 
Magnolia at Kingshighway Highway Access Points 

122 City Sidewalks   

123 
Not Well-Lit Sidewalks in 

Compton Heights 
Tower Grove Park  

124 
Shaw Neighborhood 

Sidewalks 
  

125 39th and Magnolia 
Residential Sidewalks Along 

39th 
Shaw Neighborhood 

Sidewalks 

126 
Intersections Between 

Magnolia and Shaw Blvd on 
39th 

Tower Grove Avenue 
Between Detonty and 

Vandeventer 

Residential Street 
Sidewalks Are Very 

Uneven 

127 Grand Center Arts Academy Tower Grove Park 
Sidewalks Are Not Level 

in Shaw 
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128 Compton and Hawthorne Compton and Longfellow 
Compton and 
Shenandoah 

129 Lawrence Avenue 

The Western Half of TGP at 
Kingshighway (Distance 

Between the Crosswalks Is 
Too Great & Window Too 

Short) 

Crossing Grand north of 
Arsenal (Crosswalks Too 
Far Apart & Window Not 

Long Enough) 

130 

The sidewalks along 
Lawrence Avenue just North 
of Russell leading to my sons’ 

school are horrible. 

  

131 

residential walkways are 
terribly uneven in TGE, TGS, 
Shaw, and SW Gardens.  The 
tree roots have made some 

gaps as large as 8 inches. 

  

132 Residential Curb Cuts in Shaw 
Side streets in the Grove 

Neighborhood 
Navigating in Forest Park 

once Parked 

133 
Residential streets. Sidewalks 

are dangerously uneven 
  

134 
Kingshighway near Magnolia 

– so many potholes and 
bumps 

  

135 
south Grand AVE, at the 

Schnucks near Gravois AVE 
  

136 Grove and Longfellow Compton and Longfellow Russell and Compton 

137 Residential areas   

138 Tower Grove Park Lafayette Square Park 
Grand Avenue Business 

District 

139 Benton Park Neighborhood Soulard Neighborhood 
Tower Grove 

Neighborhood 

140 
Along Union near Lindell 

Blvd. 
  

141 Central West End sidewalks   

142 residential streets near street trees 
intersections where 

there is a single ramp on 
the corner 

145 
Hampton & Itaska – in front 

of a car repair place 
(sidewalk) 

huge sidewalk upheaval – 
corner of January and 

Neosho 
 

146 
Traffic signal at Macklind Ave. 

and Chippewa 
Traffic signal at Hampton 

and Nottingham 

Macklind Ave road 
between Chippewa and 

Eichelberger 

147 
N Sarah and Lindell (SW 

corner) 
Lindell between N Sarah and 

Euclid 
Union Blvd north of 

Delmar 
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148 Francis Park Word of Life School St Raphael School 

149 
Buder Elementary was 

repaired when reported a 
couple of years ago 

  

150 Tower grove east Shaw Tower grove south 

151 St Louis Stadium St Louis Airport Lumineir Casino 

152 
Grand Avenue at Highway 44 

going east 
Forest Park going east 

Lafayette going west 
from Grand to 
Vandeventer 

153 Hampton & Sutherland   

154 
Tower Grove South – uneven 

sidewalks 

  huge sidewalk upheaval – 
corner of January and 

Neosho 
 

155 
Parts of Tower Grove Park 
along arsenal street do not 

have sidewalks at all. 
  Word of Life School 

  Union Blvd north of 
Delmar 

156 
  Along Union near Lindell 

Blvd. 
  St Louis Airport  

157   Central West End sidewalks   Forest Park going east  

158   residential streets 
  Washington Ave 

downtown 
 

159 
  Hampton & Itaska – in front 

of a car repair place 
(sidewalk) 

 
  Macklind Ave road 

between Chippewa and 
Eichelberger 

160 
  Traffic signal at Macklind 

Ave. and Chippewa 
  

161   What difficulty?   

162 
  N Sarah and Lindell (SW 

corner) 
  Lindell between N Sarah 

and Euclid 

  Lafayette going west 
from Grand to 
Vanderventer 

163 
  Parts of Tower Grove Park 
along arsenal street do not 

have sidewalks at all. 
  

164 
  Tower Grove South – 

uneven sidewalks 
  Traffic signal at Hampton 

and Nottingham 
  The Grove 

165 
Grand Center Arts Academy  Tower Grove Park  Sidewalks are not level in 

Shaw  

166 
Compton and Hawthorne Compton and Longfellow Compton and 

Shenandoah 

167 

Lawrence Avenue The Western Half of TGP at 
Kingshighway (distance 

between the crosswalks is 
too great & window too 

short) 
 

Crossing Grand north of 
Arsenal (crosswalks too 
far apart & window not 

long enough) 
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168 

The sidewalks along 
Lawrence Avenue just North 
of Russell leading to my sons’ 

school are horrible.  

  

169 

residential walkways are 
terribly uneven in TGE, TGS, 
Shaw, and SW Gardens.  The 
tree roots have made some 

gaps as large as 8 inches. 

  

170 
Residential Curb Cuts in Shaw Side streets in the Grove 

Neighborhood 
Navigating in Forest Park 

once Parked 

171 
Residential streets. Sidewalks 

are dangerously uneven 
  

172 
Kingshighway near Magnolia 

– so many potholes and 
bumps 

  

173 
south Grand AVE, at the 

Schnucks near Gravois AVE 
  

174 Grove and Longfellow  Compton and Longfellow  Russell and Compton 

175 Residential areas   

176 None   

177 
Tower Grove Park Lafayette Square Park Grand Avenue Business 

District 

178 
Benton Park Neighborhood Soulard Neighborhood Tower Grove 

Neighborhood 

179 
Bates and Virginia Holly Hills and Grand Ave Loughbrough and Grand 

Drive. 

180 bridges interstates bus lanes 

181 Arsenal east of Kingshighway   

182 

It is impossible to enter City 
Hall currently. They claim 

they need to close the 
entrance closest to the 

parking due to staff shortage, 
but they would get more staff 
if they paid better wages and 

benefits. 

Grass in all city parks is now 
mowed regularly. I've 
broken my ankle from 

falling in a hole that was 
covered by long grass. 

 

183 
Kingshighway cross walks are 

VERY dangerous 
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please describe up to three locations where you have that problem) 

Respondents 1 2 3 

1 Too many to list, sorry.   

2 5100 Cates Ave 5800 Dressell 5800 McArthur 

3 3800 Juniata 3800 Hartford 3600-3700 Hartford 

4 
Nothingham Macklind To 

Tamm 
Murdoch Sulphur to 

Macklind 
 

5 
Childress between LLoyd 
and West Park/Nashville 

  

6 Hyde Park Neighborhood The patch neighborhood Carondelet Neighborhood 

7 Lafayette Compton  

8 
Bancroft between 

Brannon and Macklind 

Sutherland Between 
Brannon and 
Kingshighway 

 

9 
During City/MSD 

Construction 
  

10 
Compton Avenue between 

Lafayette and Chouteau 
Lafayette Avenue from 

Jefferson to Grand 
 

11 

Skinker Debaliviere--
Children Will Avoid 
Sidewalks Due to 

Misaligned Concrete 
Sections 

  

12 

Forest Park Avenue 
Between Spring and 

Vandeventer (No Sidewalk 
Due to New Construction) 

Sarah Avenue 
Northbound at St Louis 

Avenue (Corner of 
Former Sarah Lou 

Restaurant) 

Kingshighway Between 
Odell and Reber (Uneven 
Sidewalk from Exposed 

Tree Roots and Hundreds 
of Gumballs) 

13 

I Have Not, But People in 
Wheelchairs in The CWE 
Often Need to Use the 

Street Because the 
Sidewalk in Uneven - Also 

In The CWE 

  

14 
Forest Park Pkway from 

Grand to Compton Is 
Impossible for Pedestrians 

Access Between 
Downtown and 

Southcity Over Railroad 
Tracks 

 

15 Construction 
Poor Sidewalk 

Maintenance Near Parks 
Poor Sidewalk 

Maintenance Downtown 

16 
Forest Park Parkway 
between Spring and 

Vandeventer(construction) 
Kingshighway MLK 
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17 

At Holly Hills at Tennessee 
On the South Side There Is 
A Badly Bucked Sidewalk 

That Forces People to 
Walk in The Street 

Minnesota at Soper on 
The South Side There Is 
Lots of Broken Sidewalk 

Slabs and Grass That 
Makes It Difficult to 

Walk, And There Is No 
Sidewalk on The North 

Side of The Street 

Grace at Eichelberger, 
There Is A Bus Stop Close 
to My Sisters House, On 

Half Block Away at Grand, 
And No Sidewalk Along 

Either Side of This Street. 

18 Soulard Tower Grove Park Central Business Corridor 

19 Chippewa and Grand Gravois and Cherokee 36XX Oregon 

20 Chippewa and Grand Gravois and Cherokee 36XX Oregon 

21 
By Main Downtown 

Library 
Soldiers’ Memorial Shaw’s Garden 

22 
I'm in Good Shape So I 

Haven't Had Any Problems 
  

23 
Field Avenue near 

Germania has no sidewalk 
Louis Street  

24 
Rutger between California 

and Ohio 
California between 
Caroline and Rutger 

 

25 
Downtown St Louis from 
Parking Garage to Bush 

Stadium 

Parking and Too 
Enterprises 

Garage to the fox 

26 
No, I Just Won’t Populate 
the Area Where I’m Not 

Wanted 

Human Beings Should 
Not Walk in The Street, 
We’re Not Wild Animals 

The Muny - The Only Way 
To Get To Accessible 

Seats Is By Way Of Staff 
Pushing You Backwards, 

And I Noted That If I Can’t 
Do It Myself It’s Not 

Accessible And The Staff 
Said “Well I’d Like 
Everyone To Do 

Everything For Me- Enjoy 
The Ride” 

27 CWE Tower Grove Park Construction Zones 

28 Tower Grove East   

29 
California Ave Between 

Chippewa And Cherokee 
Miami East Of Jefferson Soulard 

30 Kingshighway   

31 

Fair Ave Between Lee Ave 
and Kossuth Ave (Grass 

Covered Walk W/ Uneven 
Concrete Surface Is 

Hazardous to Walk. Safer 
to Walk in The Street) 

Numerous Sidewalk 
Sections Westbound on 
W Florissant Between 

Grand and John. Broken 
and missing slabs 

Clay Ave between 
Penrose and Lee Ave 
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32 
West Pine between 
Newstead and Boyle 

Kingshighway 
immediately north of 

arsenal 

 

33 
Forest Park Where 

Sidewalks Don’t Exist Next 
to The Road 

Lindell In Front of The 
Chase Because It Is 

Blocked by Construction 
Activity 

 

34 
Morgan Ford from arsenal 

to oak hill 
  

35 Fyler and Sublette 
Compton and Henrietta 
to Chouteau (West Side 

Where SLU Is) 

Every Single City Viaduct 
Area (Market, Chippewa, 

Gravois) Has No Safe 
Passage at All 

36 
Residential sidewalks in 
Tower Grove East are 

uneven and hard to see. 

  

37 
Near Me on Magnolia (& 

Nebraska), No Sidewalk in 
Some Section 

  

38 
East side of Roger 

between Arsenal and 
Wyoming 

East side of Bent 
between Connecticut 

and Wyoming 

 

39 

Des Peres Ave just south 
of Delmar, The Sidewalk Is 

Often Obstructed by 
Parked Vehicles, Debris, 
And Encroaching Plants. 

Hodiamont Ave Near the 
Delmar Station, Though 
Metro Recently Blocked 

My Access There, So 
Now It's Impossible to 
Go That Way Without 

Jumping A Fence. 

 

40 
Newstead B/N Forest Park 

and Clayton Ave 

West Pine at 
Kingshighway. 

Construction Has Been 
Impeded for Over 2 

Years 

Forest Park Ave Boyle To 
Taylor Both Sides with 

Poor Drainage and 
Uneven Pavement. 

41 West Park and Ripple West Park and Graham  

42 Locust 20-22nd Soulard Parts of Lafayette sq 

43 Parnell North Grand Blair Ave 

44 
Most Residential Streets in 

Benton Park 
CWE Due to Inconsistent 

Curb Cuts 
 

45 Tucker Avenue Broadway Avenue  
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46 
Sidewalks Blocked During 

Busch Stadium Area 
Expansion 

  

47 

Most Residential Areas in 
South City. Soulard. 

Benton Park. Benton Park 
west 

Don’t let cars park at 
corners. Paint Curbs 
Yellow at Residential 
Intersections. People 
parking to the corner 
creates blind spots for 

pedestrians and drivers 

 

48 9th and Geyer 8th and Soulard St 910 Russell Blvd 

49 
Lafayette Square 

Sidewalks of Pavers That 
Are Extremely Uneven 

  

50 
January in between 

Columbia and Wilson 
  

51 
I Have but Can't 

Remember Ask Mary Fram 
Balmer 10 Toes 

  

52 Rutgers Mississippi Ave LaSalle 

53 Russell east of Gravois   

54 
S 10th Street, from 

Soulard St to Emmet St. 
(on west side of St.) 

Soulard St, north side, 
from S 9th to the alley 
between S8th&S9th St 

Russell Ave, from S 7th to 
Gravois, Soulard 

55 Block of 1015 Graham St   

56 
Dale Ave East of 

McCausland 
Clayton Road in 

Dogtown 
Kraft in Dogtown 

57 Chippewa/Gravois South Kingshighway Chippewa/Hampton 

58 

I can't enjoy pushing my 
husband's wheelchair on 

neighborhood walks 
because of uneven or 

broken sidewalks.  If we 
hit one, he falls out of 

wheelchair. 

  

59 Dogtown neighborhood   

60 
Wise Ave east towards 

Tamm 
  

61 
Mitchell Avenue - sidewalk 

is non-existent 

Several Residential 
Streets in Clayton-

Tamm, Hi Pointe, And 
Franz Park Have No 

Sidewalks. 

Curb Ramp at Louisville 
and Dale Is Depressed, 
Causing It to Be Always 
Filled with Water, Mud, 

Hard Dirt, Vegetation, Or 
Ice 

62 Kraft Graham Berthhold 
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63 
Residential area around 

Loughborough park 
  

64 
Construction zones don’t 
create pathways around 

the work. 

  

65 Leona street Holly hills Robert 

66 Louisville near Mitchell   

67 Along Manchester Avenue McCausland Lindell 

68 
South City residential 

areas 
  

69 Dogtown residential   

70 Westpark 
intersection of Dale and 

Kraft 

Manchester and 
McCausland to access 

bike path 

71 South Broadway Krouse Ave Robert Ave 

72 
Ray St. and 

Fillmore/Bowen 
Wilmington between 

Ray & Leona 
Holly Hills 

73 Lawn Ave Manchester Rd Litzsunger road 

74 
Streets close to 

Lindenwood Park 

Streets between 
Macklind and Hampton 

south of Chippewa 

Streets west of Jameson 
in Lindenwood Park 

75 
On Prather Ave. There are 
houses without sidewalks. 

There are other streets 
in the Lindenwood Park 
neighborhood without 
sidewalks, but I don't 
know off-hand which 

ones. 

 

76 
Most residential 
neighborhoods 

Outdoor dining blocks 
sidewalk 

 

77 
Most of the streets in 

Grand Center 
  

78 Residential streets   

79 Hawthorne Blvd Longfellow Blvd Russell Blvd 

80 Various residential streets   

81 Anywhere in North city   

82 
Often, but no particular 

places come to mind 
  

83 Magnolia Ave Flad Ave Flora Ave 

84 
Magnolia Ave, west of 

Tower Grove Ave 
  

85 Sarah & Manchester   

86 
South Grand during 

construction 
  

87 Hawthorne Blvd. Milton Blvd. Longfellow Blvd. 
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88 
Tower Grove Park: walk in 
street due to overcrowded 

sidewalks. 

  

89 
Mix bike street and 

sidewalk 
Ride slowly and carefully 

Transit on off hours when 
possible 

90 
Flora Street; sections of 

sidewalk badly busted or 
pushed up 

  

91 Yes, but not sure where   

92 Botanical Ave. Thurman St.  

93 
It’s easier to walk in the 
street rather than the 
sidewalks for exercise 

  

94 
Klemm St. In Shaw 

Neighborhood 
Flora Ave. In Shaw 

Neighborhood 
 

95 
Spring between Flora and 

Botanical 
  

96 

Shrub obstruction on 
sidewalk under the 44 
overpasses on Tower 
Grove Ave (traveling 

north) 

  

97 Sidewalks in Shaw   

98 3448 Longfellow 3112 Hawthorne  

99 Magnolia around TGP Lawrence south of SMOS  

100 
Lawrence Avenue in Shaw 

just north of Russell 
  

101 
Shaw, TGE, TGS, SW 

Garden, Botanical Heights 
  

102 
Shaw neighborhood, Flora 

place 
Tower Grove along the 
Botanical Garden wall 

 

103 
Tree stumps break 

sidewalks 
Broken sidewalks  

104 Residential areas   

105 

Walking my dog on Flora 
Place (sometimes the 

sidewalk is lifted because 
of roots so I will walk in 

the street to avoid 
tripping) 

Walking the perimeter 
of Tower Grove Park 
(some parts of the 

sidewalk get flooded in 
heavy rain) 

 

106 
Flora Place - Shaw 

neighborhood 
  

107 
Tower Grove Park - 
multiple locations 

south Broadway and 
Chippewa 

Kingshighway - south of 
Arsenal 
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108 

sidewalks in general are 
uneven and bumpy 
(Compton heights 

neighborhood) 

  

109 
Benton Park 

Neighborhood 
Soulard Neighborhood 

Tower Grove 
Neighborhood 

110 Russell Longfellow Hawthorn 

111 Taylor Ave Maryland Ave West Pine 

112 
residential streets in my 
neighborhood in Soulard 

at intersections where 
there is a single ramp on 
the corner instead of at 

w 

 

113 Neosho & January Itaska & Hampton  

114 
5800-6200 S. 

Kingshighway especially 
after rain 

Throughout residential 
mostly tree root 

upheaval 

Residential low branches 
and I'm only 5'9" 

115 

Holly hills between 
Gravois and Kingshighway, 

there is no sidewalk for 
half of those three blocks 

  

116 
W Pine between Sarah 

and Newstead 

anywhere people leave 
scooters (Lyme, Bird) in 

the way 
 

117 Wilmore Park   

118 

Eichelberger & Macklind 
intersection, NE corner, 

tree roots have pushed up 
the sidewalk making 
navigation difficult 

  

119 Tower grove east Shaw Tower grove South 

120 The grove Central west end  

121 

  Holly hills between 
Gravois and Kingshighway, 

there is no sidewalk for 
half of those three blocks 

  

122 
  W Pine between Sarah 

and Newstead 
  Central west end  

123   Wilmore Park   

124 

  Eichelberger & Macklind 
intersection, NE corner, 

tree roots have pushed up 
the sidewalk making 
navigation difficult 
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125   Tower grove east 
  Throughout residential 

mostly tree root 
upheaval 

 

126   The grove    Tower grove South 

127 
  9th street south of 

Washington Ave 
  

128 Lawrence Avenue in Shaw 
just north of Rusell 

  

129 Shaw, TGE, TGS, SW 
Garden, Botanical Heights 

  

130 Shaw neighborhood, Flora 
place 

Tower Grove along the 
Botanical Garden wall 

 

131 Tree stumps break 
sidewalks  

Broken sidewalks   

132 Residential areas   

133 Walking my dog on Flora 
Place (sometimes the 

sidewalk is lifted because 
of roots so I will walk in 

the street to avoid 
tripping) 

Walking the perimeter 
of Tower Grove Park 
(some parts of the 

sidewalk get flooded in 
heavy rain) 

 

134 Flora Place - Shaw 
neighborhood 

  

135 Tower Grove Park - 
multiple locations 

south Broadway and 
Chippewa 

Kingshighway - south of 
Arsenal 

136 sidewalks in general are 
uneven and bumpy 
(Compton heights 

neighborhood) 

  

137 Benton Park 
Neighborhood 

Soulard Neighborhood Tower Grove 
Neighborhood 

138 Russell  Longfellow  Hawthorn 

179 
Laurel south of 
Westminster 

Parkview Place east of 
Oakview Place 

 

180 
Arendes north of Holly 

Hills 
  

181 
Bates and Virginia Loughborough and 

Grand Drive near 
Schnucks 

 

182 
Delmar Metrolink ; open 
up Hodiamont entrance 

  

183 
Arsenal east of 
Kingshighway 

  

184 5600 Reber Place   
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Q15. What conditions along City streets / sidewalks affect your walking habits? (Rank in order from 

1-5 with 1 being the most critical) 
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Q16. Please complete the following photographic sidewalk evaluation survey. Rank the following 

obstacles / conditions 1 through 6 in order of impact to your daily travel (1 being the highest impact 

and 6 the least impact). Photographic examples provided below. 
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Q17. Please complete the following photographic curb ramp evaluation survey. Rank the following 

obstacles / conditions 1 through 6 in order of impact to your daily travel (1 being the highest impact 

and 6 being the least impact). Photographic examples provided below. 
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Q18. Please identify any specific difficulties or constraints along the routes you normally take: 

Respondents Responses 

1 None come to mind 

2 Cracked concrete  

3 

Because of uneven or broken sidewalk panels, I have tripped while walking.  In 
February (2020) I tripped on an uneven sidewalk near The Vine restaurant on S. 
Grand, fell and suffered a broken bone which protruded from one of my fibers on 
my dominant hand.  It will never be back to normal.   

4 I can’t take my baby for a walk in the sidewalk they are so bumpy.  

5 I don't walk in bad weather 

6 
The biggest issue is overgrowth and uneven surfaces along Graham and Gregg 
Ave both sides of the street. I walk it daily to the bus stop. If I had a disability, it 
would be hard in some areas.  

7 
Not all bus stops have seating, and I cannot stand for long. Not enough public 
restrooms. No overhead covering at bus stops for inclement weather 

8 streets with potholes 

9 Non continuous sidewalks on Compton Avenue between Lafayette and Chouteau 

10 
Since we have this upcoming election, I have seen a huge surge of road work 
construction completed. Can we have an election every year?  

11 
Trip hazards on sidewalks in Skinker Debaliviere. I walk with my young children 
each night in this area.  

12 
Trees that have uprooted the sidewalk present the most common difficulty on the 
streets where I walk. 

13 Sidewalks on Taylor Avenue, north of Forest Park Ave 

14 Access between downtown and south city over railroad tracks. 

15 
There is no sidewalk on segments of Holly Hills between Gravois and 
Kingshighway.   

16 
Thankfully in good health, so make way around current obstacles and 
obstructions. 

17 tree stumps, uneven sidewalks 

18 

Ice on the bridge over I-55 at Loughborough in the winter. The sidewalk is not 
cleared and stays very dangerous for days or even weeks after a snowfall, forcing 
people to walk in the street. My bus drops off, right by here and I have to cross it 
to get to my house. 

19 No pedestrian countdown heads in some of the areas in downtown St. Louis. 

20 uneven sidewalks 

21 I fell on a steep curb years ago  

22 
Restaurants using sidewalks and other obstructions make it impossible to operate 
an electric wheelchair safely 

23 
Uneven sidewalks that are all over the place. Usually, I'm with someone and we're 
talking and not paying attention to the sidewalk, and I'll trip on the sidewalk. 

24 trip hazards, standing water and debris 
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Respondents Responses 

25 

The sidewalk on Jefferson between Park and Eads is uneven because of tree roots 
and at moments has a lot of vegetation growth. Rutger between Ohio and 
California is missing sections of sidewalk and has a lot of vegetation growth. The 
intersection of Jefferson and Eads has no curb cutouts on the east side. Some of 
walk signals are missing and the timing of the existing walk signals is also off. I, as 
a abled-bodied individual, have a difficult time making it across the intersection 
with enough time. The intersection of Park and Ohio is uneven and unclear of 
where is safe to cross north to south. Many children cross that intersection when 
traveling to the Eads Square Park and Hodgen Elementary School. The west side 
California between Rutger and Ohio is missing a section of the sidewalk and has 
poor surface quality for the sections that do exist 

26 
Uneven side walks 

27 Missing or obstructed curb cuts  

28 People parking and block ramps 

29 Corner of Olive and Boyle is awful - no curb ramps 

30 
Please add frequent pedestrian safety countermeasures to shorten crossing 
distance at major roadways. 

31 
There is an old sycamore tree at 4519 Fair where the sidewalk was pushed up 
OVER 15 years ago. It's extremely dangerous. 

32 
Unsafe crosswalks. Buttons for pedestrian lights don't work. High amount of 
garbage and glass obstruction on sidewalk. Bike lanes not maintained and not 
separate from traffic. Buildup of ice in winter. 

33 
Construction in the way of the sidewalk.  uneven sidewalk pavement that creates 
tripping hazards.  Standing water in depressed section of sidewalk. 

34 Sidewalks in tower grove south are really bad. Trees are often overgrown as well 

35 
When Spire does work, they often block streets and sidewalks, leading to no safe 
path, and when they "patch" the streets they make the street crossings more 
dangerous and uneven.  

36 Downtown, sharp edges on new curb ramps are a tripping hazard 

37 

Sidewalks are frequently closed without warning and without a safe alternate 
route or crossing offered. Slip lanes create scary situations where vehicles 
regularly fail to yield. Drivers regularly run red lights, so it is unsafe to cross even 
with the signal.  Construction signs are often placed on the sidewalk even when 
said sidewalk would otherwise be open to use. 

38 
Vehicle traffic traveling at excessive speeds and disobeying traffic laws. Poor 
bicycle safety measures (illegal to ride on sidewalks, unsafe to ride in streets) 

39 Sidewalks uneven because of tree roots. Water puddles. Weeds/overgrown plants 

40 Blocking of sidewalks during construction- citywide  

41 Tripping hazards, ramps, obstruction 

42 
Broken sidewalk 
roots from trees pushing the sidewalk up and crooked 

43 
No warning that a sidewalk is non continuous further down so you must back 
track to get into the street. Same with closed/obstructed sidewalks 
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Respondents Responses 

44 
Overall streets and sidewalks in St. Louis are terrible.  Broken, no curb cuts, huge 
potholes, no wheelchair access without going uphill and around buildings! 

45 

Intersections are always the most problematic. I find too often vehicles running 
stops signs or coming up on intersections too fast and pretty much rolling 
through. I find cars are parked too closely to stop signs which makes it difficult for 
cars to see people trying to cross the intersection and vice versa.  

46 

poor position of ramps which are set at an angle causing a blind person to be 
unable to line up correctly to cross the street.  They are also a tripping hazard 
because of the angle. This is at northeast and southeast corner of Hampton and 
Chippewa.    

47 

There are a lot of park vehicles along sidewalks where I normally travel, in places 
where I’m not sure they belong. I’ve also stumbled upon some unexpected, 
constructed areas that actually have holes in the sidewalk, causing me to have to 
travel closer to the street. 

48 
Broken sidewalks and missing crosswalks in a major pedestrian residential and 
commercial district. 

49 
east side of Mississippi Ave btw Park & Chouteau has places with uneven 
sidewalks. Curb ramp at entrance to Lafayette Park NE corner fills with water, 
mud and ice 

50 ask Mary Fran Balmer our 10 toes forest park leader. 

51 
Bikes or scooters left in walking paths.  Sometimes cars park closes to the edge of 
an intersection so hard to see around them (afraid I won’t be seen and hit) - 

52 
The most dangerous problems are speeding traffic and drivers ignoring cross 
walks. 

53 

The brick sidewalks in Soulard have been in place for decades and have 
developed serious tripping hazards throughout the neighborhood.  The City policy 
is to not repair or maintain the bricks even if the adjacent property owner is 
willing to pay 50% of the cost. 

54 On the Westside of Grand Ave. between Magnolia and Arsenal.   

55 Graham St.  Trip over that sidewalk every single time I walk it.   

56 

When I walked along Market, construction for the new hotel and soccer stadium 
downtown doesn't allow much for pedestrians without walking in a busy 6 lane 
street. Hard to get from work at Wells Fargo and MSD to the restaurants by Union 
Station 

57 Heavily broken and uneven sidewalks around Tower Grove Park. 

58 Uneven sidewalks, sidewalk ends 

59 Residents blocking sidewalk with junk and cars  

60 No sidewalk on Wise Ave 

61 No sidewalks  

62 Tree roots destroyed sidewalks 

63 
Main frustration is intersections without automatic walk signals. Having to press a 
button and wait means you often miss the light or just cross without it. 
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Respondents Responses 

64 
Large Potholes at end of Louisville Ave at intersection of Louisville and Berthold. 
Also, a big pothole on Louisville Ave at intersection of Louisville and Clayton  

65 
I just think periodic disability signs should be at major streets so that drivers will 
be more cautious  

66 
Really other than uneven sidewalks and cracks and water by curb after rain it all is 
ok 

67 
giant potholes and poor roads on Clayton Ave between McCausland and 
Hampton. North Grand between the Fox Theatre and Broadway. No pedestrian 
crossing terrible safety concerns 

68 raised sidewalks or broken sidewalks. Tree intrusions into the sidewalks. 

69 uneven sidewalks, grass-grown over the sidewalk 

70 Broken up concrete or different heights in sidewalk panels.  

71 
Between Lindenwood Park and Aya Sofia there are few sidewalks, speed control 
bumps in the street and areas of low light due to tree growth vs light placement. 

72 
Single ramps at a 45-degree angle rather than 2 ramps. As a blind person these 
angled ramps make it difficult to line up straight to cross the street. 

73 
we have sloped curbs, so the sidewalks have sunk most likely from cars being 
parked on them 

74 

Obstructions 
 
Sidewalks blocked by construction 
 
Standing water or mud on sidewalks 

75 There is a lot of broken sidewalks around all over. 

76 
Lack of safe bicycle routes: for example, lanes protected from motor vehicle 
traffic 

77 Broken sidewalk at 4178 Shaw, at the SE corner of Klemm and Shaw. 

78 Trip hazard at NE corner of Pernod & McCausland. 

79 

contractors driving over the speed limit, failing complete stops at 
 
interchanges, over wide trailers hanging over sidewalks and lanes  for equipment  
(tower grove and magnolia ) with a lawn contractor in a truck with dollies and a 
wagon that was six feet wider than the back of his truck and he was going to 
make the light whatever it took  

80 breaks in the concrete 

81 Poor Lighting. 

82 Uneven sidewalks 

83 

The sidewalks in our neighborhood or in need of repair because of uneven 
surfaces and encroachment.  Most importantly, the crossings on 39th are 
extremely dangerous as there are no bump outs or other measures used to slow 
down traffic.     

84 
uneven sidewalks and trip hazards due to root growth; intersections that angle 
into the intersection rather than allowing for safe crossing 

85 
Blinking traffic signals at Tower Grove and Magnolia make it difficult for my 
children to cross. Too many cars going in too many directions.  
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Respondents Responses 

86 
Cars on 39th Street ignore pedestrians and swerve around children walking to 
SMOS/Cornerstone/Mullanphy. There need to be crosswalks, especially at 39th & 
Castleman and 39th & Russel. 

87 
Cracked sidewalk panels make pushing a stroller and having little kids’ bike on the 
sidewalks difficult.  

88 not enough handicap parking spots 

89 primarily cracks, bumps 

90 
I fell on the sidewalk the day before I gave birth to my son because of the trip-
risks of the sidewalks in Benton Park. They are now impossible to travel on with a 
stroller. 

91 water and debris at neighborhood residential street corners 

92 
Poor sidewalk conditions. Street trees have caused heaving resulting in 1-3 

differences in adjacent slabs 

93 
North side of Lindell in front of Thrive/Engineers Club (between Newstead and 

Boyle) - runoff and mud and water cover up the sidewalk when it rains, especially 

94 Standing water and Broken sidewalks 

95 

Sidewalks being pushed up by City trees in the tree lawn space are ridiculous. So 

are varying ramps at sidewalks...the diagonal ones shoot someone outside of the 

crosswalk and that seems dangerous to me. 

96 Standing water at the corner curbs. 

97 Trip hazard at NE corner of Pernod & McCausland. 

98 "Contractors driving over the speed limit, failing complete stops at 

99 

interchanges, over wide trailers hanging over sidewalks and lanes for equipment 

(tower grove and magnolia ) with a lawn contractor in a truck with duellies and a 

wagon that was six feet wider than the back of his truck and he was going to 

make the light whatever it took " 

100 breaks in the concrete 

101 Poor Lighting. 

102 None 

103 Uneven sidewalks 

104 

The sidewalks in our neighborhood or in need of repair because of uneven 

surfaces and encroachment.  Most importantly, the crossings on 39th are 

extremely dangerous as there are no bump outs or other measures used to slow 

down traffic. 
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Respondents Responses 

105 
uneven sidewalks and trip hazards due to root growth; intersections that angle 

into the intersection rather than allowing for safe crossing 

106 
Blinking traffic signals at Tower Grove and Magnolia make it difficult for my 

children to cross. Too many cars going in too many directions. 

107 

Cars on 39th Street ignore pedestrians and swerve around children walking to 

SMOS/Cornerstone/Mullanphy. There need to be crosswalks, especially at 39th & 

Castleman and 39th & Russel. 

108 
Cracked sidewalk panels make pushing a stroller and having little kids’ bike on the 

sidewalks difficult. 

109 not enough handicap parking spots 

110 primarily cracks, bumps 

111 

Sidewalks that collect water, mud, snow, ice. Heavily trafficked areas that don't 

get snow removed from sidewalks. Curb cuts that are at the corner instead of 

aligned with the sidewalks. Construction sites that close sidewalks. Road work 

signs that are placed on the sidewalk. Street grid blocked 

112 Lots of tree roots have lifted sidewalks where I walk in the Holly Hills area. 

113 
Uneven sidewalks, trip hazards, broken concrete, grass/weeds growing in the 

sidewalk cracks 

114 
Uneven sidewalk panels and broken sidewalks. Several sidewalk panels have sunk 

into the earth and are constantly flooded/muddy. 
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Q19. If you have a disability or travel with someone who has a disability, what accessibility 

problems have you experienced along the City's sidewalk and pedestrian facilities? 

Respondents Responses 

1 Bus stop shelters (with riders waiting) in/around the middle of the sidewalk 

2 Lack of handrails on steps. 

3 
While a friend who uses a wheelchair was visiting, there were several places where 
an uneven sidewalk prevented us from continuing in the sidewalk. We actually had to 
go into the street to go around it. 

4 Uneven sidewalk's 

5 Tripping, sprang ankles, knee twisting 

6 
City sidewalks are rarely wide enough, unobstructed enough, or in good enough 
condition for wheelchair users to safely navigate them. This forces the users into the 
streets dangerously. 

7 Thank you for the survey 

8 

Far too many people driving is speeding. They do not stop at stop signs and instead 
treat it like a yield (barely stop to check traffic from other directions), and do not 
yield to people crossing in the crosswalk on the green light. Blinking red lights 
prevent me from crossing safely during busy times because there is no walk signal to 
make drivers wait. 

9 
I can imagine people who aren't in good health have a long list to share with you. 
Thank you for addressing their concerns and making St. Louis safer! 

10 Trash and debris, broken concrete, overgrowth 

11 
Missing curb ramps, places where the sidewalk is closed for construction with no 
warning, and you have to backtrack to get around the closure, lots of missing 
detectable warning panels. 

12 Unsafe crossing at Chippewa and grand for elderly. 

13 no cut curbs for wheelchairs 

14 Unsafe crossing at Chippewa and grand for elderly. 

15 Lots 

16 Garages that require taking tickets 

17 
Restaurants using sidewalks and other obstructions make it impossible to operate an 
electric wheelchair safely 

18 trip hazards 

19 Uneven, obstruction, no ramp 

20 Missing or obstructed curb cuts 

21 uneven sidewalks 

22 
Sidewalk cafes not keeping a clear path through the area.  Restaurants blocking 
sidewalks during deliveries. 

23 I am able bodied. 

24 Sidewalks and roads are in VERY poor condition. Curb cuts are not consistent. 

25 

In downtown St Louis (on 8th off Olive) there are sidewalks that have planters (large 
pots) positioned in the way of people exiting a car. Depending on how the parking 
meter is spaced, this can be tricky to avoid them, or park the car where exiting is 
easier. 
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Respondents Responses 

26 
Sidewalk ramps inconsistent. Have to take wheelchair into street to get to sidewalks. 
Bus shelter put in right on sidewalk without enough space to go around. 

27 
Elevation changes in the run of a sidewalk at joints in the sidewalk.  These cause a 
trip hazard should the toe catch the raised joint. 

28 Very uneven 

29 

I constantly find closures for construction sites not marked so I have to backtrack, 
taking extra energy, then detour, again taking more energy, then sometimes I find 
my detour to be closed too, especially in the CWE and Midtown. I stopped walking 
completely in that neighborhood.  
 
In areas like Laclede's Landing, there were literally no safe paths made. I know the 
goal was to improve accessibility, but you can't completely remove an entire multi-
block area from any safe passage. It may be slower to do one block or street at a 
time, but it cannot be allowed to close down access completely, especially in an area 
without detours. 

30 Uneven sidewalks, intersection crossings too wide. 

31 tripping hazards, ramps, obstruction 

32 Even/breaks. Curb cut debris and slope are probably the most common issue. 

33 As stated above 

34 
SLATE MJC building has no easy wheelchair or mobile access.  See above.  Some 
neighborhoods have no sidewalks at all! 

35 Poorly constructed curb cuts 

36 Lots of trip hazards. 

37 
In reference to audible pedestrian signals in question 13, in 23rd ward, Alderman 
says he has no money in the budget for this. Snowplows push snow to curbs on the 
corners blocking access to crossing the streets. 

38 encountering severe barricades that pose as severe hazards. 

39 
Metal rusted banding holding broken brick sidewalks together but are sharp and will 
slice a toe or foot off if stepped on. 

40 Poor repair and missing sidewalks 

41 
Same scenario as above. If someone needs a wheelchair or other adaptive 
equipment, parked cars near edges of intersections block slopes down - and those 
scooters/bikes blocking paths. 

42 
No curb cut ramps, ramps that do not meet ADA Standards, broken and uneven 
sidewalks, tree roots dislodging brick sidewalks, overgrown branches and bushes 
obstructing foot traffic and sidewalks are missing along vacant lots. 

43 Bumpy, uneven sidewalks, intersections with no ramps 

44 

Traffic lights settings are different. Example one yellow light may be 1 second long 
and another 10 seconds long.  Also lack of updated and non-existing audible 
crossings.  The audible crossing signal at Grand and Magnolia in South City is old and 
obsolete, often broken, and used often because it is by the school for the Blind. 

45 Lots of broken and uneven sidewalks 
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Respondents Responses 

46 
I have a baby and we often have to push the stroller in the streets due to the 
bumpiness and uneven sidewalks. I can't even imagine how difficult a wheelchair 
would be 

47 
As the caregiver, I have to constantly watch and alert the person to walking hazards 
BEFORE they are detected by the cane. 

48 
Uneven sidewalks! Every time we come upon a raised edge; I have to tip the chair 
back to continue.  If we hit one and I don't have my arm around husband's chest he 
would fall out.  What could be a pleasant walk is not. 

49 Uneven sidewalks in bad condition. 

50 
Primarily the ending of a sidewalk on one side of the street, forcing us to cross traffic 
to reach the sidewalk on the other side of the street. 

51 No sidewalks. Uneven surfaces. No ramps at intersections. 

52 It seems that workers are always putting signs in the middle of the sidewalk. 

53 
Very seldom do I see drivers giving any right of way to pedestrians...not only disabled 
but elderly also. 

54 Sidewalks uneven, broken or no ramp 

55 broken sidewalks 

56 
north Grand has nowhere safe to cross the street. People running stop lights/signs, 
speeding and no police presence. Dogtown has fast cars and limit safety crossings. 

57 Broken curb ramps, no detection warning panels and steep slope panels. 

58 uneven sidewalks, grass-grown over the sidewalk 

59 
Being visually impaired there are many sidewalks that are broken up, uneven, 
sidewalk starts then end then starts again. Also, ramps are not place properly at 
intersections. 

60 
High curbs, no walks, discontinued walks, and people parking across walks.  Another 
BIG problem is people rolling through stop signs and on their phones and not paying 
attention. 

61 
Obstructions such as cars parked across sidewalks and roll-out trash bins left on the 
sidewalk. Low hanging branches across sidewalks and grass growing through cracks 
in the sidewalk. 

62 
uneven and/or broken sidewalks making it difficult for a wheelchair to pass; uneven 
and/or broken ramps 

63 entrances to city buildings are difficult 

64 
Low branches of trees not trimmed. Trip hazards. Drivers not obeying traffic signs 
and signals 

65 
before the COVID crisis the I rode the metro link a lot back when it was really 
dangerous - U City station, grand station it was getting better 

66 
Blinking traffic signals at Tower Grove and Magnolia make it difficult for my children 
to cross. Too many cars going in too many directions. 

67 
1) Property owners not maintaining their sidewalks 
2) High-speed traffic in parks makes crossing on trails dangerous for slower walkers. 

68 No ramps for wheelchairs on city curbs 
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Respondents Responses 

69 uneven and broken up surfaces 

70 
In past when I had surgery, the uneven sidewalks and trip hazards and lack of ramps 

accounted for difficulties 

71 
Sidewalks are so uneven! Plus, curb cut at SW corner of W Pine and Boyle is small to 

maneuver. 

72 

When trees in the tree lawn area have pushed up sidewalks, navigation range from 

difficult to impossible. The city process in fixing this is very slow.... Forestry has to 

okay and/or remove tree while Streets waits for the 50/50 process. Not even sure 

bypassing 50/50 program would be faster since Forestry would still have to be 

involved.  It is a ridiculously long process while the sidewalk is made inaccessible to 

City residents. 

73 Not enough curb cuts 

74 Sidewalks uneven, broken or no ramp 

75 n/a 

76 broken sidewalks 

77 
north Grand has nowhere safe to cross the street. People running stop lights/signs, 

speeding and no police presence. Dogtown has fast cars and limit safety crossings.  

78 Broken curb ramps, no detection warning panels and steep slope panels. 

79 uneven sidewalks, grass-grown over the sidewalk 

80 

Being visually impaired there are many sidewalks that are broken up, uneven, 

sidewalk starts then end then starts again. Also, ramps are not place properly at 

intersections.  

81 

High curbs, no walks, discontinued walks, and people parking across walks.  Another 

BIG problem is people rolling through stop signs and on their phones and not paying 

attention. 

82 

Obstructions such as cars parked across sidewalks and roll-out trash bins left on the 

sidewalk. Low hanging branches across sidewalks and grass growing through cracks 

in the sidewalk. 

83 
uneven and/or broken sidewalks making it difficult for a wheelchair to pass; uneven 

and/or broken ramps 

84 N/A 

85 Entrances to city buildings are difficult 
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Respondents Responses 

86 
Low branches of trees not trimmed. Trip hazards. Drivers not obeying traffic signs 

and signals 

87 
"Eefore the Covid crisis the I rode the metro link a lot back when it was really 

dangerous - U City station, grand station, it was getting better, “ 

88 None 

89 
Blinking traffic signals at Tower Grove and Magnolia make it difficult for my children 

to cross. Too many cars going in too many directions. 

90 

"1) Property owners not maintaining their sidewalks. 

2) High-speed traffic in parks makes crossing on trails dangerous for slower walkers." 

91 No ramps for wheelchairs on city curbs 

92 Uneven and broken up surfaces 

93 

Crosswalk signals that are too far away, too dim, broken, misaligned with crosswalk. 

Missing/worn out crosswalk paint. Cars parked blocking curb cuts. Streets that are 

too wide. 

94 

 

Broken sidewalks and trip hazards make having a safe journey to the bus stop 

occasionally seem impossible. 

95 

Uneven sidewalk panels and broken sidewalks. Several sidewalk panels have sunk 

into the earth and are constantly flooded/muddy. Also, City Hall is inaccessible for 

people with ambulation disabilities currently. 
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29:38 Eric Bothe: Hello everyone. How are you doing? I’m Eric Bothe as John I'm sorry. Travis 
said here to talk about the ADA self-evaluation and transition plan. Just a few housekeeping items. 
Oh, well Travis has already talked about this. So, I think that we are. Good to go on this except 
for that. Maybe he didn't mention that it will be available for download after this presentation. [Next 
slide] We are going to the outline of the presentation. We're going to do a team overview here 
shortly. And then David Newberger is going to go over why we need a transition plan. And talk 
about our ongoing City efforts and then after that and then our current city efforts. And then we'll 
talk about Community engagement and over to hotel that. Talk about that. [Next slide] team 
overview: that me up on the left there Eric Bothe and then Dave Newberger are ADA coordinator. 
With the office on the disabled and Andrew Lackey- Deputy Commissioner the office on the 
disabled. Next, we have Oates. and this Travis Helmcamp who is the project manager. Mike 
Busch, who is project principal and Jim De Jong as the National ADA consultant. And also there's 
Gina Hilberry who is with Cohen Hilberry Architects and Sean Martin with M3 Engineering. Now, 
I'm going to hand it off to David Neuberger. 
 
31:57 David Newburger: As many of you know, when the ADA was passed in 1990, it required all 
state and local governments of which the city is within that definition who had more than 50 
employees to prepare a self-evaluation and transition plan. Self-evaluation in shorthand- is to list 
all of the barriers to access within the city both physical and programmatic and the transition plan 
is to create a schedule and a plan for eliminating those barriers from year to year. The city is 
never really thoroughly done that, and I used to be embarrassed by it. But the fact is that most 
cities in the country haven't really- certainly the large ones have not really gotten that done. I once 
asked the ADA coordinator in New York City, whether they had a transition plan and he said we 
only have it for Parks because I was head of parks for a while. And that's not unusual but cities 
are in various situations of solving it, but it is clearly a roadmap for how we can make our city 
accessible. And so, we have been able to obtain some Capital financing for this project. And that's 
really what we're talking about today. It's that contract-it includes both Oates Associates which 
are engineers and are looking at physical plant along with Gina Hilberry who's going to look at 
buildings and there's a review of standards and review of policies and programs within the 
organization quite frankly the amount of money that's available there sounds like a lot it's 1.5 
million, but the fact is we can't begin to cover the whole city. And so what we look forward to is a 
multiple of years each year getting better and better but the benefit of all of that of our doing what 
we're doing now is That we are attempting to standardize and to organize what we do so that we 
can keep track of what needs to be done what has been done and what needs to be done in the 
future. And in the end, we want this to be a successful a city is possible. And again, I want to 
emphasize it's not just physical accessibility. It's accessibility for everybody with every kind of 
disability. [So, if I could have the next slide] The whole point is to as I just jumped ahead probably 
but the whole point is to get control over what we've done in the past to figure out what standards 
we've been following and then to go forward with developing a plan for the future. [And then the 
next slide] At the City we've made a point and we've had an office on the disabled since 1974 and 
over the years. We have done many things that make our programs accessible and I listed a few 
here. It's just some examples but there's a variety of efforts that we've undertaken and continue 

https://tactiq.io/


to undertake to help folks who require some kind of assistance and to just make the world a little 
bit better for people with disabilities and that has included our requiring accessibility and new 
construction both in buildings and in streets. But that's just some of what we've done it hasn't 
been cataloged. It hasn't been prioritized. And so, while it is, we've always done something we 
thought was important we can't say that we were really that organized. Where we were getting to 
the most important first. [Then the next slide] And here I mean as you probably seen but we have 
a lot of curb ramps in the city. As many as you 3,000 miles of sidewalks in the city and you can 
see those of you who have the notice these things that there are really curb ramps over all over 
time. Many of them are not according to standards that we would follow now, but there was 
basically just people who started making curb ramps and that's good but those need to be 
improved and we need to make sure that they come up to the code standards that are out there. 
Of course, I'm always arguing that if a curb ramp is reasonably passable, that's not the first one 
we would repair. We'd worry about those that just aren't there and those that are broken to get to 
them first, but we've done other things. Our interest is to make them accessible. We have done a 
lot of work with comfort stations in the Parks to make them accessible. We put elevators in 
buildings. We've done a lot of things but there's much more for us to do. [Next slide] Now is time 
to give over to Jim the opportunity to talk about what comes next. 
 
37:53 Jim de Jong: Thank you, David. I'll just pause for a second to see if there's any questions 
to from people at this moment. Not hearing or seeing any. I'll move forward. The current city self-
evaluation efforts include all programs and activities and services of the city of St. Louis. And so, 
when we look at this, we're not just talking about the physical plan, although that's what we look 
at with regards to the transition plan. But we're also looking at making sure that there is access 
to all program services and activities within the state that are sponsored by St. Louis government. 
What we're trying to do is continue the ongoing City efforts to increase accessibility whether that 
be to a library whether that be to a voting facility whether that be the city hall. It's important that 
access be gained to all those places or improved as David said there might be a level of 
accessibility, but it may not be fully compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act at this time. 
And so, we're looking at all those issues to try to bring them up to a level of accessibility that's 
acceptable to the citizens. We're trying to consolidate the past ADA efforts while developing new 
guidelines for the city currently. There's a multitude of guidelines that people have had to look at 
whether it be a private business or contractor or the city and what they're doing right now is 
reviewing those City standards to incorporate the federal and state guidelines that will be 
important to truly create accessibility while meeting the ADA guidelines for all citizens and visitors 
of St. Louis. To do that we've done a partial self-evaluation of the city programs activities and 
Services. I think as you realize and you heard David speak about it would have been nearly 
impossible to have looked at all the sidewalks in the city, to look at all the curb cuts, to have been 
able to look at all the buildings. So, we tried to get a good example for representation. We were 
in every ward of the city to look at the physical plans with regards to the sidewalks, the buildings, 
the access from for instance bus stops, due to the sidewalks and to the buildings and the multiple 
locations in which an individual may arrive to attend the city function- obviously one could be 
rolling to it, or walking to it one could be taking public transportation, one could be being dropped 
off, and of course one could be using their own vehicle to get there. So, we need to look at the 
parking lots. So, What the current condition of City buildings and properties and Parks were a 
representation of that not all of them. But as what we felt was very strong and the city agreed on 
areas, but we're also looking to help areas, but we're also looking to help identify future 
improvements to focus on identifying these barriers and then providing the conceptual costs to 
improve the pedestrian network as well. I think, as you realize this will take a great deal of 
budgeting by the city to be able to address the various issues as well as a schedule for completing 
the remaining assets, however, currently they'll be able to incorporate this data. So, if they're 
working on a particular area, they'll already have the data as to what we'll need to be improved. 



We'll talk a little bit more later about your involvement in this. 
 
41:56 John Travis Helmkamp: Thank you, Jim. The next thing that we really are diving into on this 
is the review of city policies. Sort of taking a look at those standard construction details and really 
looking at what improvements can we make so that as something is constructed in the city of St. 
Louis, it's constructed to the applicable local state and federal standards.  What we're trying to do 
is whether it's something that's being constructed as part of a board of public service project or, 
whether it's being constructed by MoDOT a private developer or from the street department or 
another department within the city. We're really looking for that consistent construction project. 
Not only does that help the city to ensure compliance moving forward but it also provides a level 
of expectation that as someone's walking through the street. There's a general understanding- 
this is what the curb ramps are. Like in the city, this is what the sidewalks are like and ultimately 
that's done by establishing the ADA criteria to determine compliance. The city has made great 
strides and checking plans and making sure everything's compliant before construction begins. 
Another element is to implement a post construction inspection so that after it's physically 
constructed that we're looking at compliance at that point as what was actually constructed. I think 
what we're getting ready to talk about now is the actual physical efforts that we took out on the 
streets and the buildings. So, with that I would like to take a second to give anybody who would 
like to ask a question a chance to ask a question before we sort of move on to a different topic. 
Not hearing any questions as far. As and Jim mentioned this- we are doing a partial assessment 
state of St. Louis is a large city, but we are starting that process and really- 
 
44:05 +1 314-***-**29: Alone. Hello. 
 
44:07 John Travis Helmkamp: Go ahead. 
 
44:07 +1 314-***-**29: I'm sorry, this is Colleen Starkloff. I'm having a little technology failure here 
today. Yes, first of all, I want to thank you guys for doing this because this is some of the most 
basics of accessibility for people with disabilities and Pedestrians rights of way, but also the very 
careful construction and maintenance of curb cuts is critical. My husband was jumped out of his 
wheelchair- Max starkloff, years ago at an intersection because of a lip on a curb cut. And so, I 
can't underscore, and I've used his wheelchair at various different times when I've needed to and 
found a lot of problems with curb cuts with them deteriorating and not being maintained. Well. But 
some of them not being built well in the first place, so I really thank you for this. It occurs to me 
however, that one of the issues needs to be the training of the Personnel who actually do the 
work. I live on the corner of LaClede and Newstead and at various times people have come out 
to make some repairs because the lips will deteriorate at the edge of the curb cut and the street 
and I've noticed that when the guys come and they fill in with asphalt or something, they leave a 
lip and I invariably bring it up. I've seen them do it and I go down there and talk to them, but they 
can't, and they're not going to listen to me. They don't know who the heck I am and don't care. 
They just come out and sense. So, I think it's really important to note that training and then for to 
understand that a smooth transition. Excuse me, the smooth transition is critically important. If 
we've had people visiting from other cities, we were coming back from a ball game one night and 
a guy was quadriplegic and was pushing his manual wheelchair and he hit a lip and he literally 
bumbled out headfirst. So, I can't underscore how critically important attention to this is and that 
those guys who actually do the work understand seamless is it can be it can be lifesaving. Thank 
you. 
 
46:26 Jim de Jong: Colleen thank you very much for that comment. And please understand too 
that in our surveying to begin the process part of what the next phase will be- once we have come 
to a standard of clarity with this with the city as well and I'll let David address that is to train people 



within the various departments, so there is consistency across St. Louis and all the Departments 
stated. David, if you want to add. 
 
46:54 David Newburger: Well, what I wanted to say is that we've always had this problem with 
the streets department that when they put in a new curb ramp, they leave that lip because they 
think that they're going to come back in a few years and put more surface on the road and they 
don't want them to have the new Surface on the road higher than the curb ramp. But what we 
need and this is an example of a standard that we need to establish, and have the streets 
department follow and that is if they're going to have that lip that they're not done until they patch 
the lip to the street so that the correction is made in the interim and then subsequently when a 
new road comes along or new surface comes along, they avoid more problems. But that's a very 
important point that Colleen is making. 
 
47:52 Jim de Jong: It's very important David and Colleen both and I think as we've all had a 
chance to travel, we see this issue nationally a great deal. That's one of those. 
 
48:04 +1 314-***-**29: Yeah, we do. 
 
48:05 Jim de Jong: Continually need to hammer on a colleague that happened to me and my 
daughter's graduation in DC at George Washington also. 
 
48:13 +1 314-***-**29: I don't know too many pairs and of Heaven come up on this and it's so 
basic but it's so dangerous for our people. 
 
48:21 Jim de Jong: We'll work with David in any way we can to make that a reality. 
 
48:22 +1 314-***-**29: Thanks guys. 
 
48:28 David Newburger: Can I just jump in one more time to what one of our main goals here and 
you're going to hear about a survey that we're putting out to try to get public telling us about 
issues. But our main goal right now is what we call Community involvement and the statutes 
require that and so forth and a lot of times you'll pardon the expression- It's BS. But we really want 
the disability Community to emphasize what the important stuff is and to guide the decisions that 
the city makes in order to make the place more accessible first in is important places and then 
throughout. 
 
49:12 John Travis Helmkamp: I believe we have a question or comment from the chat. 
 
49:21 Mike Busch: Yeah, there was just one comment that says I agree with the training wonderful 
and amazing results follow when we take time to show the people installing. I have found they 
were grateful and improved installations. The society for the blind will be willing to help with 
training. Thank you for that comment. 
 
49:42 John Travis Helmkamp: Excellent. Thank you very much for the question. Thank you very 
much for the comment. And yeah, I think it's a point well serve that as we look at constructing 
things properly on paper. I think it's critical that what we designed on paper is ultimately what's 
passed out to the field, because that's what matters at the end. So, if there are no more questions 
and as time goes on if a question comes to mind and you would like to type it into the chat. We 
will address any questions or comments that come through the chat as well. Moving on. Now, 
we're going to spend a little bit of time talking about the physical assessments that we did as part 
of this first phase of the ADA transition plan. They can be broken up into two groups the first group 



being the survey of The Pedestrian assets for ADA compliance. And what we looked at as part of 
that assessment is not only the sidewalks but also the curb ramps as well as the pedestrian traffic 
signals throughout the city of St. Louis. And really what we're looking at whenever we assess 
these is going beyond the question- is it compliant or not compliant and looking at what's the 
actual impact that it has the people's ability to roll or walk around the city? Scoring wise, ultimately 
what we're looking to get out of this data is to have an ability to compare various assets throughout 
the city of St. Louis in the hopes of identifying those sidewalks, curb ramps, and pedestrian signals 
that are in locations where we expect there to be- large numbers of pedestrians and where the 
sidewalk curb ramp or pedestrian traffic signal is really in such a condition that it truly makes 
accessing those pedestrian traffic generators- the city hall places like that that we know people 
are trying to get to. The way we did that is by developing a two-part scoring system. The first part 
of that scoring system and we'll dive into this a little bit later on- is the Citywide priorities map. And 
really what we're looking at with the Citywide priorities map is already kind of mentioned is an 
effort to estimate where pedestrians are trying to get to and where pedestrians are starting. The 
second part of that is an accessibility score that is really looking at sort of how usable The 
Pedestrian element. To that end is, we assign a value to each barrier. I think a good sort of 
example of this is a quarter inch lip obviously is an impact on people's ability to get around the 
city. But a two-inch lip is a much greater impact for their ability to get around the city. So, we're 
looking to move Beyond and identify those barriers to access that truly impact someone's ability 
to get around. Jim always has a really good example of this and which he describes and he's 
currently having a technical issue. So, I will do my very best to tell his story for him. In a wheelchair, 
if a cross slope is at 3%, it impacts his ability in his wheelchair. But if a cross slope is at say 10%- 
12% then at that point, it truly is becoming a safety concern and it truly impacts his ability to get 
around the city. So, with that accessibility score, that's really what we're attempting to do. We're 
attempting to quantify the impact of that barrier to all pedestrians and their ability to continue to 
move around the city. 
For the Citywide priorities map, I've already hit on this a little bit. But really what we're looking at 
there is that it's based on two main factors. The first of those factors is a pedestrian traffic 
generators. And when you think of a pedestrian traffic generator what we're really talking about is 
what draws people to walk to somewhere- city parks/ City Schools/ Government buildings/ things 
of that nature in which people are walking there for enjoyment. For government buildings, not only 
are we looking at local government buildings, but also state and federal government buildings, 
post offices being a really good example of that another key pedestrian traffic generator and in 
our past conversations with some Disability Advocates and disability groups. We hear the same 
thing over and over again that if you can get someone to the Metro bus from there, they can really 
get access to the rest of the city. So, one of our key pedestrian traffic generators was those Metro 
bus stops and providing access along the city sidewalks to those metro stops. Lastly commercial 
corridors. It's where people are going to shop, places of employment sort of things like that and 
really sort of how that is a critical service for all residents of the city. The second part of the scoring 
data that we used for the Citywide priorities map was socioeconomic data that we got from East-
West Gateway Council Government. This is based on the 2010 Census Data as well as a more 
recent data since then. And a couple examples of why we looked at socioeconomic data is 
because it gave us an idea of where zero car households are located at throughout the city. If 
someone doesn't have access to a vehicle, there's a higher likelihood that they're going to be 
using the sidewalk to get around the city. Another example that we looked at for socioeconomic 
data was population density. If there's a large number of people living in a small area- it not only 
increases the likelihood of someone using the Pedestrian network, but also just increases the 
physical amount of people who are in that area who are looking to get around. Last and I think a 
really critical element of this socioeconomic data is looking at where people with disabilities live 
within the city of St. Louis. This allows us to look at not only those residents that are perhaps most 
sensitive to these barriers to access but also in reviewing studies, there is a correlation between 



access to an automobile and a person who's living with a disability. And ultimately what this city-
wide priority map allows us to do is to really identify areas in the city in which it's reasonable to 
expect that there's going to be a lot of pedestrian traffic and really sort of shift our focus when it 
comes to sort of kick starting these improvements on those areas that receive heavy usage. In 
addition to the Pedestrian assets on public rights of way, we're also looking at various City 
buildings properties and parks and assessing those for ADA accessibility. We are surveying select 
buildings as part of phase one that does include City Hall as well as 1520 Market. We are also 
currently looking at surveying some parks, some recreation centers a police substation. But I think 
this is one area in which we are really sort of looking for Community engagement and looking for 
sort of feedback from especially- this group here of sort of, is there a building that we're not 
thinking about that either one offers a critical service of the city or two, is a consistent challenge 
for residents to get into and to access those services that they need. So, we'll talk about this a 
little bit more in community engagement. But I think this is one area in which we really could use 
this the populations’ help with sort of making sure that we identify those key buildings as we sort 
of start this assessment process. As far as the buildings themselves, really everything starts with 
assessing site arrival points and that includes not only parking lots where people are arriving via 
vehicle, but also looking at how does someone get to the city of building if they take Metro bus or 
how does someone get from the public sidewalk along the street and into the city building? By 
starting there and by figuring out how someone can get into the building from there we really is 
looking at sort of what are the programs and services offered within that building. And also, what 
are the barriers to access to get to those programs and services? We really think this is sort of a 
critical element because it may not always be feasible to do a lot of heavy construction 
immediately, but there is an opportunity to perhaps relocate a program or service that is offered 
up on the third floor and the elevator is not accessible. But if we can relocate that service down 
to the first floor and eliminate those barriers to access and we can still provide access to that key 
City program or service while ultimately working towards upgrading the building. And I think this 
is something that Colleen had on a little bit earlier is another part of this is to prepare City staff to 
obtain future surveys while the city staff themselves may not be the ones going out and completing 
the surveys. It's making sure that there's an understanding of sort of this is what the survey shows 
or, these are the recommendations so that these can really be used moving forward. 
 
59:59 Jim de Jong: This is Jim and I'm back on now and I apologize to people that I'm 
technologically challenged along with a few other things. But I we did want to just clarify here that 
the next steps will be to finalize the city-wide priority map as well as establish a budget and 
schedule to complete that self-evaluation and one identify a potential project to kickstart to really 
get the city enthused and excited about the idea of us eliminating barriers and increasing the 
accessibility. So those are sort of the next steps we're going to but before that and more important 
from my viewpoint and I think the people that I see listed attending this session today, the exciting 
part of this will be that you get to get your input. Please take advantage of its online survey this 
That's exciting to me. It's not always a chance we have to input to government, and this is our 
chance to do that where you're able to go on to the survey site as you can see there listed. If 
anybody's having difficulty, I'll just pause for a moment to make sure it's being interpreted. And 
before I go any further too, I notice we have a question at this time. 
 
61:27 Mike Busch: Thanks, Jim. We have another question from the chat. Has the city begun 
thinking about indoor navigation tools such as used in beacons for the Blind and public buildings? 
 
61:41 Jim de Jong: David I'll leave that for you, I believe. 
 
61:44 David Newburger: The answer is that we aren’t there yet. I think that we need to do that. 
And I also think that we need to think about augmenting our audio at meetings and presentations 



and so forth. Those are all in my mind barriers that are important for us to address. 
 
62:07 Jim de Jong: We thank you very much for that that question or input because. With 
technology we're learning that there are multiple ways to address. Assisting people in wayfinding 
and I think you bring up a great point. We appreciate it and that again I'm gonna stress and you 
know, they say I get too excited about this stuff, but I really believe in democracy and the input of 
the citizens is please please please take advantage of the survey and fill it out. Pass it on to your 
friends and neighbors, other family members. We want to make this as robust as possible and 
really your Liaisons to make that happen throughout the city. The more information we get the 
more accurate. It'll be the more ability. We'll have to be able to work with the city. I know in trying 
to prioritize the areas. I don't want to mislead anybody that just because you fill out the survey. It 
means your sidewalk will be done next week, but by filling that out it will allow us to know the most 
critical areas as located to the greatest number of services and programs provided by the city. 
We realize that every point is important and it's only you can tell us what that is from your 
perspective. So again, I'm excited by this. I hope you are to take advantage of filling this out, 
sharing it with as many people as you possibly could if you have a membership list, please feel 
free to send this link out to those people so they're able to participate again to me in this exciting 
part of democracy is the city is working very hard to become ADA Compliant and increased 
accessibility not only for all of us, but for future Generations as well as the many visitors that wish 
to come to St. Louis. 
 
64:01 David Newburger: And I would just say if I may- the question about wayfinding and beacons 
that that's an item that's going on. My checklist that that's one of the things that we will address. 
 
64:18 +1 314-***-**29: This is Colleen. Can I ask a question? 
 
64:21 David Newburger: Of course. 
 
64:26 +1 314-***-**29: We'll shoot. What's the question? I forgot it for a second guys. I'll be back 
in I was listening to David and Jim.  
 
64:39 John Travis Helmkamp: No, just say as soon as you think of it, please interrupt us and we'll 
address it to the best of our ability. 
 
64:46 +1 314-***-**29: Thank you. 
 
64:46 +1 314-***-**63: Okay, this this is Jeff Barney. I have a comment. 
 
64:50 John Travis Helmkamp: Yes, Jeff. 
 
64:51 +1 314-***-**63: So I'm the superintendent for Missouri School for the Blind and just for a 
comment on those beacons- the American printing house for the blind has a great program that 
goes along with those beacons and they are often willing to help out, set up those beacons in a 
very cost-effective way. So, they would be more than willing to use their expertise and if you 
contact them and I've been working on trying to get that in my school for a while, but they're very 
helpful in that so just FYI. 
 
65:25 David Newburger: A Great lead. 
 
65:26 John Travis Helmkamp: And Jeff, that's the American printing house for the blind? 
 



65:31 +1 314-***-**63: Yeah, it's in Louisville, Kentucky. 
 
65:35 John Travis Helmkamp: Excellent. Thank you, Jeff. We have a question from the chat. 
 
65:41 Mike Busch: Thank you, Travis. The question is will you be sending this link out with 
information so that we can share with individuals affiliated with our agencies? 
 
65:52 John Travis Helmkamp: Absolutely. I was gonna say anybody who was on the original invite 
for this list will be receiving a follow-up email from me. And that will have links to get to the surveys 
a short little blurb that can be added to sort of a newsletter of sort of explaining why we're going 
out for information as well as if you would like a copy of the presentation today or a transcript, we 
can certainly get that to anybody who would request it as well. To that end, I think we would 
strongly encourage you to contact us if there's a way that we can help you get this information out 
to anybody. Please reach out to us and let us know. As I think we've hopefully we've shown today 
is we are very serious and very passionate about getting as much feedback on this as possible. I 
know we talked a lot about like the Citywide priorities map, but that is not a final product that is 
designed to be fluid over time to adjust as the city adjusts and to also adjust this priorities change 
within the city. So, feedback is still most definitely needed and will definitely be used in the shaping 
of this plan. If you would like to reach out to us this last slide has contact information for Eric 
Bothe. Again. He's the project manager for the Board of Public Service. As well as contact 
information for the office on the disabled David Newburger and Andrew Lackey. We have also 
created an email address. If you want to reach out to us that email address actually goes to the 
office on the disabled Eric as well as myself so that we can see that and address in the questions 
or any ways that we can help you out. That email address is ADA_STL@StLouis-mo.gov, and 
whenever I send out the follow-up it will also include that email as well. 
 
67:58 +1 314-***-**29: This is Colleen. 
 
67:59 John Travis Helmkamp: Oh good. 
 
68:00 +1 314-***-**29: Can I jump back in because I thought of it and it's more to bring up an 
issue that I think is going to take some resolve perhaps between the Board of aldermen it's my 
understanding and I could be wrong that if you have an eruption in your sidewalk in front of your 
house, and you want to get it fixed- that there may be a way that the city helps you pay for it. But 
a lot of times what I see in my neighborhood, because we have a lot of people in wheelchairs that 
will around in my neighborhood. They'll get in the street because there is somewhere along the 
sidewalk an obstruction where a piece of sidewalk has erupted in their wheelchair can't go over 
it, maybe because of a tree limb, you know a tree trunk or something.  If you can't make the 
property owner fix their sidewalk, wonder if the city could have any way of looking at it- that it 
would be safer for the city to fix it. So that somebody in the neighborhood is able to stay on the 
sidewalk and not real in the street. We have had people using wheelchairs. been hit by cars and 
killed Lacey Benson remains on my mind and So I it's just an issue to bring up because it's 
something that has to be figured out what are the mechanics that, but there are neighborhoods 
that are very fairly done- populations of persons with disabilities using Scooters or wheelchairs 
and it's something to be on your rADAr. 
 
69:43 David Newburger: Well, let me just say Colleen that first of all, I've been known to roll down 
the streets too, because the sidewalks are bad. For better. 
 
69:51 +1 314-***-**29: I know, David. 
 



69:52 David Newburger: but one of the things and this is you're right about mentioning the board 
of aldermen. This is a bit of a more long-range project because it's going to require new legislation, 
but I am of the view that we need to fix the sidewalks block by block, not just one house by another 
and part of the reason for that is that when each house does their own even if they do it, they 
don't follow the same standards and then the house next to it isn't tied in properly to the house 
that's done the work and so forth. So we're talking about how to accomplish that but it is going to 
mean a change in in policy by the city which is going to require a new ordinance and so in some 
ways that's a little bit longer range thing for us to address but we it's it very much aware of the 
need. 
 
70:50 +1 314-***-**29: Thank you, David. 
 
71:04 Jim de Jong: Colleen, this is Jim De Jong, and I just wanted to add also I think you're 
probably aware. But for other folks who may not be as we look at one of the city owned sidewalks 
that they would be responsible for bearing. It also involves a couple of agencies when it involves 
something like vegetation like a tree uprooting the sidewalk and so you have a couple 
departments there and that goes back to your original point about how it's so important to get. 
Until apartments on the same page. So, thank you very much. 
 
71:38 +1 314-***-**29: Thanks, Jim. 
 
71:40 John Travis Helmkamp: Let's say so that really is the end of sort of our formal presentation 
today. Obviously, any questions, we'd be more than happy to answer. Yeah, you can either 
unmute yourself or type them into the chat. And with that, really open it up for questions. 
 
72:03 David Newburger: I would just add about this survey and I think Jim made it very clear. But 
the reason that we invited many of you to this meeting is because we figure that you have 
communities that you communicate with and we really hope that you'll turn around and get this 
survey out to your constituents so that we're getting a broad general public. It's great that we've 
had about 30 people participating in this meeting, but we're hoping that we will hear from a lot 
more people. 
 
72:35 John Travis Helmkamp: And just to let everybody know on the survey the survey is going 
to remain open for the next couple months. So obviously the sooner we can get results back, the 
sooner we could start incorporating it into this plan. But at any time if anybody would like to 
comment, we are more than welcome and more than definitely looking for those comments. So 
yeah, if someone asks you next month, can I still fill out the survey the answer is absolutely yes! 
 
73:06 Jim de Jong: this is Jim. If also one of your organizations feels is though, and you need a 
presentation to your specific organization. Say it an annual meeting that you may be having. We 
will be more than willing to participate in that if you would want us to. Again contact us if you'd like 
that participation and thank you all for attending today. But again, take advantage of the survey 
just like in November don't forget to vote. 
 
73:35 David Newburger: Listen, thank you. I share our appreciation with your and thank you 
everybody for coming to the meeting. I hope you've learned something, and I hope you know, 
we're trying to make our democracy work. So, thank you for giving it the try. 
 
73:54 John Travis Helmkamp: Again, if anybody would like a copy of either the transcript or the 
video today, if you email that ADA_STL email address we would be more than happy to get it over 
to you. We have a question coming in from the chat. 



 
74:12 Mike Busch: Thanks Travis. The question is. Would there be a database like site for us to 
like pinpoint post comments work status post pictures of locations in need of attention? 
 
74:31 John Travis Helmkamp: Not particularly associated with the ADA transition plan. We're 
currently not planning on that. But I do know that the city does offer a service in which people 
residents can reach out. And David/ Eric correct me if I get the name wrong, but that's the Citizen 
Services Bureau? 
 
74:49 David Newburger: Yeah for you certainly if it's an accessibility issue, it is appropriate to 
make a complaint to the citizen service bureau. Because that's a mechanism that requires City 
staff to respond to the issue and to make a record that they've responded. But in addition to that 
we welcome anything coming to our office too. So come out as both ways and we try to make 
sure nothing gets missed and so feel free to be as pushy as you feel like There was another 
question that I saw that seemed to come up and that was where did we get the captioning for this 
and the answer to that is that the reason this is in Google meet is because Google meet does 
automatic captioning and the captions captioning as I've seen it is pretty good. They just spelled 
Google meet M-E-A-T instead of M-E-E-T, but it's still pretty good. 
 
75:56 John Travis Helmkamp: Yeah, and any comments we received back on the survey will be 
passed on to the office on the disabled as well. So, there is a spot on the survey before in which 
you can comment on a particular challenge you might have around the city and all that data at 
the end of this will go on will go to David's office. 
 
76:16 +1 314-***-**83: My name is Naomi school and I'm president of Missouri councilman blind 
and so I did have a question and I'm glad the idea about using beacons was brought up because 
I was thinking the same thing but what I wanted to know too is People come in for various reasons 
and information that they might need to fill out/ might need assistance filling out or various types 
of information is not necessarily accessible. So just wanted to know if that was something that is 
being looked at. 
 
76:59 David Newburger: Well, let me say that that's a two-way street. We try to deal with the 
various offices to try to get their people who interact with the public. Could be you, you know able 
to effectively communicate and there are a lot of people who work for the city and some remember 
and some don't, and so we also as soon as we hear of a problem, we will intervene and we will 
work that problem out. And we always would welcome somebody to contact our office the Office 
on The Disabled and whatever office they're attempting to communicate with, and we'll get that 
solved. 
 
77:46 John Travis Helmkamp: Seeing no more questions again, we would like to very much. 
Thank you for joining us today. We know you guys that Time is incredibly valuable and definitely 
thank you for taking a little bit of your afternoon to talk with us. We all think this is a very exciting 
project to really start to start that momentum moving forward to continue to make St. Louis the 
best and most accessible City it could possibly be and as time goes on if you think of a question 
two days from now reach out to us and we'll definitely get back to you. And with that, everybody 
have a great day, and all race out to the survey. Thank you very much guys. 
 
78:25 David Newburger: Bye-bye. 
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Housekeeping

• Session is being recorded

• Sign language interpreter is provided

• Please wait until a pause to ask questions

• Questions can be asked by unmuting your microphone or 
submitting them via the chat box

• This presentation will be made available via download
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Presentation Outline

• Team overview

• Why prepare an ADA Transition Plan?

• Ongoing City efforts

• Current City self-evaluation efforts

• Community engagement
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Why Prepare an ADA Transition Plan?

• Required by federal law
o Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)

o All Public Entities with over 50 employees

o City’s programs, activities, and services covered 
under Title II of the ADA

• Provide a complete view of City facilities
o Current condition of City assets

o Identify barriers to access

• Plan for eliminating such barriers
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Why Prepare an ADA Transition Plan?

• Compile and extend past City efforts
o Consolidate past efforts into a single document

o Coordination among City departments

o Develop consistent design standards

o Develop momentum for future improvements
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Ongoing City Efforts

• Examples of accessibility services
o Water bills in a format for people with blind or low vision 

o Parking spaces for people with disabilities on City streets and parking lots

o Reduced price bus passes to the elderly and disabled

o Meal delivery for the elderly

o Housing support for people who are disabled

o Requirements for builders to comply with accessibility provisions of 
building codes

• Just some of the City’s efforts to respond to the needs of people 
with disabilities
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Ongoing City Efforts

• Examples of construction operations 
o 2009 curb ramp self-evaluation

o Construction of curb cuts (curb ramps) 
throughout City

o Accessible entrances to City buildings 
and parks

o Addition of elevators and lifts to City 
buildings

o ADA upgrades to existing park 
restrooms

• Still more to be done
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Current City Self-Evaluation Efforts

• Continue ongoing City efforts to 
increase accessibility

• ADA Transition Plan covers all aspects 
of City government

• Consolidate past ADA efforts and 
develop new guiding documents for 
future ADA efforts

o Review City standards

o Incorporate applicable federal and state 
guidelines
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Current City Self-Evaluation Efforts

• Partial self-evaluation of City’s programs, 
activities, and services

• Provide an up-to-date view of City facilities
o Current condition of sidewalks, curb ramps, and 

pedestrian signals

o Current condition of the City buildings, properties, 
and parks

• Help identify future improvements to focus on
o Identify barriers to access

o Provide conceptual costs to improve pedestrian 
network

• Budget and schedule for completing 
remaining assessments
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Current City Self-Evaluation Efforts

• Review City policies
o Update standard construction details for 

pedestrian access

o Consistency across City departments

• Establish ADA criteria to determine 
compliance

• Implement post construction 
inspections to ensure compliance
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Current City Self-Evaluation Efforts

• Survey pedestrian assets for ADA compliance
o Survey portion of pedestrian assets as part of 

Phase 1

o Assess sidewalks, curb ramps, and pedestrian 
traffic signals

• Scoring the criteria

o Data scored based on a two-part system:

 City-wide priorities map

 Accessibility Score

• Accessibility Score

o Assign a value for each barrier 

o Quantify impact of barrier to pedestrians
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Current City Self-Evaluation Efforts

• Develop city-wide priorities map
o Based on pedestrian traffic generators and 

socio-economic data

• Pedestrian traffic generators
o Government buildings

o MetroBus routes

o Commercial corridors

• Socio-economic data
o Census data provided by East-West Gateway

o Percentage of zero-car households

o Population density

o Percentage living with a disability
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Current City Self-Evaluation Efforts

• Survey City buildings, properties, 
and parks for ADA accessibility

o Survey select buildings as part of Phase 1

• Scope of self-evaluation
o Assess site arrival points including 

parking lots, bus stops, and public 
sidewalks

o Identify programs and services offered

o Identify barriers to access

• Prepare City staff to obtain future 
surveys
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Current City Self-Evaluation Efforts

• Next steps

o Finalize city-wide priorities map

o Establish budget and schedule to complete self-

evaluation

o Identify potential project to kickstart 

elimination of barriers and increase accessibility
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Community Engagement

• Online survey
o https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/stladasurvey

o Provide feedback on how residents are using 
City facilities

o Provide feedback on impact to residents

o Identify City buildings used by public

• Pass it on to others

• Alternative formats available upon request
o Contact Office on the Disabled, (314) 622-3686 

• Community meetings
o Future meetings to be held virtually
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Contact Us

Board of Public Service

Eric Bothe, Project Manager

Phone: (314) 641-8379

Office on the Disabled

David Newburger, Commissioner

Andrew Lackey, Deputy Commissioner

Phone: (314) 622-3686

E-mail:  ADA_STL@stlouis-mo.gov
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Delivered by Tactiq.io 

 
Public Meeting Transcript 
Transcript of meeting from November 12, 2020. 
 

 
A recording of this meeting is also available for anyone who desires to view it.  This 
transcript starts at 00:24 of the recording.  Comments is parentheses were added following 
the meeting for clarity.  This transcript has been revised for clarity. 
 
[Slide 1] 
 
00:24 John Travis Helmkamp: Excellent! So, before we get started, we honestly want to thank 
you for taking the time to join us today. We think that we'll be able to get some good conversation 
going today and make this plan the best possible plan that it can be.  
 
[Slide 2] 
 
A couple housekeeping items, this session is being recorded. A sign language interpreter has 
been provided, Erin Stumpf. If you hover over your screen, you can pin her, it's on the left-hand 
side of her block and that'll pin her so that you can see the sign language interpreter during the 
presentation. There is also an option for captioning if anybody who would like captioning, they 
can get to that on the bottom of the screen on the right-hand side. This is very much intended to 
be a question and answer session. So do not feel like you need to wait until the end of this 
presentation to ask questions. We do ask if you can wait till the end of a slide to ask a question, 
we will be taking a break after each slide to give the opportunity for questions. So, if you'd like to 
ask questions, just feel free to ask away. There is also a chat box and Mike Busch will be 
monitoring the chat box throughout the entire meeting. So, if you would like to submit a question 
that way, that is also fantastic. If the question is more appropriate for a later part of the session, 
we may hold on to a little bit for the question, but we will answer every question today. Finally, 
this presentation is available for download. If you, anybody in your organization or anybody in 
your neighborhood would like a copy of it, please email out to us. Our email is at the end of the 
presentation and we will certainly get that out to you. It might take us a couple of days to get it 
together, but we'll certainly get it out to everyone. With that, before we get going, does anybody 
have any questions or anything technology-wise before we jump into this? (Little Break) Not 
hearing anything, Eric. I will hand it over to you. 
 
[Slide 3] 
 
02:57 Eric Bothe: All right. Hello everybody! My name is Eric Bothe. I'm the project manager with 
the Board of Public Service (BPS) and I am here with David Newburger, the commissioner on the 
Office on The Disabled, and Andrew Lackey, the Deputy Commissioner.  
 
[Slide 4] 
 
You have already heard Travis Helmkamp, the Project Manager with Oates Associates. Then 
there's Mike Busch (from Oates Associates) and Jim DeYoung with National ADA Consultants.  
 
[Slide 5] 

https://tactiq.io/
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And we also have some people who are not with us today, Gina Hilberry, who is with Cohen 
Hilberry Architects and Sean Martin with M3 Engineering as subconsultants. I'm going to talk 
about why we prepare an ADA transition plan. That'll be gone over by David Neuberger. And we'll 
also talk about ongoing City efforts. And then we'll hand it over to the Oates Consulting team to 
talk about current city self-evaluation efforts and community engagement. Now I'm going to hand 
it over to David Newburger for him to describe why prepare an ADA transition plan. 
 
[Slide 6] 
 
04:50 David Newburger: Thanks, Eric, Travis and everybody. We appreciate your being here. 
I'll go through the technicality in a minute. But what I hope everybody will think about is that, as 
we do projects like this, we are required by the Federal Government and we would want to do it 
to have citizen input into this process. So, this is one of the mechanisms that we are both seeking 
input from you and your organizations, but also from the public. At the end of this, there is going 
to be a discussion about a survey of various kinds of barriers that people can tell it about, and 
rank and so forth. Under the ADA, it was passed in 1990. At that time all state and local 
government were supposed to have evaluated all their barriers to access. It was called a self-
evaluation and then they were proposed to create a plan about how they were going to eliminate 
all those barriers. And incidentally that plan was supposed to be done by 1992. The reality is, I 
don't know of any city that seriously accomplished that because it is a very major effort for all of 
us. We have 2,000 miles of sidewalk and it's something that needs to be worked out. They need 
to be accessible, but at the same time these are big projects. It is required that organizations that 
have more than 50 employees should have this written transition plan. We're aiming towards and 
we are covered by what's called “Title II of the ADA”. One of the features of the Title II of the ADA 
is that, we must have both our physical facilities and our programs be accessible. We're not just 
looking at architectural and engineering issues, but they obviously play a big part in this 
discussion. So what we're looking at here is the City's assets and we are going through a process 
of trying to figure out what we should work on and then we are also in the process of setting 
priorities and for what we're going to do, which is “Transition”. We are not going to finish the entire 
evaluation before we start working on stuff. We've already been working on stuff and we continue 
to go forward. 
 
[Slide 7] 
 
What we do get out of this that is unique for us is that we get to consolidate all our efforts into a 
single place and that we can build coordination from all our departments. There are various 
opinions about what standards should be followed and the law in my view is consistent. But in 
any event in the document that Travis and Mike from Oates will give us will eventually specify 
standards that we should be doing and then all of this hopefully will help us to move forward with 
spending money on plans.  
 
[Slide 8] 
 
One of the things that I want you to know is that we've done a lot of stuff already in the city. There 
are mistakes, but by and large we don't build curb ramps that don't comply with standards. We try 
to make sure that we're accommodating all the citizens in an effective way. Things that we had to 
introduce is that there are water bills now in a format for people who are blind or have low vision. 
Also, you probably saw all those signs in front of people's houses that give them (people with 
accessibility issues) dedicated parking spaces. There are more than 2,000 of those permits out 
there. They are for people who don't have off street parking and they can only be placed in front 
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of a residence. But if anybody's interested in those, you should contact this office. We also have 
a situation in which the city is able to give reduced pricing for elderly and disabled people for both 
transit and one of the things that we've done over the years is made sure we had deaf interpreters 
at those sessions when the prep passes are being distributed so that our deaf friends can deal in 
a big crowd and are able to participate. Our Saint Louis Area Agency on Aging does a lot of “Meals 
on Wheels” and congregate food. They also actually can provide some transportation for people 
who are disabled elderly. I obviously reattempt to in some ways we're separate from the public 
housing authority, but there are things that we can do about housing that we do. For example, the 
affordable housing commission for several years now has been attempted to make loans for 
people to support people and make sure that the designs are fully accessible for folks when they 
come out of that. And quite frankly, people weren't thinking about the accessibility standards in 
the building codes when I came along. But now everybody is up and thinking about that and we're 
trying to make sure everything is done by bike mode.  
 
[Slide 9] 
 
I've already said it, but the fact is that we've done a lot of physical work as well as a lot of 
programmatic work and we keep doing it. Hopefully one of the benefits of this plan that's being 
written is that, we'll have a record of all the work that we've done, and we will then be able to have 
a better and clearer idea of where to go. But some of you may be have been, in the park, we've 
seen a lot of work in making the restrooms in part the park accessible. We've done these when 
we took over the buildings. We've made sure that they were accessible. There's work to be done 
yet. In other building City Hall now has some more accessible lessons but not all of them and 
we're going where we can go. So, with that, I think I'm done.  
 
12:25 John Travis Helmkamp: Yes, we'll take a little break here. If anybody has any questions, 
this is a good time to jump in. (Break) Now I’m handing it over to Jim. 
 
[Slide 10] 
 
12:47 Jim de Jong: Did someone have a question? Okay. We look at important evaluation effort 
for the transition plan which is very important. It is covered under self-evaluation which covers all 
aspects of city government. The ADA transition plan covers all these aspects and put in the 
solutions to create accessibility in place. One of the things we wanted to do too is recognizing the 
great work that had been done in the past by David and others and to consolidate all the past 
ADA efforts as well as develop new guiding documents. So, future efforts done by the city would 
be able to follow one critical code for accessibility that will incorporate local as well as federal and 
state code into one code and it would be predominant for everybody to follow throughout the city.  
 
[Slide 11] 
 
If we look right now at the progress we've had so far we have been able to make self-evaluation 
of the city programs activities and services which is covered under the Title II of the ADA. I think 
you can respect and understand the breath of what that if it would be across all the programs, 
services, and activities of the City government. We have not been able to complete all of that. But 
what we try to do is take an accurate sampling from various parts of the city as well as the various 
programs within the city to outline what needs to take place to make them fully accessible and 
usable for the people with disabilities. So that's what's been done in the transition plan if you look 
at it in the physical end of it, which is what the transition plan should have stated, the policies 
coming to self-evaluation. But under the transition plan, we're looking at the current condition of 
sidewalks and have done assessments on 170 miles of sidewalk so far throughout the city and 
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one of the things that's very important. It’s not just a matter of fixing the curb cuts, but we are also 
looking at if there are any breakups in the sidewalk along that path to travel. Another question can 
be, is there a slope that is unacceptable that perhaps a person in a wheelchair would not be able 
to traverse that sidewalk, or a person, say who's has an ambulatory disability and uses a cane or 
crutches might find that uneven surface difficult to pass. And so, it was very important to look at 
all that. Looking at the city buildings, we're looking at accessibility throughout in the various 
properties and I think you can respect what the multitude of buildings, and the multitude of parts 
within the city again would be able to take examples to begin this project. So what we're looking 
at is to identify future improvements to focus on the barriers which have been identified, as well 
as conceptual costs to improve not only pedestrian network, but also access to all the city 
buildings and  looking at program access for all the programs for the city. So, as we pull all that 
together, then we’ll provide a budget and scheduling for completing the remaining assessments 
to the city. I think folks can understand this is not something that will occur by next week. But this 
is a lifelong plan. It's something that would be looked at not only tomorrow but next year and 
throughout the following decade. 
 
16:48 David Newburger: Jim, can I interrupt for just a minute? I'd like to add a point in there, and 
that is when we talk about sidewalks, I'm sure many people in this group are familiar with the 
50/50 program for improving sidewalks. The problem with that program is that you don't really get 
the complete work done for a whole block. So, one of the issues that we're going to have to deal 
with the board of aldermen is finding a better way to finance correcting sidewalks so that we can 
do it on a more consistent and accessible basis. 
 
17:24 +1 314-***-**64: This is JoAnn Rankins-Cannon. I'm a mother of a child with Down 
Syndrome and I'm also working with the City. With the 50/50 sidewalk program if you give them 
the address, you can make plans to pay that often, not with one lump sum. You only (have to pay 
half the price) and you can break that payment up into quarters. 
 
17:46 David Newburger: Yes, I mean we have plenty of problems with the 50/50 program 
because it part of that the board of aldermen have, but they often don't have enough of a budget 
to deal with it. We also have the problem that the city is responsible for the trees that pop the 
sidewalks, for the trees that are in the tree lawns, but we don't have a budget for that right now. 
We do serious work on correcting that so there's a lot of sidewalk work but needs to be done. 
 
18:24 Jim de Jong: Any other questions or comments at this time? I think at this point I turned it 
back over to Travis. 
 
[Slide 12] 
 
18:33 John Travis Helmkamp: Okay. Thank you very much, Jim. We spent a lot of time so far 
talking about how this is going to be a long-term process, but I think one tangible aspect that we're 
really looking at is, as (pedestrian facilities) are being built in the city, let's make sure that that the 
pedestrian facilities is being built compliant and is being built correctly. Part of that review of the 
city policies is looking at the current city policies and if there are changes that we can make to 
have consistent policies across the various City departments. Ultimately that all starts with 
establishing the ADA criteria to determine compliance that gives standards to the City to 
determine what is compliant and what is not compliant. And one big benefit of that it gives us an 
opportunity to look at post-construction inspections to really look at what was built out in the field 
and to make sure that what the final product is. This applies not only to the city projects, but also 
to developers by giving them a consistent standards and consistent expectations. It's going to 
lead to the city ultimately getting a better final product for what the developers are building on city 
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right away.  
[Slide 13] 
 
Now, little bit about the Pedestrian assets themselves, as Jim previously mentioned, we are only 
able to survey a portion of those sidewalks and buildings as part of phase one. But really that 
portion we're surveying, we're looking at assessing the sidewalk fragments, the curb ramps, as 
well as the pedestrian traffic signals. As part of the 170 miles that we've already done, we have 
completed assessments in every single board in the city and really focused on getting 
representative samples of the broader array of sidewalks that exist from heavy pedestrian streets 
such as Grand or other the downtown area, to really getting into some of the local streets and 
taking a look at the condition of the sidewalks along those local streets. Ultimately, the reason 
that we're doing this is because we're looking to develop a way to score this data to allow the city 
to identify the sidewalk segments that are having the greatest impact on people's ability to get 
around the city. The way that we're proposing to go about doing this is a two-part scoring system. 
The first part is what we're calling a city-wide priorities map and we think that this is an opportunity 
in which you can really help us in that development. And what's really what we're looking at is, 
where are people trying to get in the city? When pedestrians walk somewhere, where are they 
trying to go (and where are they starting from?) The second part of the scoring system is what 
we're calling the accessibility score. The accessibility score is about assigning a value for each 
barrier. Ultimately something's either ADA compliant it or not ADA Compliant. But what we're 
really looking to do is identify what is the impact on the end user when it comes to that barrier. 
 
21:58 Jim de Jong: Travis If I could interject here, I think a perfect example of that is what I was 
speaking about earlier with the slope sidewalk. It's not just the slope, we must look at the surface 
of the sidewalk, (but also the curb cuts).  As I mentioned, is there a problem with something that’s 
gone wrong with part of that sidewalk so that the access is not just at the curb, but you can go 
from one corner to the next corner and that link continues to your ultimate destination. 
 
22:35 John Travis Helmkamp: I think another good example of what we're talking about with the 
accessibility score is whatever we think about vertical displacements or those vertical barriers that 
can exist between slabs of sidewalk. Anything greater than a quarter inch unless it's beveled is 
technically considered not compliant. However, when it comes to usability for people of 
wheelchairs, people with strollers, even runners who are running down city sidewalks, there's a 
big difference between a quarter inch lip and a two-inch lip. That's really what we're sort of looking 
at is how do we identify not just at this sidewalk is not compliant, but that this sidewalk is truly 
stopping someone from getting to where they need to go.  
 
[Slide 14] 
 
Going back to the Citywide priorities map for a second, really that's based on two different pools 
of data that we collected. The first pool that we looked at was what we call pedestrian traffic 
generators. Those are the areas in neighborhoods that we know people are trying to get to. If you 
do have the Power Point up in front of you, if you look over at the right hand side of your screen, 
this is Grand and Dr. Martin Luther King area of north city and highlighted on here are some of 
the different traffic generators that people are trying to get to. A good example is the Metro bus 
routes. One thing that we've heard over and over from especially the disability Community is that 
if I can get access to the bus, I can get access to the rest of the city. So that's one of the key 
pedestrian traffic generators that we're looking at is those pedestrian routes along those bus 
routes. Another good example of pedestrian traffic generator are City buildings schools, parks, 
and especially a commercial corridor.  Not only is that where people are walking to shop to buy 
goods and services, but there's also a lot of employment that it's along those courts as well. The 
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second part of the scoring system that we looked at was socioeconomic data. This was data that 
we received from the East-West Gateway Council of Governments.  What we use that data for 
was to identify parts of the city in which there is a likelihood that people who are walking to get to 
work, to get to goods and services, really just sort of the possibility of increased pedestrian traffic.  
We looked at a couple different elements when it came to the socioeconomic data. Some 
examples are percentage with zero car households. If you're in the neighborhood in which a lot 
of people don't have access to automobiles, it's fair to assume that those people are walking to 
get to places. Another component we looked at was population density. An area where there's a 
lot of people living near each other, increases the likelihood that people are going to be out and 
about walking. Another key social economic data that we looked at was the percentage of people 
living with a disability. Looking at studies, people with disabilities have lower access to 
automobiles and there's an increased sensitivity to those barriers that we talked about. So really 
at the end of the day, all this data comes together and allows the city to really start to identify 
where the locations and all the different parts of the city that it's reasonable to expect that there's 
going to be heavy pedestrian traffic because it connects a large apartment complex to shopping 
district. It connects a large housing area to that neighborhood school that the kids are going to, 
and it really allows us to start to identify how are people traveling throughout the city. 
 
26:32 Mike Busch: Hey Travis, we've got two questions from the chat if I can jump in. 
 
26:36 John Travis Helmkamp: Certainly! 
 
26:37 Mike Busch: Okay first question. Who is responsible for broken up sidewalk at a driveway? 
Is it technically a sidewalk or is it the commercial business driveway? 
 
26:56 Eric Bothe: Yeah, I think it's the responsibility of the owner of that property. 
 
27:02 +1 314-***-**64: Yeah it is the responsibility property owner. This is Joanne with City. 
 
27:13 David Newburger: When we're evaluating driveway, sometimes there's a tendency to 
make a big slope in them. That goes right across, where the technical requirement is that, the 
portion that is sidewalk should be at the same slope as any other sidewalk, which the standard is 
called 2%. But it varies like enough to get the water off the sidewalk and not tip people over. 
 
27:47 Mike Busch: All right, very good. One more for now. Is street creep being considered here? 
I know along Hampton in Chippewa. They have a couple of areas where there is a bus shelter 
that in times of heavy rain. This becomes a splash zone for those using the sidewalk. 
 
28:06 John Travis Helmkamp: So, one thing that we are looking at on this is, number one, the 
minimum width of the sidewalk and we're also looking at the terminology we use is assistance 
between the back of the sidewalk to that face of the sidewalk. The federal government and the 
city in following those standards do have minimum requirements of those widths with the goal of 
those widths really being that it provides an opportunity for someone to get as far away from the 
curb, not only for water and things of that nature, but also just for general safety as well. So that 
is the information that we are cataloging as we go along and that is going into that accessibility 
score that we have previously mentioned.  
 
[Slide 15] 
 
Moving on. We're now going to shift over to the City buildings properties and parks. Ultimately 
again, we're only able to look at select buildings. We are focusing on those buildings that can 
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receive a lot of heavy pedestrian traffic. So that includes “City Hall” and “1520 Market”. It includes 
a community centers, the couple of the large city parks. So, those are the buildings that we're 
looking at as part of Phase I. Again, with this is a good opportunity of what we want to make sure 
that we're not missing buildings that we know the public uses on a daily basis. So, if anybody has 
any buildings that they can pick up that, either they know they have challenges getting into or that 
City residents use a lot, we would love to hear from those as well. Ultimately our evaluation of 
these buildings, properties, and Parks start with how people are arriving at the site and that goes 
beyond just automobile traffic and parking in the parking lot, but it also includes if someone is 
arriving by bus. How do they travel from the bus stop to the city building if someone is using the 
public sidewalk to get to the city building? How do they access the city building from that public 
sidewalk? Is there a dedicated sidewalk that leads them to the city building or do they have to use 
the driveway to get there? It’s important because ultimately the first step in providing those 
accommodations is being able to get inside the building itself. The next item that we look at is 
really digging into the programs and services that are offered at each city building. Looking at 
where they are at in the city building, where they are trying to get to when there's an employee 
for the city, how do they get to the restroom- things of that nature. And really looking at- what are 
those barriers to access that prevent someone whether it's an employee of the city or resident of 
the city to get access to those programs and services? 
 
31:30 Jim de Jong: And Travis, if I might add, this is not a construction answer always. It may 
require some reconstruction or modification to an existing building. But what we're looking for 
under the ADA is that there be program access. And so, what's very critical here is, say there is 
a two-story building without an elevator, and we need to provide access to someone like myself 
who uses a wheelchair. We can move that program down to the first floor to make it accessible 
to those who wouldn't be able to gain the second floor. Under the ADA that would be perfectly 
acceptable. If you had a situation where a person could get to a program in one part of the city, 
you might look at relocating that or you might look at offering that in a tangent area to that zone. 
Obviously as I stated earlier, this is not something that happens overnight, but it's something that 
will happen, you know the decade to come and in the meantime, you might have to move a 
program to a more accessible location while modifications are occurring in other locations. So, I 
just want to clarify to all the participants that under the ADA, what you're looking for is access to 
those programs and services. It's not necessarily construction answer always, but sometimes 
could be the movement of the program or reconfiguration of that program. 
 
33:08 David Newburger: Well and let me just add to that if I made Jim. 
 
33:11 Jim de Jong: Please go. 
 
33:12 David Newburger: When we're talking about our programs, my office will help make sure 
that everybody gets access to something so if we don't have to wait that's today's stuff. And if for 
example, somebody is having trouble getting an audio bill and they let us know. We would work 
with that agency. If somebody is holding meetings and buildings that you can't roll into, well, we 
would be a seeking there if they change where they put their meetings and we would have a direct 
conversation right now. So, we want everybody even though we got all this physical stuff to worry 
about we want everybody to be fully involved and have the full opportunity within the community. 
 
34:04 John Travis Helmkamp: And I think that's one of our key goals for today is that you are 
those neighborhood leaders who know that the Office on The Disabled is ready and certainly 
willing to assist the residents of this thing to get access to things like that. And really, it's not only 
talking about the ADA Transition Plan, but also a bit of education on just sort of those programs 
and services that are available to City residents. The last step  is to prepare City staff to start to 
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identify what I'll call “Low-Hanging Fruit”. These are things that can be relocated to provide more 
accessibility while ultimately, we work towards that goal of complete accessibility so that these 
reports that we're doing can be used as guides moving forward to really start to increase 
accessibility throughout the city. And with that I will hand it back over to Jim. 
 
[Slide 16] 
 
35:13 Jim de Jong: Yes, and I think you can all respect and understand now the breath of the 
plan that we're trying to put together and obviously what we need to do is be aware of what our 
next steps are. We've gathered data from the various buildings. We've gathered data from 
programs, input from the disability community, and other important players in the city. Also, we're 
gathering data to look at finalizing a city-wide priorities map that we can put together for the city 
to be able to0 look at and establish a budget to schedule to complete that self-evaluation, which 
is an ongoing process as I've indicated. Also, to identify a potential project to really Kickstart the 
elimination of these barriers and increase accessibility. So, the city-wide people are aware of what 
we're doing here with the leadership from David's office and Eric's office. We want to put this all 
together into one neat package as we're moving forward. 
 
36:22 David Newburger: And I would just say that it's not just us. I mean, the mayor's office is 
what's given us the power to do this. 
 
[Slide 17] 
 
36:30 Jim de Jong: Correct. I failed to include that, and I apologize. So, from this point, where 
do we go? Well, we have an online survey which you can see listed right there. We encourage 
anybody and everybody to please input to this. This is a chance for the community to give 
feedback to their government and we're excited by it. Personally, I know the disability community 
is responded and greatly so far, but we want to hear from all aspects of the community. We 
recognize as the ADA did that disability is not a singular event. It's a family event. And so, we 
make sure we get that it’s important. It's a neighborhood event. And so, we're very encouraged 
that you're listening today. We hope you will encourage your communities to take advantage of 
the survey and provide feedback to it how residents are using this City facilities. I think it's an 
exciting time personally myself being involved along with David with the ADA for the past 30 years. 
We're now getting great input from the community to be able to put this all together. So, please 
share this with as many people as they can take advantage of this survey. And if we need to share 
with you in a different format, please let us know but pass it on to others. We have alternative 
formats available upon request from David's office, the Office on The Disabled, at 622-3686 and 
there will be future community meetings that will be holding obviously with current conditions 
today. We'll be holding those virtually in the future, but we really appreciate all your time today. 
We hope you are encouraged by this as we are as well as the fact that you will distribute this as 
broadly and widely as you possibly can. I thank you for your time. And I turn it back to Travis, 
David, and Eric. 
 
38:33 John Travis Helmkamp: As Jim said, there is going to be a public meeting that will be 
open to new the entirety of the city. We thought that we would like a smaller meeting with the 
leaders of the neighborhoods first. There are certainly going to be an opportunity for everybody 
in the city who would like to join us for a meeting and I think we will be sending that out to you 
guys tomorrow with the hopes that you can help us to send that information out to your 
neighborhoods additionally. 
 
39:05 David Newburger: If I may repeat what Jim and Travis are saying that anybody who needs 
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any kind of accommodation in dealing with this survey or anything else, call our office, and the 
number is again, 622-3686 and we'll get it worked out and we'll get you to be able to work with 
communication that is clearly effective for you. 
 
39:32 +1 314-***-**64: Okay, and I just want to say, thank you. I just want to thank everybody on 
this committee that has done all these works so far. It's been very helpful for me and my daughter 
who is 40 years old has Down Syndrome and Cerebral Palsy. I just want to thank God for the 
book that you've been doing. This makes it much easier for me to get around with her. 
 
39:58 David Newburger: Good and may things only improve. 
 
40:01 +1 314-***-**64: Yes. 
 
[Slide 18] 
 
40:05 John Travis Helmkamp: That's really sort of the end of our little presentation today. Again, 
if at any time, you would like to reach out to one of us, there is contact information within this 
Power Point. The email address is ADA_STL@stlouis-mo.gov. This is one of the best ways to get 
hold of us. If you need anything from the Office on The Disabled, about the ADA Transition Plan, 
or anything else involving accommodations, please reach out to the Office on the Disabled. With 
that we're ending this part of the end of our formal presentation and now we’d like to open it up to 
any questions that we might have. 
 
40:53 Jim de Jong: And I know Travis, we wanted to thank Erin for doing the sign language 
interpreting for us, you know. 
 
41:00 John Travis Helmkamp: Yeah, apparently. Thank you very much. 
 
66:14 Andre Logan: Hey Travis, I have a question, if a developers doing a large development 
proj41:5ect for commercial mix use, are there any services that you guys will provide to them in 
reference to doing an assessment scoring or funding or anything like that? 
 
41:32 David Newburger: Let me jump in on that. First of all, this is part of a large thing where 
Eric comes from, if they're doing anything in the public right-of-way, the sidewalks, driveways, and 
so forth right and that to do all of that construction, we look at that permitting process and make 
sure that they are complying with the relevant ADA standards when people do projects internally. 
The building Division issues building code and the codes have standards in them. The architects 
are supposed to know what they're doing. But there are many occasions in larger projects where 
people from this office and lot of people from disabilities have had a chance to make suggestions 
to designers and we creep time to do that. Now, it's not always true that the developers are 
interested in that because there is very much the slicing dimes kind of view of the world, but to 
the extent that we can get their attention. We're here to help. 
 
42:44 Andre Logan: Thank you. 
 
42:51 Tina Siebert: Hi, I'm Tina Siebert with the Southampton neighborhood association. Would 
someone be available to maybe talk at one of our neighborhood association meetings so that we 
can talk about what you guys provide from the city to our residents? I mean, is that something 
that you guys would be able to do? 
 
43:15 David Newburger: Yes. It might be Eric’s team, or it might be my office, but will be delighted 

mailto:ADA_STL@stlouis-mo.gov
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to do it. 
 
43:22 Jim de Jong: Or it might be both. 
 
43:24 David Newburger: Or it might be both. 
 
43:31 John Travis Helmkamp: Yeah, and if you would like to reach out to that ADA_STL email 
address, we can have further conversations. But yeah, certainly all of us are willing to take part in 
any conversation that God helps to promote accessibility in the city. So yes, please reach out to 
us. 
 
43:51 Judy Redlich: This is Judy Redlich and I'd like to talk about the pedestrian signals, the 
audible pedestrian signals, and who determines where they go. I've got some ideas for some new 
ones. Is that part of the survey or should we just call you all about that? And, the cut-curve e.g. 
the northeast corner at Hampton and Chippewa. The cut curb is really not ADA Compliant for 
blind people, because if you cross at the wrong angle, you could possibly run into ongoing traffic. 
So, how is that some of the things that you want us to put in our survey? 
 
44:37 David Newburger: I mean that's exactly an example of where people are aware of a 
particular problem. And you know, the citizens are telling the city. We need to solve the problem 
there and that enhances our ability to prioritize those issues. So certainly, if everybody has these 
things that they want to tell us about, please do. I hate to say it, but I think Eric and I are both 
familiar with that intersection and what a problem it is, but we're really need to get it fixed and it is 
a difficulty. 
 
45:12 Eric Bothe: Yeah. 
 
45:12 Judy Redlich: Also, I wanted to thank you all for putting the four-way stop at Weary and 
Galore. That is so much appreciated for those of us who use guide dogs and canes. 
 
45:24 David Newburger: Okay. 
 
45:25 Jim de Jong: And it's on my dad Judy. 
 
45:25 Eric Bothe: All right. 
 
45:27 Jim de Jong: This is Jim de Jong. That is also when you were mentioned the aps, there 
are as we looked to bring one standard together to the city to be using there are suggestions as 
to what that should be within those standards. 
 
45:45 Judy Redlich: Okay. 
 
45:46 David Newburger: But we take the view that PROWAG requires APS not chirping birds or 
know it signal. 
 
45:54 Jim de Jong: Absolutely. 
 
45:55 David Newburger: Yeah. 
 
45:56 Judy Redlich: Okay. Good. Great. Thank you. 
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46:00 John Travis Helmkamp: Yeah, David correct me about misspeaking here. But I think, in 
addition to the survey, you could always reach out to the city as well.  
 
46:11 David Newburger: Absolutely. I mean we are the place it's expressed in terms of 
grievance. That's under the law. But I almost don't look at it that way give us a problem and we'll 
do the best we can to work on it. 
 
46:23 Judy Redlich: Great. Thank you. 
 
46:31 MiguelCarla Alexander: Hi, this is a Miguel and Carla Alexander with the Jeff Vander Lou 
Association. We just want to thank you again for the opportunity to be a part of this meeting. We 
did get some feedback from some of the residents that are in power chairs here in the 
neighborhood, and our school, and our senior center. The resident travels from our neighborhood 
directly up there on Martin Luther King and Grand, in her power chair and she doesn't have any 
problems for that travel back and forth to her house. There were no complaints with some of our 
senior residents that stay in the senior facilities in the neighborhood. And then our school- that's 
in the neighborhood. The gentleman that was talking about a relocating. I think that's one of the 
solutions that the Saint Louis Public Schools. They have relocating like if they have a child in a 
wheelchair that needs services, they just relocate them to another school. So that that pretty much 
will take care of that. But I do have a question about the survey and the timeline on everything. Is 
there a time period that you want all the feedback, you know from the neighborhood in order to 
do that? You know the Citywide priority mapping or anything else. Is there a cutoff time? 
 
48:04 John Travis Helmkamp: I think we'll probably be doing sort of initial assessment probably 
in December. So, if we can get it back by the next month, that'd be fantastic, but really the intention 
of that Citywide priorities map is that it is constantly evolving. So, I think even at going on, you 
know beyond the next month or two, feedback is always welcome as the city's constantly 
changing. I think a good example of that was NGA. So, five years ago, what would not be a 
pedestrian traffic generator or a priority, now that's changed by set development comes in. So as 
the way that this plan is being designed is that the Citywide priority map is not a static map. But 
instead is one that is going to be consistently updated as the city continues to evolve. So, with 
that in mind I think feedback is always welcome. But if we could get part of that immediate 
feedback back in the next month, that would be really helpful. 
 
49:06 MiguelCarla Alexander: Okay. Thank you. We will let the community know. Thank you. 
 
49:12 David Newburger: And I remember we are a permanent open door if somebody needs to 
talk about a problem, please talk to my office. 
 
49:41 MiguelCarla Alexander: Okay. Thank you. 
 
49:43 Mike Busch: Nothing else on the question board. 
 
50:26 John Travis Helmkamp: Okay, seeing no more questions from the chat. We will want to 
meet up again. Thank you very much for taking your time. We (appreciate) it. If you need anything 
else, please leave us an email. We are here to help. Please contact your neighborhood 
associations and if anyone thinks that it is better to talk in person, please do not hesitate to reach 
out to us. We want to make this plan succeed as much as possible. Thank you very much for your 
time.  
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Housekeeping

• Session is being recorded
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• Please wait until a pause to ask questions

• Questions can be asked by unmuting your microphone or 
submitting them via the chat box
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Presentation Outline

• Team overview

• Why prepare an ADA Transition Plan?

• Ongoing City efforts

• Current City self-evaluation efforts

• Community engagement
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Why Prepare an ADA Transition Plan?

• Required by federal law
o Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)

o All Public Entities with over 50 employees

o City’s programs, activities, and services covered 
under Title II of the ADA

• Provide a complete view of City facilities
o Current condition of City assets

o Identify barriers to access

• Plan for eliminating such barriers
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Why Prepare an ADA Transition Plan?

• Compile and extend past City efforts
o Consolidate past efforts into a single document

o Coordination among City departments

o Develop consistent design standards

o Develop momentum for future improvements
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Ongoing City Efforts

• Examples of accessibility services
o Water bills in a format for people with blind or low vision 

o Parking spaces for people with disabilities on City streets and parking lots

o Reduced price bus passes to the elderly and disabled

o Meal delivery for the elderly

o Housing support for people who are disabled

o Requirements for builders to comply with accessibility provisions of 
building codes

• Just some of the City’s efforts to respond to the needs of people 
with disabilities
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Ongoing City Efforts

• Examples of construction operations 
o 2009 curb ramp self-evaluation

o Construction of curb cuts (curb ramps) 
throughout City

o Accessible entrances to City buildings 
and parks

o Addition of elevators and lifts to City 
buildings

o ADA upgrades to existing park 
restrooms

• Still more to be done
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Current City Self-Evaluation Efforts

• Continue ongoing City efforts to 
increase accessibility

• ADA Transition Plan covers all aspects 
of City government

• Consolidate past ADA efforts and 
develop new guiding documents for 
future ADA efforts

o Review City standards

o Incorporate applicable federal and state 
guidelines
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Current City Self-Evaluation Efforts

• Partial self-evaluation of City’s programs, 
activities, and services

• Provide an up-to-date view of City facilities
o Current condition of sidewalks, curb ramps, and 

pedestrian signals

o Current condition of the City buildings, properties, 
and parks

• Help identify future improvements to focus on
o Identify barriers to access

o Provide conceptual costs to improve pedestrian 
network

• Budget and schedule for completing 
remaining assessments
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Current City Self-Evaluation Efforts

• Review City policies
o Update standard construction details for 

pedestrian access

o Consistency across City departments

• Establish ADA criteria to determine 
compliance

• Implement post construction 
inspections to ensure compliance
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Current City Self-Evaluation Efforts

• Survey pedestrian assets for ADA compliance
o Survey portion of pedestrian assets as part of 

Phase 1

o Assess sidewalks, curb ramps, and pedestrian 
traffic signals

o Assessments completed in every ward

• Scoring the criteria

o Data scored based on a two-part system:

▪ City-wide priorities map

▪ Accessibility Score

• Accessibility Score

o Assign a value for each barrier 

o Quantify impact of barrier to pedestrians
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Current City Self-Evaluation Efforts

• Develop city-wide priorities map
o Based on pedestrian traffic generators and 

socio-economic data

• Pedestrian traffic generators
o Government buildings

o MetroBus routes

o Commercial corridors

• Socio-economic data
o Census data provided by East-West Gateway

o Percentage of zero-car households

o Population density

o Percentage living with a disability
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Current City Self-Evaluation Efforts

• Survey City buildings, properties, 
and parks for ADA accessibility

o Survey select buildings as part of Phase 1

• Scope of self-evaluation
o Assess site arrival points including 

parking lots, bus stops, and public 
sidewalks

o Identify programs and services offered

o Identify barriers to access

• Prepare City staff to obtain future 
surveys
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Current City Self-Evaluation Efforts

• Next steps

o Finalize city-wide priorities map

o Establish budget and schedule to complete self-

evaluation

o Identify potential project to kickstart 

elimination of barriers and increase accessibility
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Community Engagement

• Online survey
o https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/stladasurvey

o Provide feedback on how residents are using 
City facilities

o Provide feedback on impact to residents

o Identify City buildings used by public

• Pass it on to others

• Alternative formats available upon request
o Contact Office on the Disabled, (314) 622-3686 

• Community meetings
o Future meetings to be held virtually
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Contact Us

Board of Public Service

Eric Bothe, Project Manager

Phone: (314) 641-8379

Office on the Disabled

David Newburger, Commissioner

Andrew Lackey, Deputy Commissioner

Phone: (314) 622-3686

E-mail:  ADA_STL@stlouis-mo.gov
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Transcript delivered by Tactiq.io - get it for your Google Meet today! 

 
Public Meeting Transcript 
Transcript of meeting from May 18, 2021. 
 

 
A recording of this meeting is also available for anyone who desires to view it.  Comments 
is parentheses were added following the meeting for clarity.  This transcript has been 
revised for clarity. 
 
00:01 John Travis Helmkamp:  Seeing that all the presenters are here. We are going to go 
ahead and get started. Just to make everybody aware this video is being recorded, and we are 
(creating a transcript). With that, I am going to turn on the PowerPoint presentation and I will 
hand it over to Eric Bothe with the Board of Public Service (BPS) before we get started. Just 
want to take one last second to make sure that nobody has any questions or technical 
assistance questions before we get going. Not hearing any I will start presenting. And as soon 
as the PowerPoint (appears), Eric, feel free to go. 
 
[Slide 1] 
 
00:23 Eric Bothe: All right, welcome everybody. We are here to talk about the (Americans with 
Disabilities Act) ADA Self-Evaluation and Transition Plan. I am Eric Bothe, and I work in the 
Board of Public Service Design division.  
 
[Slide 2] 
 
I am a project manager for the Design Division.  We have already gone over the housekeeping. 
It is being recorded. We have got a sign language interpreter. And please wait till the end until 
we ask for questions. And please be sure to go ahead and submit your question in the Q&A box 
there, (feel free to) type (questions) at any time. (The meeting) will be made available via 
download.  
 
Next slide. 
 
[Slide 3] 
 
We are going talk about the team overview and why are we prepare an ADA Transition Plan, 
ongoing city efforts, current city Self-Evaluation efforts, and community engagement.  
 
Next slide.  
 
[Slide 4]  
 
And here I am, obviously I need a new picture. Also with us today is David Newburger, 
Commissioner, Office on the Disabled and Andrew Lackey, Deputy Commissioner, Office on the 
Disabled.  
 
[Slide 5]  
 

https://tactiq.io/


Travis Helmkamp with Oates, who was talking earlier, Mike Busch (with Oates Associates), and 
Jim de Jong with National ADA Consultant.  
 
[Slide 6]  
 
And then we have also got (not present), Gina Hilberry with Cohen Hilberry Architects and Sean 
Martin with M3 Engineering. They are doing the field assessments (for buildings, properties, and 
parks) and the GIS analysis for all the data that they collect.  
 
And I will hand it over to David, who will talk about why prepare an ADA Transition Plan. 
 
[Slide 7]  
 
02:37 David Newburger: I thank you, Eric, Travis, and everybody. I am glad to have people 
gathered today. This whole project comes from the fact that many years ago when the ADA was 
enacted, large numbers of organizations, including state and local government agencies were 
required to review where they have barriers to access in their operations and to eliminate those 
barriers for people.  (The Self-Evaluation is required) for entities that had more than 50 
employees. They (entities that have more than 50 employees) were required to write a Self-
Evaluation which was language used to describe the identification of barriers and then a 
transition plan, which was to be a plan for how those barriers would be eliminated over time. 
Most cities and many other agencies did not get that work done in the time frame. Actually, just 
for the fun of it, you might like to know that the transition plans were supposed to be published 
in 1992. The law was passed in 1990 and people took a stab at it but over the years doing it in a 
formal kind way has been a difficult task for many, including people in the city government, our 
city government. And so, one of the things that we do in ensuring that the city's business is 
done fairly for employees breaks into two categories.  
 
[Slide 8]  
 
One is that our policies and procedures need to be accessible. And so, we invite people, when 
we are making public meetings, to let us know that they need interpreters in which event, and 
we will provide interpreters.  We offer, for example, water bills in whatever format a customer, 
might need it via brail, audio, large print, or whatever.  
 
[Slide 9]  
 
We also work on making sure that our employees are not discriminated against under the ADA, 
and we try to make sure that the general public is able to access all our services for example 
our Meals on Wheels thing is part of eliminating barriers. The work we do in housing and so 
forth. A lot of the work that that my office does today is working with plans for construction. 
Make sure that those plans are done in a fully accessible way, according to the standards that 
are presented by the access board and other relevant agencies. It for many years we have done 
stuff for example, many of you have seen many curb ramps,  
 
[Slide 10]  
 
We started putting in curb ramps in the (19)70s, even before there was (a law requiring curb 
ramps). But curb ramps have gotten more and more sophisticated, and the standards have 
gotten more and more sophisticated. One of the things about the curb ramps that we used to 
put in are what we call diagonal curb ramps. If you use the curb ramp to guide the direction of 



the travel, to know where you are going, (the ramp) aims you right in the middle of the 
intersection and not directly across the street (to the curb ramp on the opposite side of the 
roadway). So, we modify the designs now and try to make the curb ramp clear for somebody 
who's vision is not so good. Where the other side of the street is so all the construction that the 
city does now is in compliance with current standards for accessibility, but there are still a lot of 
problems in the community. And that is why we are undertaking this plan, or this process, which 
my colleagues will continue to describe further. So, I think it is Jim's turn to take over. 
 
07:04 John Travis Helmkamp: Yes, thanks, David. I think before we move on to the current 
part of the ADA Transition Plan, I would like to take a second for questions and answers if 
anybody has any questions. As you arrived, everybody was muted. So, if you would like to 
speak, please hit the unmute button.  Not hearing any questions and not having any questions 
in the chat or the Q&A. I will hand it off to Jim de Jong and he will start talking about the current 
efforts that we are doing to move the city forward in the future. 
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07:48 Jim de Jong: Good afternoon everyone and thank you for taking the time to join us 
today, your input and interest in this issue, as well as concerns is exactly what we wanted to do 
during this process. This is (intended) to be very citizen-driven and to involve the public get your 
input. So again, we appreciate you being here, and we want to make it clear that we are 
continuing the ongoing city efforts as David is indicated. They did not just begin with the ADA 
(passing in 1990) or they did not end with the ADA, they have been putting in effort and this is a 
chance to consolidate and bring all the activities that have occurred as well as those that need 
to occur into one plan. So that the city can negotiate making things more accessible for all 
people of the city, visitors, and those who work in the city. It is a part self-evaluation.  
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We will not be able to obviously during the covid year that we are just all experienced as well as, 
you know, with the size of the city and the multiple miles of sidewalks, curb ramps, and 
pedestrian signals and buildings located throughout the city. We are not able to tackle all of 
those, but we are able to select those that represented different parts of the city as well as 
different types of buildings. As an example, to be used. Recreation might be different than what 
you would find in paying for instance, of a water bill. And so, we can look at that, but it is not 
complete in doing the entire city. We believe it is representative of that. And again, we want to 
get your input. It is an update to view the facilities. Looking at current condition. Of the curb 
ramps, pedestrian signals, conditions of city buildings, properties, and parks. And then an 
attempt to identify the barriers of access within those various facilities. And, of course, 
budgeting and scheduling to complete the remaining assessments that will need to do in the 
future. But also, to put a plan in place to start to deal with the access issues that have been 
identified. The whole idea of the Americans with Disabilities Act was the full inclusion of people 
with disabilities in all aspects of society. I know David and myself were very involved in the 
passage of the ADA and seeing it. And we wanted very much, consumer driven as well as 
Community Driven and this is a great chance for the community to be involved. As well as for 
the city to really take inventory of not only what they have done, but what they need to do. To 
make that the city programs, services, and activities accessible to all people within the city. So 
again, we thank you all for being here and look forward to hearing your feedback. 
 
11:04 John Travis Helmkamp: Thanks Jim.  
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Getting into the nitty-gritty of what we are doing here. The first thing that we looked at was the 
review of city policies whenever anything is built new in the city of St. Louis on public right away. 
We want to make sure that that is being constructed in an accessible manner, that it meets 
those current ADA standards, and really to have consistency across city departments. One thing 
that we found as we started to investigate the city, is that there is a lot of different departments 
that are doing construction within the city.  (By creating consistent) city policies and details we 
can really start to get a pedestrian network that allows the user to understand and predict what 
those curb ramps and sidewalks are going to look like.  
 
Ultimately, (the development of the Plan started) with establishing ADA criteria. Not just those 
Federal standards that David talked about in the beginning, but the state of Missouri has 
standards, and the city of St. Louis has passed various ordinances over the years, that has 
established the ADA criteria for the City. We needed to understand all the various (ADA) criteria 
and make sure that what was built going forward meets all those different requirements. The 
last part of this and really this is most crucial part, is making sure that what is being built out in 
the field meets ADA. It is all great to have a set of plans or to have a permit that says that 
everything that is going to be built is going to meet ADA standards. Ultimately, it is about what 
gets built out in the field and that (the constructed project) meets the ADA requirements of the 
city.  
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Moving on to the Self-Evaluation phase, and really, this is the big chunk of an ADA Transition 
Plan, what is the status of the city of St. Louis. For that, for the physical elements themselves, 
we kind of broke that up into two different sections. The first section is the pedestrian network, 
so that includes sidewalks, curb ramps, pedestrian traffic signals, everything that someone uses 
to walk, roll, or wheel around the city. And really what we are trying to do is determine how we 
can compare various pedestrian assets throughout the city. You know, there is a limited amount 
of money that is available to make improvements. So, how do we make, or how do we prioritize, 
those improvements that are really going to impact, how someone gets around the city.  
 
The way that we propose doing this and the way that we are going about doing this, is a two-
part scoring system. The first part of that is a citywide prioritization map. What that is an effort to 
do is estimate where people are trying to walk in the city of St. Louis. The number of walkers 
that are going to be out there and also can we look at the characteristics of those walkers. The 
second part of the scoring system is what is the physical condition of that sidewalk.  It can be a 
sidewalk that everybody is using, but if it is a perfectly compliant sidewalk then that sidewalk 
does not need to be fixed. On the other hand, there may be a sidewalk that is in poor shape (not 
accessible), but it is in a part of the city that does not get a lot of heavy pedestrian traffic. If there 
is no history of complaints, that may be a lower sidewalk on the prioritization list.  
 
We refer to that as the accessibility score, and ultimately, what that comes down to is assigning 
a value for each barrier.  What that allows us to do is quantify the impact of that barrier to 
pedestrians. I think a good example of an accessibility score is whenever you think about 
tripping hazards or sort of changes in elevations for sidewalk panels. Anything greater than a 
quarter inch is technically non-compliant for the ADA, unless it is beveled, in which, you can go 
up to a half an inch. But for someone who is using a stroller or someone in a wheelchair, there 
is a big difference between a quarter inch displacement, and one of those two or three-inch 
displacements that you sometimes see on city sidewalks. In those cases, really what we are 



trying to do is prioritize those two or three-inch displacements.  (While) the quarter inch 
(displacement) is technically non-compliant, those will be addressed later in the plan.  
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Going back to the citywide prioritization map, and we think this is a good place in which the 
community can help us understand the city better. Again we are trying to estimate where people 
are trying to walk to in the city. And by the more feedback that we get from city residents, the 
better understanding we get of how city residents are using the sidewalks. Our prioritization map 
is split between two different components. The first one is the pedestrian traffic generators, that 
is things such as government buildings, schools, commercial corridors, where are people going 
to shop. From our talking with the disability community, one of the things that we learned is the 
importance of Metro bus routes and the way that Metro bus routes enable people to get around 
the city. So (Metro bus routes) is one of our key pedestrian traffic generators. 
 
(The second component is) socioeconomic data. We took that data from East-West Gateway, 
available census data. What we are looking at there is percentage of zero car households. If 
you are someone who does not have access to an automobile, you are far more likely to be 
using the sidewalk to get the school, to get to your job, to get to the parks. (Other factors we 
looked at are) include population density, where there is a lot of people living in close spaces, 
that increases the possibility of them walking. And lastly, percentage of people living with a 
disability. What we found looking at studies is that there is a correlation between walking and 
whether you have a disability.  Wend looked of prioritize those percentages because we know, 
number one, it is a more sensitive population, and number two there is a correlation to not 
having access to an automobile.  
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As I talked about earlier, we are looking at not only the pedestrian network, but also the city 
buildings, properties, and parks for ADA accessibility. As Jim already talked about a little bit, this 
is phase one, but really what we are hoping to accomplish with in phase one is the ability for the 
city to carry these assessments moving forward. So, what we are trying to do is determine what 
makes a building accessible or not, and how do we go about figuring out how to make that 
building more accessible.  
 
Our scope all starts with how to someone get to the site, that is not just parking lots, that is not 
just where is the accessible parking space. (But also) if someone is arriving by bus, how do they 
get from the bus stop to the government building? If someone is using the sidewalk network, 
how do they get from the sidewalk network to the government building? Over on the right-hand 
side, this is the south patrol of the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department. (We identified that) 
there is a bus stop up on the north end of the parking lot as well as a public sidewalk that 
provides access to the police station. So we looked at all those different site arrival points (to 
start the assessment). Because ultimately, if you cannot get in the building, it is less of an issue 
of accessibility inside the building.  
 
Once someone is in the building, the next thing we looked at is how are they trying to use (the 
building). We think this is a place in which the community and you guys (attendees) can really 
help us with this. What are the programs and services that (residents) have challenges using or 
maybe those buildings that we do not think about? We have spent a lot of time looking into this, 
but I am sure we are missing a program or service that is only offered at one building and there 
is an accessibility issue to get there. And really what this feedback allows us to do is to say okay 



this needs to be a high priority because if someone cannot get here, they cannot pay their water 
bill, or they cannot sign up to get a permit to host a party (park pavilion).  
 
(Similar to) the sidewalks, really what we are looking for here is barriers to access what 
prevents someone from using that program or service. For recreation centers, it is what 
prevents the kid from being able to attend the day camp with all his buddies. What prevents the 
lady from going to the yoga class? What are those barriers to access? And I think it is important 
to note here that the answer is not always going to be physical construction. The answer can be 
if there is a program that is offered on the third floor, can we move that program through the first 
floor, because the first floor is accessible. Ultimately the self-evaluation is going to say that 
everything needs to be accessible.  As the city is working towards (that goal), is there a way that 
we can increase accessibility for those programs and services. While (the City) work towards 
that long-term goal of complete accessibility.  
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The next steps (in the self-evaluation) is number one to finalize that citywide prioritization map. I 
think it is important to note that that is going to be a constantly evolving map as the city evolves, 
as the city changes, as priorities change, that map will continue to evolve with (the city). We 
have to establish a budget and schedule to ultimately complete the self-evaluation. Lastly start 
to look for those projects that can kickstart those elimination of barriers and increase 
accessibility.  
 
I know that was a lot of talking I just did so with that, where we are going to take a second for 
question and answers. So, if anybody has a question, please unmute yourself. If you can say 
your name, that would be fantastic. But we would love to answer any questions that anybody 
might have. 
 
21:57 David Newburger: I see at least two in the chat is that right Mike? 
 
22:01 Mike Busch: Yes, there are three in the chat currently. I will go through those real quick. 
If anyone wants to unmute just give me one moment till I go through these, and then you can 
chime in. If want to type it into the chat or the Q&A, feel free and we will get to them there.  
 
The first question for the presentation team, will this effort include programs as well, thinking 
Recreation, Health and Human Services?  
 
I know you touched on that Travis if you want to elaborate any. 
 
22:27 David Newburger: Maybe I can jump in on that if you do not mind. 
 
22:31 Mike Busch: Sure. 
 
22:31 David Newburger: The answer is yes and the answer is that we can do today. So, if 
there are any barriers in terms of being able to take advantage of programs, then we need to 
work that out right away. If there is, and even to the extent that if the program is being 
conducted in a building that one cannot get access to, then we need to work on moving the 
program someplace else. So, anybody who has a thought about a program that is creating a 
problem my office wants to hear that. We welcome people filing grievances, but we also 
welcome people just telling us about it and we will follow up as quickly as we can on getting that 
solved. Those are usually not expensive and therefore we can do it now. 



 
23:27 John Travis Helmkamp: Yeah, I think to follow-up on David, the answer is yes, it is part 
of the self-evaluation.  But do not wait (to contact the city).  If there is a problem reach out to 
David's office, there is contact information at the end of this presentation, if anybody does want 
to know how to get in touch at Davis office. If you want to send an email to any of us, we will 
have our email address as well, and that is a great way to get a hold of us. And I will throw in a 
little plug, David's office is always available. If something comes up, please encourage people to 
reach out to David. That is the reason he is here is to help. 
 
24:07 Mike Busch: All right. Thanks David, and Travis.  
 
Next question, does the prioritization map include identifying areas where audio crosswalk 
signals should be installed? 
 
24:21 David Newburger: Again, you want me to jump in? 
 
24:23 John Travis Helmkamp: Yeah, David, if you want to start, I will chime in after. 
 
24:26 David Newburger: Okay, we have some people in the community who really need what 
is technically called accessible pedestrian signals. Those are the signals that have the little 
locator note that goes “Dong, Dong, Dong”, and it tells people where they can find the switch to 
push the button. When you get there, and you push the button in the direction you want to go, a 
loudspeaker will either say “wait, wait, wait” or it'll say “cross 24th, cross 24th, cross 24th”. 
(Accessible pedestrian signals) gives people serious access to know when they can cross the 
street. Now, the trouble with those is that they are expensive because you have to really rebuild 
the whole signal system to get those to work. As a result of that, first, my office is always 
working towards getting anybody who is doing construction work that involves traffic signals to 
put APS in. But one of the problems that we have, and you know this is not a very good excuse, 
but it is the truth. We have very little capital money except through grants, and because of that, 
when you see a project going on in the city, then those new signals are part of that project 
should be put in. But there is not a big budget for solving that problem where there is no other 
(construction at that location). We keep trying to find that money and quite frankly, the more 
people tell us that it needs to be done, the more I can tell the rest of the city that. We are 
pushing as hard as we can to try to get those spread as throughout the city we can. 
 
26:29 John Travis Helmkamp: Just to follow up on the actual physical self-evaluation. That is 
one of the criteria that we assess at every pedestrian traffic signal. Is whether the APS is 
present, is whether the push button is tactile or not? That is one of the elements and that is 
something that is being flagged during the self-evaluation. 
 
26:54 Mike Busch: So, there was a follow-up question, David and Travis. So, the follow-up is 
what is the process of getting more money for these types of measures? 
 
27:06 David Newburger: Well, very often money that is that is found for eliminating barriers is a 
result of some bigger project. Somebody wants to do a major (construction project) on an 
intersection like Market or Tucker or West Florissant, something like that. When that is being 
planned, that is usually something that the Board of Public Service is very involved in the design 
of the whole thing, and we make sure that that design would be fully accessible. So that it is 
those designs always are modified to make sure that they include all the accessible features.  
 
But for example, we certainly have cases in which people live in neighborhoods where there is 



no work plan for the city at all right now and yet those people need an accessible pedestrian 
signals and frankly it is jaw boning. Can we get money out of the alderpeople's budget? Can we 
find money someplace else? And it is always a difficult problem because doing it really means 
replacing the whole intersection signal. We have been less successful than I would like to be in 
a circumstance. 
 
28:39 Mike Busch: Okay. Thanks David. Next question.  
 
If, when there are revitalization efforts at the Landing, have you considered how to improve 
accessibility? 
 
28:56 John Travis Helmkamp: I can start David if you want to chime in, from the self-
evaluation side of this, we are not really looking at any specific neighborhoods or any specific 
redevelopment efforts. What we are looking at is developing standards that meet accessibility. 
We might get into a conversation on historic areas. I am not exactly sure if that is a historic 
district or not, but, like one item that we are looking at as part of this is, can we develop a brick 
sidewalk detail that has the aesthetics of brick sidewalk while still meeting ADA standards? So, I 
think that is something that may come up as part of a Landing redevelopment is yes, you want 
brick sidewalks, but this is how you can put brick sidewalks in that still meets those ADA 
requirements. 
 
29:47 David Newburger: And I will add that we have had over the last few years, two 
occasions in which grant money has been found to improve streets. I believe that they are on 
Second and First Street not extending the whole length of them, but that has happened in two 
occasions. In each of those occasions the agreement was that the sidewalks would be 
accessible sidewalks and the intersections would be poured concrete so that they would remain 
accessible. The cobblestones would be retained, but they would be in the traffic lanes, not on 
the sidewalk and not in the intersection. There are a few places where that has been 
accomplished and one relatively recently accomplished. But again, it happened because the 
business interests in the landing, put forward to get the grant money from East-West gateway to 
improve the streetscape in the landing, and then we were able to jump in and say but let us do it 
in a way that we make sure is accessible. 
 
31:06 Mike Busch: All right, thank you. Next question.  
 
Is the unreliability of delays in the Metro bus schedule something that will be factored into the 
transportation accessibility? 
 
31:24 John Travis Helmkamp: I think on our end the honest answer to that is no. What we are 
focusing on is getting all citizens to the Metrobus, and sort of making sure that there's 
accessible sidewalk there for them to get from their house to the Metrobus. We are not doing a 
lot of work on the actual Metro Bus. 
 
31:52 David Newburger: But there is an office that deals with accessibility for people with 
disabilities within Bi-State. And frankly, the people who are in that office, really recognize the 
need, so, it is more than appropriate. They have their own consumer groups, who meet and talk 
about issues, and they have they have made over the years some progress in their providing 
the service. But just like, as far as I am compared on the city side of things on the bi-state side 
of things, complain, bring issues to our attention because there is nothing stronger from me to 
say to the powers of being city government, I have had five people who have had this problem, 
we need to really work on it and that makes some progress. So, I always encourage both 



people who are disabled to people who are interested in helping people who are disabled to tell 
us their stories, we collect them, we try to work with them, and we try to move forward. 
 
33:05 Mike Busch: All right. Thank you David, got another question. Several of them keep 
coming in so keep it up. Thank you.  
 
Does the plan factor in current future construction plans and related temporary barriers such as 
the soccer stadium? 
 
33:20 John Travis Helmkamp: Absolutely. Yes, we are looking at known city projects. We are 
looking at for example the soccer stadium. That is one of our priorities, even though it is not 
open yet. That is part of that citywide prioritization map, as well as assessing those future links 
to the soccer stadium. David, you can probably speak more about the soccer stadium itself. 
 
33:49 David Newburger: Yeah. Well, we have been intensely involved in the design of the 
soccer stadium and property around the soccer stadium. That could not be a more complex 
project because Great Rivers Greenway is putting their new brick line path down Market Street 
right in front of the stadium. The stadium itself understands its obligation to be accessible. In two 
of the corners on Olive (for the new stadium) one is being handled by one group of grants and 
another by another group of grants. So, it is crazy to get this organized, but having said all that, 
we are extremely aware of it. We have also had the help of my staff and an architect in town, 
Gina Hilberry, who some of you may know. Who have been looking at the design, well Gina 
looks at a lot of stuff, but that includes the design of the inside of the stadium. We have been 
working with those designers to make sure that certain accessibility features are in place, and 
they understand their obligated under the law to comply. One of the biggest issues with 
compliance is that people might do something that technically complies but does not really help 
the needs of people with disabilities.  
 
I love to tell the story if I can do an aside for a minute, of a building inspector who was looking at 
a rehab restroom in a restaurant. He was supposed to give them an occupancy permit to start 
providing service. And so, he goes into the restaurant and he discovers that there are any grab 
bars there. So, he tells the owner that they need to put in grab bars in the restaurant. A few 
weeks later, he comes back with a picture, and he has got a picture of a wall. And I say, “what's 
that a towel rack?” and he says “no, that's the grab bar.” Well, the grab bar is on the opposite 
wall from the toilet, so that the grab bar was utterly useless for somebody with a disability.  
 
So, getting people to figure out how to follow these standards and provide the benefit to people 
with disabilities is a constant teaching process. We have had that process going on in the 
stadium too. There were occasions where they were building rooms that if we put a wheelchair 
in it, you could not shut the door, for example, to suites. So, we work with them and generally, 
people are of good faith. They do what they need to do to solve problems, but a lot of people 
just miss the issue. 
 
36:55 John Travis Helmkamp: I think of the next development after the soccer stadium, that is 
where (the Plan) is designed (to be adaptable). So that the prioritization map adjusts as new 
developments happen and that those sidewalks around it that can be assessed while we are 
here doing construction. Is there something else that we can do to sort of increase accessibility. 
That is really what the hope of this self-evaluation is, that it can be a document that is used for 
years and years moving forward. So as things gets built within the city that we can make the city 
more accessible at same time. 
 



37:33 David Newburger: I have an interesting comment about that. Long ago, the zoo did their 
self-evaluation, set up their transition plan, and have solved problems over the years. Just 
recently, I was looking at a new facility over there. It is going to be a very nice primate house 
with the primates above ground and people above ground and sort of interacting in a wonderful 
as natural as possible way. But I was talking to their staff architect and he was talking about 
what he has been able to do. And I think that they, well I know, they finished their transition plan 
in the 90s and he said to me, you know, this project is good because I am going to be able to 
check off a couple of other items on that transition plan. He has kept it there; it is on his desk. 
He knows what he needs to do. He is always looking for the money to get it done. 
 
38:41 Mike Busch: All right, thank you. Next question.  
 
St. Louis has a severe shortage in accessible housing, is the city considering policies that would 
encourage private housing to be developed with accessibility in mind? 
 
38:57 David Newburger: All new construction is covered by the Fair Housing Act, not all new 
construction because the Fair Housing Act does not deal with anybody with fewer than four 
units in the building. But where those regulations apply, then accessible units are being put in 
the houses, but there are always problems with our housing. We try to help with retrofit, many 
times people call our office and say we need to put in our ramp, my mother-in-law had a stroke 
or whatever and there's very little public money to help with that. But we do search around to 
see if we can help. In addition to that, for example, Doorways, which is an organization that is 
helped with people who are HIV positive, is building facilities right now that are going to increase 
the accessibility of for people who are dealing with that disease. We try to catch it everywhere 
we can. But a lot of this is dependent upon the strength of charitable organizations making 
sense and certain of our developers have been pretty good. I cannot name names because 
some of them have not. But in any event, we have people who have the right idea but 
increasing our housing in this city is just terribly difficult. 
 
40:41 Mike Busch: All right. That is all the questions we have at the moment. Thank you all for 
the feedback. Very much appreciated. If you have any additional questions, keep entering them 
and we will get to them at the end of the presentation, and I will turn it back over to Travis. 
 
40:54 John Travis Helmkamp: Thanks Mike. Next up is community engagement and how you 
can help us make this the best possible plan it can be. And with that, I will hand it back over to 
Jim. 
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41:07 Jim de Jong: Thank you Travis and good input from David there. And I would just add to 
the question about the bus company too and the schedules. The transit authority is required 
under the ADA to also put together a transition plan and self-evaluation. Your input to them and 
to if you will push East-West (Gateway) to meet their obligation would be helpful also. Then you 
can deal with issues such as training issues of tardy buses, etc., that needs to be included in 
there. Also, before we begin, I just wanted to point out that we have had passed meetings with 
the public with neighborhood associations, with the city staff, as well as with the disability 
community too. And so, this additional movement to try and get the input and the community 
engagement.  
 
We have an online survey, which has been available now for I believe about five (or) six 
months. We have some data we collected from there but is not closed. We are interested in 



everybody participating in, please share this with friends and family and other people that you 
might know to, please take a moment, and give your input to the survey. You can see it listed 
right there on the screen on how you can go into the survey. And again, we just want anybody 
and everybody, this is your chance, this is, you know, the chance of citizens to give the 
feedback on how the community looks, and where the priorities are, (we) take (those 
comments) very seriously. And so, we hope you will encourage not only yourself but others, to 
participate in this. It will provide feedback to us on how residents are using the city facilities as 
Travis mentioned earlier. That comes into how we prioritize and put weight on the measurement 
on which activities need to be taken on immediately. And there are alternative formats available 
upon requests. If you contact David's office, the Office on the Disabled, you can get the 
alternative format if that if that is needed by anybody. 
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Just an example, some of the survey results to this time.  We ask the question of what best 
describes the reasons you are using the city sidewalks; 80% indicated for exercise, health or 
pleasure. 79% access to entertainment, and goods and services such as grocery stores or 
restaurant or a hardware store or anything of that nature, and 63% socialize with friends and 
family. So, you see the purposes extend not only for exercise and health but getting the goods 
and services and of course, the next category was traveled to school, church, and public 
facilities, very important. The ADA stresses that there be accessibility to all aspects of society. 
So, it is not just government, it is not just the private sector, but you see areas such as getting to 
schools and being able to move about freely in the community.  
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Other second question, in which we thought was important to share with you was to prioritize 
the following types or locations of said, sidewalks that need to be improved first. Responders 
indicated in that one that number one was residential streets. Following that was the sidewalks 
leading to or from schools, followed by access to public transportation, the Metrolink stops. 
Fourth was the intersections that were you know need anything access there. Obviously if you 
are trying to move about the city, it is very important that you can get through an intersection. 
Finally sidewalks leading to or from city facilities. And again, this would include not only the city 
hall but there is that could be in parks as well as other city buildings.  
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And then we also have photographic curb ramp evaluations, and they rank the following 
obstacles. You can look at that also gives you an idea of what we are talking about when we 
when we mention a trip hazard, which was indicated as the number one issue. I think earlier 
here, you heard Travis speak about anything more than a quarter inch variance from one 
section of a sidewalk to another would be considered an inaccessible and does require some 
beveling or some sort of smaller ramp, then you can go up to a half inch. Trip hazard can affect 
not only people who might be using wheelchairs, but obviously those who are mobility impaired, 
that might use a cane or those that might have some sort of impairment when they are trying to 
walk. Plus, let us be honest people, with the aging population right now, in this country it is very 
important that we make our surfaces accessible to all people, so that we can prevent trip 
hazards.  
 
Standing water and debris came up as the second one, and that is a major issue. (The goal is 
to) have a 2% cross-grade to allow that that water to drain that is adequate. We do not need 



surfaces, for instance, that might have a 10% cross slope. With that, if you are wheeling in a 
wheelchair, you use one hand basically to push your chair, while the other ones acting as a 
break. Obviously, this is difficult for people that are ambulatory that might have difficult in 
walking and that also will come into play there. So, it is very important that we are building 
things that do not create standing water areas. The debris issue, boy, we are all involved in that, 
right? We want to clean up our city, and we want to make sure debris is not sitting around. That 
is really a city involvement with the citizens to try and make that better.  
 
Poor surface quality, you already heard us talk about the landing and the difficulty in negotiating 
cobblestones. That obviously is not a good surface quality for a wheelchair user or again, a 
person with a mobility impairment. Or you come to an intersection and there are no curb cuts, 
and this can make it very difficult. Not just for wheelchair users, but again for people who might 
have mobility impairments. So, that is important too. The other thing that we found people noting 
was the encroachments on to public rights of ways. You know, we love sitting outside and going 
to a restaurant being out (sidewalk patio), but they are all still needs to be a path to travel you 
can get by. Another (encroachment) might be somebody hanging a sign from their building and 
a visually impaired person could walk right into that sign if it is not built adequately. So, any kind 
of encroachments like that are concerned that people have already responded the survey.  
 
We obviously value your input back, if you will take this survey to help us again, prioritize, the 
areas that we can make the largest impact. Let’s be honest folks, this is an older city that was 
built all the way back, you know, in the 1700s and up to current day. To go back and replace 
and fix everything not only takes a great deal of time, but a great deal of money and effort. If 
what we can fix is what we are building in the future, such as was mentioned, with the soccer 
stadium, that is a huge advantage as we attempt to go back and fix areas that may have been 
around for 200 years plus.  
 
That is why a prioritization system that Oates has put in place here with all the surveyors that 
were out across the city looking at the various facilities as well as sidewalks. (The prioritization 
system) gives us a chance to prioritize things (throughout) the city. I am going to say it for 
David. David (and Eric) can do as much as they can internally to try and get more priority put 
towards creating accessible environments. But you the citizens obviously must make that aware 
to your alderpeople that they realize this is needed within the city as well to increase resources 
to make this a possibility.  
 
So, I think at this time we have given you a chance to understand the citizen input and to realize 
this was not done in a vacuum. This was done with the input of disability organizations across 
the city, but we really want your input as well as this an ongoing process. Accessibility is not 
something you ever, if you will, achieve 100%, it is an ongoing process to create that, and I think 
as David mentioned when he talked about program access or getting access to a program or 
service. If you have a difficulty now, please let (David’s) office know now. There are many things 
that can be fixed immediately, but we might not be aware of those. So, we thank you for your 
time this afternoon, but we look forward to your input in the future and your ongoing 
involvement. Thank you, Travis. 
 
[Slide 22]  
 
51:06 John Travis Helmkamp: I think to close, contact us. David mentioned it, Jim's mentioned 
it, and I have mentioned it. We want to hear from you. There is an email address on the bottom, 
ADA_STL@stlouis-mo.gov. If you send an email to that, the email goes to BPS, the Office on 
the Disabled, as well as the project team. So that is a great way to get a hold of us. Tell us your 



questions, your feedback, anything that you have. And with that, I would like to open it up to any 
other questions at this time. Any questions anybody might have, I know we have at least one 
question from the chat. So, Mike. 
 
51:54 Mike Busch: Yes, one additional question relating to the survey. The question is, is any 
of this data aggregated by geography? 
 
52:05 John Travis Helmkamp: it is aggregated to some extent, but in other ways we did not 
want just because a part of the city did not take part in the survey, we did not want to devalue 
that part of the city, so it is considered. But it is not the only part of what we are doing with the 
survey results because every whether someone takes part in the survey or not, that does not 
devalue their right to accessibility. So, like anything else, the answer is complicated, but the 
answer is yes, but it is not the only factor that goes into this prioritization. 
 
52:46 David Newburger: But I would also, I mean, one of the realities is that people with 
disabilities are as a group among the poorest people in the country. And so, what you find is the 
locations where there is a greater number of people without cars or there is a greater number of 
people with low-income incomes. Often that just completely overlaps with where people with 
disabilities are. So, as we look more at our, I am going to use the bad word, macro data, that we 
were talking about earlier, definitely the location of where people have big need is something 
that shows up because of certain of the larger data that we are getting. 
 
53:45 John Travis Helmkamp: I do see that Katie has her hand raised, Katie if you would like 
to unmute yourself. 
 
54:00 Katie Greenstein: Cool. Hi, I am Katie. I live out in Wildwood, but I work in the city of St. 
Louis, so obviously I care. I am also disabled and a college student. I feel like that's important 
backing. But I am wondering what we can do to be getting these changes in place? Like 
obviously you mentioned the board of alderman, being one of the places that we can be asking 
for money for these types of things and asking for their influence. So, should we be contacting 
alder people? should we be reaching out to them for meetings? Like what can the average 
person do? 
 
54:38 David Newburger: Well, if I can do that, I guess the answer is in part all the above. But 
every time it is very helpful for it to be expressed in real experience stories. So, where you see 
that there is a problem, and you want to raise that with people to try to respond to it. My first 
suggestion is we have a thing that is called the citizen service bureau that any citizen can make 
a complaint there. So, make a complaint there. If you can identify what a relevant Alderman 
would be, certainly make the complaint there, and let my office know about it. Anytime you are 
filing a complainer or grievance. If you also give it to my office, that becomes part of our process 
of, first, we try to work it out. And secondly, we are we develop knowledge of where people are 
having troubles, and, and overall, we may be able to push the needle a little bit. 
 
55:42 Jim de Jong: And if I could David, I would like to add. This is Jim. Katie, great question. 
And thank you. Do you have a disability organization at the University or college you are 
attending? 
 
55:57 Katie Greenstein: We're in the process of starting one right now, so we are kind of 
unrecognized state at, I go to American University in D.C., and it is currently on unrecognized. 
But like we want to do stuff, so sort of, the answer is sort of 
 



56:10 Jim de Jong: And I am very familiar with the American University in D.C. And you know 
what I'm trying to get at is, yes, you have power as a citizen, but I think we all know, there's 
greater power with greater numbers and so if you're able to get your organization behind you or 
to join a local one here too, to get behind the efforts of a Paraquad, for instance, or some of the 
other organizations that obviously gets greater umph when you have greater numbers and I 
know in D.C. just to share with you, I know that's not what we're discussing. But you have got a 
great office of that is like David's office in D.C. I have worked with them in the past and I know a 
few areas of complaints there. You will find greater success as well. 
 
56:57 John Travis Helmkamp: And I think something that I will add to that is that specifics are 
always better. It is if someone says the city of St, Louis needs to be accessible for all that is one 
thing. But if someone says, I cannot get to my bus stop to get to work, that is something that 
David's office can do a lot more with. So, you know, it is one of those we are advocating for 
accessibility for the entire city, but when it comes to action, I think that specifics always help 
David whenever it comes to these conversations. Just going to say if anybody has any other 
questions, again please reach out to us. If it has not already been posted to the chat yet, we will 
post a link to the survey. Okay, so the links out there, the city of St. Louis does have a website 
for the ADA transition plan. That is available If you go to the office on the disabled website, 
there is a link to the ADA transition plan website there. It has all our contact information, you can 
view past public meetings, as well as this meeting. If anybody would like a copy of the video or 
the transcript, it will be a couple days before it is ready to go. But please email that ADA 
underscore STL website and we will most certainly get it to you.  
 
[End Slideshow]  
 
And I think to end this, please reach out to us. Please talk to us. We are here to help. We want 
to hear back from all citizens. So, if it is six months from now, if it is three years from now, 
David's office is still going to be there and David's office is still going to be advocating the Board 
of Public Service is still going to be working to increase accessibility. So, this is not a one-week 
opportunity. This is six months, years from now. Please keep reaching out to us and 
communicating with us. Eric before we go. Is there anything you would like to add? 
 
59:01 Eric Bothe: I think you have covered it all. Glad to be able to come and talk to you all 
today. Please keep the questions coming. 
 
59:08 John Travis Helmkamp: David. 
 
59:09 David Newburger: Well, I am delighted with, we have had a good size group here today 
and I think that is great. I think that things may come to mind after the meeting, you can use that 
email address if you want to address us that way. I certainly am available to and my staff is we 
are not a big staff, but we certainly are happy to talk to anybody about anything. So be in touch 
with us and we will take it from there. 
 
59:38 John Travis Helmkamp: Okay, and with that I would just like to thank everybody for 
taking the time to join us today. We appreciate it. Please fill out the survey if you have not filled 
it out yet and everybody have a great night and hopefully it can stop raining and we can get out 
and enjoy the city. And with that, thanks everybody for their time and have a great day. 
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Why Prepare an ADA Transition Plan?

• Required by federal law
o Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)

o All Public Entities with over 50 employees

o City’s programs, activities, and services covered 
under Title II of the ADA

• Provide a complete view of City facilities
o Current condition of City assets

o Identify barriers to access

• Plan for eliminating such barriers
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Why Prepare an ADA Transition Plan?

• Compile and extend past City efforts
o Consolidate past efforts into a single document

o Coordination among City departments

o Develop consistent design standards

o Develop momentum for future improvements
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Ongoing City Efforts

• Examples of accessibility services
o Water bills in a format for people with blind or low vision 

o Parking spaces for people with disabilities on City streets and parking lots

o Reduced price bus passes to the elderly and disabled

o Meal delivery for the elderly

o Housing support for people who are disabled

o Requirements for builders to comply with accessibility provisions of 
building codes

• Just some of the City’s efforts to respond to the needs of people 
with disabilities
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Ongoing City Efforts

• Examples of construction operations 
o 2009 curb ramp self-evaluation

o Construction of curb cuts (curb ramps) 
throughout City

o Accessible entrances to City buildings 
and parks

o Addition of elevators and lifts to City 
buildings

o ADA upgrades to existing park 
restrooms

• Still more to be done
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Current City Self-Evaluation Efforts

• Continue ongoing City efforts to 
increase accessibility

• ADA Transition Plan covers all aspects 
of City government

• Consolidate past ADA efforts and 
develop new guiding documents for 
future ADA efforts

o Review City standards

o Incorporate applicable federal and state 
guidelines
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Current City Self-Evaluation Efforts

• Partial self-evaluation of City’s programs, 
activities, and services

• Provide an up-to-date view of City facilities
o Current condition of sidewalks, curb ramps, and 

pedestrian signals

o Current condition of the City buildings, properties, 
and parks

• Help identify future improvements to focus on
o Identify barriers to access

o Provide conceptual costs to improve pedestrian 
network

• Budget and schedule for completing 
remaining assessments
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Current City Self-Evaluation Efforts

• Review City policies
o Update standard construction details for 

pedestrian access

o Consistency across City departments

• Establish ADA criteria to determine 
compliance

• Implement post construction 
inspections to ensure compliance
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Current City Self-Evaluation Efforts

• Survey pedestrian assets for ADA compliance
o Survey portion of pedestrian assets as part of 

Phase 1

o Assess sidewalks, curb ramps, and pedestrian 
traffic signals

• Scoring the criteria

o Data scored based on a two-part system:

▪ City-wide priorities map

▪ Accessibility Score

• Accessibility Score

o Assign a value for each barrier 

o Quantify impact of barrier to pedestrians
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Current City Self-Evaluation Efforts

• Develop city-wide priorities map
o Based on pedestrian traffic generators and 

socio-economic data

• Pedestrian traffic generators
o Government buildings

o MetroBus routes

o Commercial corridors

• Socio-economic data
o Census data provided by East-West Gateway

o Percentage of zero-car households

o Population density

o Percentage living with a disability
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Current City Self-Evaluation Efforts

• Survey City buildings, properties, 
and parks for ADA accessibility

o Survey select buildings as part of Phase 1

• Scope of self-evaluation
o Assess site arrival points including 

parking lots, bus stops, and public 
sidewalks

o Identify programs and services offered

o Identify barriers to access

• Prepare City staff to obtain future 
surveys
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Current City Self-Evaluation Efforts

• Next steps

o Finalize city-wide priorities map

o Establish budget and schedule to complete self-

evaluation

o Identify potential project to kickstart 

elimination of barriers and increase accessibility
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Community Engagement

• Online survey
o https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/stladasurvey

o Provide feedback on how residents are using 
City facilities

o Provide feedback on impact to residents

o Identify City buildings used by public

• Pass it on to others

• Alternative formats available upon request
o Contact Office on the Disabled, (314) 622-3686 
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https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/stladasurvey


Survey Results to Date
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Question: 

Which of the following best describes the reason 
or reasons that you use City sidewalks?

Findings: 

People use City Sidewalks Mostly for-

‒ 80% for Exercise/ health/ pleasure

‒ 79% To access entertainment, goods/ 
service

‒ 63% to socialize with friends/ family

‒ 42% to travel to school/ church/ public 
facilities



Survey Results to Date
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Question: 

Prioritize the following types / locations of 
the City sidewalks that should be improved 
first.

Findings: 

Responders placed maximum priority on-

1. Residential Streets

2. Sidewalk leading to or from schools

3. Bus and Metrolink stops or stations

4. Intersections

5. Sidewalk leading to or from City 
facilities



Survey Results to Date
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Question: 

Photographic curb ramp evaluation survey: 
Rank the following obstacles / conditions in 
order of impact to your daily travel.

Findings: 

The obstacles/ conditions with most impacts 
are:

1. Trip Hazards

2. Standing water/ Debris

3. Poor Surface Quality

4. No Curb Ramps

5. Encroachments



Contact Us

Board of Public Service

Eric Bothe, Project Manager

Phone: (314) 641-8379

Office on the Disabled

David Newburger, Commissioner

Andrew Lackey, Deputy Commissioner

Phone: (314) 622-3686

E-mail:  ADA_STL@stlouis-mo.gov
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